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Summary 
Commercial pressures to reduce time-scales encourage innovation in the design and 
analysis cycle of gas turbine combustion systems. The migration of Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) from the purview of the specialist into a routine analysis tool is 
crucial to achieve these reductions and forms the focus of this research. Two significant 
challenges were identified: reducing the time-scale for creating and solving a CFD pre- 
diction and reducing the level of expertise required to perform a prediction. 
The commercial pressure for the rapid production of CFD predictions, coupled with the 
desire to reduce the risk associated with adopting a new technology led, following a 
review of available techniques, to the identification of structured grids as the current 
optimum methodology. 
It was decided that the task of geometry definition would be entirely performed within 
commercial Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems. A critical success factor for this 
research was the adoption of solid models for the geometry representation. Solids 
ensure consistency, and accuracy, whilst eliminating the need for the designer to under- 
take difficult, and time consuming, geometry repair operations. The versatility of para- 
metric CAD systems were investigated on the complex geometry of a combustion 
system and found to be useful in reducing the overhead in altering the geometry for a 
CFD prediction. Accurate and robust transfer between CAD and CFD systems was 
achieved by the use of direct translators. 
Restricting the geometry definition to solid models allowed a novel two stage grid gen- 
erator to be developed. In stage one an initial algebraic grid is created. This reduces 
user interaction to a minimum, by the employment of a series of logical rules based on 
the solid model to fill in any missing grid boundary condition data. In stage two the 
quality of the grid is improved by redistributing nodes using elliptical partial differen- 
tial equations. A unique approach of improving grid quality by simultaneously smooth- 
ing both internal and surface grids was implemented. The smoothing operation was 
responsible for quality, and therefore reduced the level of grid generation expertise 
required. 
The successful validation of this research was demonstrated using several test cases 
including a CFD prediction of a complete combustion system. 
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1.1 Introduction 
Aero-gas turbine propulsion systems form a vital part of international commerce. The 
production of a new generation of aircraft, typified by the Boeing 777 (Figure 1.1), has 
required new higher thrust gas turbines to be designed such as the Rolls-Royce Trent 
800 (Figure 1.2). At the same time ecological pressure is increasing to reduce the envi- 
ronmental impact caused by the increased number of aircraft and flights. This is 
encouraged by legislation on permissible gas turbine emission characteristics which is 
continually becoming more challenging, from the ICAO 1986 agreement to the CAEP 
2,3,4 conventions [66]; future proposed European Union legislation will be tighter 
still (Figure 1.3). Concurrently, reduced profit margins for the airlines and hence the 
acro-engine providers, coupled with the demand for reduced time-scales, require man- 
ufacturers to identify and implement new approaches to gas turbine research and devel- 
opment. 
'Me research reported within this thesis was directed towards the improvement of the 
development process for one specific component of a gas turbine namely the combus- 
tion system. 
1.2 Aero-Gas Turbine Combustion SYstems 
Many different types of combustion systems have been successfully developed [ 119]. 
[921. Although differing widely in design all combustion systems have to satisfy a 
basic set of design criteria. Lefebvre [91] gives eleven criteria, including: - 
L High combustion efficiency (i. e. thefuel should be completely bumedso that all its 
chemical energy is liberated as heat). 
Z Wide stability limits (i. e. theflame should stay alight over wide ranges oftressure, 
velocity, and airlfuel ratio). 
3. An outlet temperature distribution (pattern factor) that is tailored to maximise the 
life of the turbine blades and nozzle guide vanes. 
4. Low emissions ofsmoke, unburnedfuel and gaseous pollutant species. 
5. Designfor minimum cost and ease of maintenance. 
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A current generation combustor is illustrated in Figure 1.4. Typically, the combustion 
system (which is a fully annular geometry) is divided into sections described by their 
function (Figure 1.5). Compressed air enters at the upstream end of the combustion 
system from the compressor. Ibis high velocity air is then expanded and is slowed by 
the diffuser, reducing pressure losses across the combustion system. This reduced 
velocity air enters the primary zone of the combustor through apertures in the liner wall 
and through fuel injectors (typically about 20 fuel injectors are spread circumferen- 
tially around the annulus). The function of the primary zone is to mix the atomised fuel 
from the fuel injector with the air and provide a flame stabilising region. This is typi- 
cally achieved by the positioning of opposing jets causing re-circulation zones and 
increased turbulence. The burning mixture then travels downstream entering the inter- 
mediate zone. In this region emission regulation is implemented by control of the local 
stoichiometry. This is achieved again by the employment of impinging jets. In most 
conventional combustion systems impinging jets in the dilution or final zone are then 
used to adjust the temperature profile at the exit to prolong the life of the turbine situ- 
ated downstream. 
The harsh operating environment within the combustion system provides a major chal- 
lenge to guarantee an adequate service life. The air from the compressor is hot enough 
to heat the metal cherry red even before combustion takes placel The combustor liner 
creates the space for the fuel/air mixing, combustion and dilution processes, in addition 
to providing a structure on which to construct geometry for the impinging jets. To pre- 
vent these liners literally melting, the use of film cooling techniques is employed. This 
is where a layer of cooler gas is contained between the hot gases and the liner wall. 
Various strategies have been and continue to be employed. A common method is the 
machined cooling ring where holes 1-2 mm in diameter and parallel to the wall create a 
film of air (Figure 1.6). Another technique is to drill a lattice of small holes 1-1.5 mm. 
in diameter angled to the wall called an effusion patch which creates the air barrier. 
These have the additional advantage of removing heat directly from the metal, as the 
air has a larger contact area with the liner. These small length scale features (a hole 
diameter of I mm compared to a typical combustion system length of 500 mm) are crit- 
ical to the suitability and durability of a combustion system. Understanding the interac- 
tions of these small cooling holes is a primary design criterion. 
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The features described above illustrate the different length scales of geometrical fea- 
tures affecting the flow field present within the combustion system. For example, the 
size of an annular combustion system is approximately 500 mm long by 150 mm in 
depth. However, the hole used as an orifice for an impinging jet has a diameter of 15- 
20 mm, and an individual effusion cooling hole has a diameter of 1.5 mm. The effusion 
patch hole is important on a microscopic scale near the combustor liner, but the 
impinging jet hole has a macroscopic effect on the whole combustion system. 
Current in service combustion systems perform admirably. However commercial pres- 
sures require continual growth in engine thrust, whilst current and future legislation 
demand reductions in emissions and fuel consumption. Increasing engine efficiency 
requires higher temperatures and pressures. Unfortunately, the very conditions which 
foster high efficiency also promote NOx (oxides of Nitrogen) formation [96]. For these 
reasons combustion system design cannot be regarded as mature and new systems con- 
tinue to be developed. This is illustrated by the more unconventional concepts which 
have been designed e. g. the Pratt and Whitney Vorbix. combustor [961, and their Axial 
Stage Combustor (ASC) [1231, the General Electric double annular combustion system 
[8 8], the Rolls-Royce Dry Low Emissions (DLE) combustion system [ 141], [163] and 
finally an example of a very low NOx combustion technology which would be required 
for a super/hyper-sonic transport propulsion system [136]. 
1.3 Combustion SYstem Flow Field Characteristics 
Flow field characteristics within gas turbine combustion systems present a unique 
combination of different physical processes and flow regimes, unlike any other aero- 
dynamic or aero-thermal device. The flow field is highly turbulent with typical Rey- 
nolds numbers of the order of millions. Hence turbulent mixing effects form a dominat- 
ing physical process. 
Air entering the combustion system via the compressor outlet guide vanes (OGVs) is 
turbulent with wakes present from this row of aerofoil blades. The key to good diffuser 
design is determined by avoiding the flow separating from the diffuser walls, whilst 
achieving the maximum area ratio possible. It is of importance to note that the effect of 
separation of the boundary layer from the walls is only significant in the diffuser. Else- 
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where the combustion system is more sensitive to other physical processes e. g. bulk 
mixing. 
In the primary zone, fuel is introduced initially as a liquid and is then atomised. Ilere- - 
fore in this region both two phase fluid flow and the physical processes of film sheet 
break up, atomisation and evaporation are important. 
The primary zone is also an example of a region where turbulence is actively encour- 
aged. As stated earlier this involves the use of impinging jets and the creation of a re- 
circulation zone. The dominant physical processes are the effects of shear flows and 
turbulence. These processes occur primarily in the centre of the combustor liner away 
from the walls. 
Consideration must of course be taken of the combustion process, with its primary 
effect on the flow being the change of density. Indirect effects from soot production 
and heat radiation also alter local temperatures and hence affect the combustion system 
flow field again through the variation in density. 
Similarly the purpose of the flow field in the intermediate and dilution zones of the 
combustion system is to improve emission characteristics and this is attributable to the 
use of shear flows and mixing processes. 
A critical design feature of the gas turbine is that the fluid flow in the nozzle guide 
vanes (NGVs) at the inlet to the turbine is choked. However, the bulk flow in the com- 
bustion system typically has Mach numbers of 0.1 rising to 0.3 in the inlet to the 
impinging jets. Therefore the fluid flow can be regarded to a good approximation as 
incompressible in the majority of the combustion system. 
1.4 Current Techniques for Combustion System Design 
Design, manufacture and certification of a new combustion system for civil acro-gas 
turbines has previously been achieved in approximately 6 years. Clearly the design 
methods used need to take account of the large degree of flow complexity described in 
the previous sections. Typically, a range of empirical information gained using various 
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experimental methods have been used, although in the last 25 years, computational 
techniques have also become important. 
1.4.1 Experimental Methods 
Combustion systems have been traditionally designed by an iterative experimental pro- 
gram, using empirical design methods [107]. Due to the extreme operating conditions, 
typically maximum temperatures of 2600 K and pressures of up to 45 bar, the cost of 
performing experimental programs on full size development test facilities is too expen- 
sive for all but a final series of confirmation tests. In general, test facilities have been 
constructed which either accommodated partial sectors of the combustion system (e. g. 
an annular sector containing only one fuel injector) (Figure 1.7) [20] and/or are run at 
reduced operating conditions. As well as the operating costs incurred during testing, 
the lead time required for a new test is also long. Currently, a nominal specification, 
design, manufacture, test and analysis cycle takes typically of the order of four to six 
months. 
Practical experience has shown that extrapolation from experimental results at rig 
operating conditions to engine results at true operating conditions is difficult for some 
parameters. The use of side walls on tests of sectors of annular combustion systems has 
been shown to alter the flow field and chemistry near these walls markedly and hence 
reduce the validity of the experimentation. Also, considerations of access and service 
life of analysis equipment impose severe experimental restrictions. Gas measurement 
rakes are typically installed at the exit of the combustion system. These rakes provide 
no upstream information on the physical and chemical processes occurring in the pri- 
mary or intermediate zone. Water analogy testing, using perspex models, does provide 
some insight, but only at isothermal conditions and only of the flow field. 
Recently probes have been used for chemical species analysis within the combustion 
system [20]. However, the instrumentation had to be water cooled thus increasing the 
probe's cross sectional area which could have affected the flow field. Non-intrusive 
measurement techniques have been developed, e. g. Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) 
[ 135], Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) [ 15], Laser Doppler Velocime- 
try (LDV) [11, and Laser Induced Fluorescence (LM [471, [59] but all require optical 
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access. This is achieved using quartz windows which have limited temperature and 
pressure durability and dierefore a reduction in operating conditions for the experiment 
is required. 
To summarise, experimental techniques exist and are the standard development tool. 
Employing this strategy is very expensive in terms of both time and. cost. The results, 
however, are difficult to extrapolate to real operating conditions. No experimental tech- 
niques exist which provide information about processes occurring within the whole 
combustion system at full operating conditions. Design rules are currently based on 
assumption, and empirical testing. 
However, with the advent of cheaper computing cost and the substantial increased - 
computing power and memory available, computational fluid dynamics has become an 
increasingly important technique. 
1.4.2 ComputationaI Fluid Dynamics 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been used for over 50 years. Anderson [6] 
suggested that the work undertaken by Kopal [87], who compiled tables for the super- 
sonic flows over sharp cones, was one of the earliest examples of a major CFD exer- 
cise. Each successive decade has seen an order of magnitude improvement in relative 
computational cost [22], and an exponential growth of computing power as measured 
by main memory [991.77hus calculations which would have been impossible to carry 
out 20 years ago are now undertaken routinely. This has opened up the use of CFD to 
the general engineering community and CFD has migrated from being a system used 
by a few leading edge aerospace conglomerates into an everyday tool. 
For combustion system design, the use of CFD offers several potential advantages over 
an equivalent experimental program. Firstly, a reduction in financial expenditure and 
time scales in performing a prediction can be achieved compared to an experimental 
program. Secondly, with this reduction in time-scale and cost, the design parameter 
envelope can be expanded, with the result that more parametric studies can be under- 
taken [39]. The use of CFD also provides a tool to help increase the understanding of 
the fundamental processes occurring within the combustion system. Predictions are 
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also performed at realistic operating conditions, with correct boundary conditions and 
no intrusive instrumentation present. 
There are however drawbacks with the use of CFD. Firstly, as the governing Navier- 
Stokes equations have elliptic numerical characteristics, boundary conditions need to 
be specified everywhere with a high degree of accuracy. Various research programmes 
have been undertaken to obtain data [ 135], [1371, but at full operating conditions this is 
still sparse. In terms of accuracy of the flow field, the modelling of turbulence still 
poses a serious limitation. However, combustion system predictions are probably lim- 
ited as much by the modelling of the chemical processes as the turbulence modelling. 
Jones and Priddin [77] explain the current chemistry models within the CFD code in 
use at Rolls-Royce. In addition, Priddin [ 113] gave a brief review of issues in turbulent 
combustion modelling. Ibis paper also mentions issues under active research including 
transported Probability Density Functions (PDF) methods for chemistry modelling and 
work on soot and radiation prediction [ 19]. 
Additionally, no generic uniqueness theorem exists for the solution of the non-linear 
Navier-Stokes equations. This allows for the possibility of multiple solutions requiring 
experience of both CFD and physical fluid processes to interpret the convergence crite- 
ria and accuracy of the results correctly. From practical experience, multiple solutions 
tend to occur only when the physical flow has more than one stable state. 
It should be noted that CFD will never replace fully an experimental program, but 
eventually it should prove sufficient for all but the final commissioning test. In the 
interim it will be used to guide the designer to test only the most promising configura- 
tions. 
1.5 The Product Cycle 
The previous sections described the state of the design process in the early 1990's. As 
the aero-engme market approaches maturity, new commercial pressures are coming to 
bear on the industry. The Rolls-Royce Director of Engineering, Ruffles [ 120] has stated 
that: 
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"With reduced opportunity for technological advance, the only real opportunity to 
achieve product differentiation and hence a competitive advantage, is by being thefirst 
to produce an engine in a market at the lowest cost and best specification to the 
customer " 
This results in the need for all the major gas turbine manufacturers to research into the 
increased efficient use of resources, both human and material, and a significant quest 
for a major reduction in time-scales. For example, Rolls-Royce has been implementing 
project Derwent, with the aim of reducing the whole gas turbine product cycle to under 
42 months as compared to the previous best of 51 months for the Trent 800 [1201. In 
fact airframe manufacturers are now capable of producing new aircraft in time-scales 
of under 36 months. Thus, engine development time-scales continue to shrink and by 
1998 the target had then reduced to 30 months. It should be noted that the Rolls-Royce 
Trent 800 was based on an existing combustion system. If a completely new combus- 
tion system had been required then this would have required even longer time-scales 
using existing methods. 
Zeid [1691 divides the product cycle into two main processes: the design process, and 
the manufacturing process (Figure 1.8). To achieve the maximum gains possible in 
efficiency when bringing a component to fruition, each process must not be considered 
as a separate self contained system. However, holistic business management principles 
suggest, endorsed by Raj [ 1151 from Lockheed, that between 70 to 90 percent of the 
life-cycle costs of a complex component are locked in during the conceptual and pre- 
liminary design phases. Tberefore, focusing on the design process is felt to offer the 
greatest potential for improvement in the length of the overall product cycle. 
1.6 The Design Process 
The design process is responsible not only for the initial concept, design, analysis (both 
experimental and computational), and liaison with manufacture, but for the continuing 
quality of the in-service product and development of improved characteristics. 
This in-service responsibility is critical to the success of any company. Severe financial 
penalties are incurred and customer confidence is lost if the gas turbine fails to achieve 
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its guarantees. Airlines expect and are given guarantees for fuel consumption and for 
gas turbines to remain on wing with the minimum unscheduled maintenance. This is 
understandable as an engine which has to be removed unexpectedly, causing the can- 
cellation of a flight and a disturbance to the airline's timetable, can cost the airline mil- 
lions of pounds. Thus, a "right first time" approach is critical for the success of any gas 
turbine manufacturer. 
At the same time as the gas turbine industry was reviewing their design processes, the 
advent of relatively low cost workstations enabled significant computing power to be 
brought to the desktop. 'Ibis, coupled with advances in Computer Aided Design/Com- 
puter Aided Manufacture (CAD/CAM) techniques and new software for work flow 
and data control, introduced major new tools which required integration into the design 
process. 
The major advances in CAD systems have enabled the use of Electronic Product Defi- 
nition (EPD) to become the central key element in the design process. Ruffles [120] 
has defined EPD as: 
"EPD is the application of information technology and engineering analysis software 
to the Propulsion System Definition Lifecycle (Design Cycle). " 
and additionally stated that: 
"EPD is a major element in realising the time cost and quality targets ofproject 
Derwent. " 
Central to this strategy is the concept of a Definitive Electronic Model (DEM). A DEM 
is a single source of geometry definition of a part for all required purposes. Therefore, 
the DEM reduces wastage and ensures quality by the collection of all the information 
in a single location required for the design, analysis, manufacture and certification of a 
component (Figure 1.9). 
The use of a DEM has advantages not only for designers but for both experimental 
development programs and CFD design studies. However, increased up-front design 
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and analysis will reduce the number of expensive experiments and shorten project 
time-scales. Therefore the greatest potential for both time and financial savings is to be 
found in exploiting the use of CFD in the analysis role. In particular, significant gains 
can be achieved by investigating the methods of creation and transfer of a suitable 
DEM between component systems of the design analysis suite. Coupling this with the 
specific requirements of a DEM which must be suitable for CFD predictions of com- 
bustion system design, forms a field of research which has not been investigated previ- 
ously and holds significant promise. This is the topic on which the work reported in 
this thesis will concentrate. 
Although over 50 years of CFD experience has been gathered and predictions of com- 
plex flow fields have been achieved with considerable success, CFD has still not devel- 
oped into a tool used routinely by designers rather then CFD experts. CFD techniques 
have reached a sufficient stage of maturity to be used by designers, however the reali- 
sation of the full potential of CFD still remains a "grand challenge" for both industry 
and the academic community. As Cosnor [241 stated: 
"Many program managers appreciate the benefits of CFD analysis but are unwilling to 
use CFD if it becomes the pacing item in the design cycle. 
This view is also endorsed by Raj [ 115]: 
"Rapid turnaround, reliable accuracy, and affordability are offered as three key 
requirements that the CFD community must address if CFD is to play its rightful role in 
supporting the IPPD (Authors note: Similar to EPD) design environment needed to 
produce high quality yet affordable designs. " 
The work which must be carried out if CFD is to achieve its place in the designer's 
portfolio of solution techniques, requires a more detailed look at what is expected of it 
in a commercial environment. 
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1.6.1 Accuracy of Prediction 
A fact often overlooked by the CFD community is that designers do not want CFD 
per se. What they do require above all else are accurate predictions, which describe the 
fundamental processes occurring within the combustion system. 
Currently, CFD has achieved this, with notable successes in this field resulting in many 
excellent comparisons having been demonstrated between experimental and theoretical 
studies. CFD has also proven itself to be an excellent tool for the prediction of qualita- 
tive measures, i. e. CFD does routinely predict the correct trends for results in Paramet- 
ric studies. This removes excessive testing and more importantly allows the designer a 
fundamental understanding of the flow processes at worL 
However, designers are often distracted by queries regarding accuracy arising from 
CFD issues, specifically the reliability of convergence and the accuracy of the solution. 
Both of these problems are directly related to the solution techniques employed and the 
grid used to achieve the CFD prediction. To remove or minimise these concerns gives 
the greatest benefit to a designer. 
Thus a CFD analysis suite needs to give accurate predictions, with the minimum of 
interpretation of detailed CFD issues required by the designer. 
1.6.2 Apparent Risk 
A common perception of the customer needing a CFD prediction is the high risk 
attached [241, not only in terms of the quality of predictions, but also in terms of sched- 
ule and budget. In fairness, experimental programs also offer as great a risk in many a 
case, but this has often been ignored and minimised as the results were 'real' not theo- 
retical, even though these real results may not correspond to in-service engines. These 
risks are seen also as 'schedule length multipliers' for projects employing concurrent 
engineering concepts e. g. EPD. 
The CFD program may be used to perform a prediction which falls outside its day to 
day scope (a not infrequent occurrence! ). In this case experience of the physical proc- 
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esses in the new regime and the ability of the CFD program to cope needs to be re- 
assessed. This risk has to be recognised and agreed between the individual designer 
and the project, of which the CFD prediction forms but a single task. 
There is an apparent lack of repeatable results between different users of CFD pro- 
grams. This is generally due to the varying levels of expertise in the users and the dif- 
ferent approaches to items such as grid node placement, relaxation factors, etc. The 
solution is to take these out of the user's control and allow the CFD programs to auto- 
matically control these factors. This works well with standard components [34], but 
combustion systems differ greatly and new methods for improving aspects such as grid 
quality need to be investigated. 
An additional risk is introduced by the human resource requirement for CFD experts 
necessary to perform accurate and timely predictions. These highly skilled and special- 
ised people are by definition scarce and so provide another potential bottleneck for the 
process. 
To summarise, a CFD system must be reliable enough to allow an accurate forecast of 
the length of time and effort required for a prediction. It must also be flexible enough to 
cope with predictions required outside its currently defined scope. Finally, it must not 
require a great level of expertise to operate. 
1.6.3 Time-scales 
In a commercial environment, two criteria are important when undertaking a CFD pre- 
diction: firstly, the elapsed calendar time required for a project; and secondly, the man- 
hours required to achieve the predictions. Obviously project teams place different pri- 
orities on these two measures, but as a general statement, industry strives continually to 
reduce both. Cosnor [24] illustrated for a major CFD study the breakdown of tasks for 
these two measures (Figure 1.10). When analysed, two thirds of the calendar time was 
spent in geometry acquisition and grid generation but this absorbed over three quarters 
of the manpower resources. 
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Having identified the requirements for CFD to become the designer's tool of choice, 
the next section investigates different grid methodologies, since Figure 1.10 clearly 
demonstrates this is a critical aspect of the process. 
1.7 CFD Grid Methodologies 
CFD has been applied to combustion system design for over twenty years and is still 
the subject of active research. The kernel of a CFD system is fundamentally linked to 
the type of grid methodology employed. Different grid methodologies are therefore 
analysed in the following sections in order to determine the optimum choice for use in 
a CFD, as a combustion system analysis tool. 
A typical CFD system (Figure 1.11) comprises of a series of specific processes or com- 
ponents. It would be natural to break down discussion into issues regarding each spe- 
cific component. However, to achieve optimum performance of the whole system each 
process must be closely linked or coupled together. For example, grid generation as an 
individual component cannot be considered in isolation. This becomes readily apparent 
when an issue like grid quality is discussed. In this specific instance, issues regarding 
grid quality metrics e. g. orthogonality, aspect ratio, etc. only have relevance if they 
have a detrimental effect on accuracy of the prediction. 11us a knowledge of the char- 
acteristics of the solver is also important in determining their relevance. This encour- 
ages a holistic view of the total analysis system and central to this is the type of grid 
methodology employed. 
1.7.1 Structured Grid Methodology 
Structured grid methodology is characterised by the calculation being undertaken on a 
rcgular lattice of grid points or grid ccHs. 
This inherent regularity of the grid discretisation allows the CFD solver to determine 
the location of neighbouring grid cells directly. Without this regularity a look-up table 
would have to be constructed. This is an array of pointers for each grid cell, specifying 
its neighbouring cells. The size of a look-up table is at least proportional to the size of 
the grid, and hence can restrict the maximum size of prediction to be undertaken. The 
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elapsed time per iteration of the solver is considerably increased due to this indirect 
addressing technique. 
Structured methods also map well onto the architecture of the current generation of 
super computers and parallel architectures. In addition, accelerated convergence tech- 
niques e. g. Multi-grid are easily implemented. 
As discussed in Section 1.3 combustion systems characteristics are dominated by tur- 
bulence, shear flows, chemistry and mixing processes. Therefore the minimisation of 
numerical smoothing by the employed solution techniques is a primary requirement. In 
fact, unstructured tetrahedral grids have been shown in regions of high shear, to have a 
major influence on spurious numerical spreading of shear layers [1701. This is a major 
obstacle for accurately predicting the essential characteristics of the flow field inside 
the combustion system. Currently structured methods offer the best performance. The 
present production standard CFD software used within the combustion department at 
Rolls-Royce, for example, is based on a structured orthogonal grid methodology [ 1141. 
Work reported in the open literature from Dannenhoffer at United Technologies (Pratt 
and Whitney) also indicates the employment of a structured grid methodology [29], 
[311, this is in addition to work undertaken by Segal et al. [123]. Lawson [89] and a 
recent paper by Prakash et al. [1121 also indicates that General Electric have adopted a 
similar line of approach. 
Ile major drawback encountered with structured methodologies is the grid generation 
process for the complex geometry of the combustion system. Fitting a structured grid 
to a complex shape is not a trivial undertaking, requiring both time and expertise to 
produce a high quality grid. A strategy to improve this process was the introduction in 
the late 80's of block-structured grids. The volume in which the grid is to be created is 
first split into a number of contiguous volumes or blocks. In each block a separate 
structured grid is created. However, the blocks do not have to be arranged in a struc- 
tured lattice. Thompson [144] attributes the introduction of this concept to Rubert and 
Lee, and also Weatherill and Forsey. Work by Dannenhoffer on optimization of the 
block definition either using grid abstractions to aid visualisation [3 1 ], expert systems 
[321, [33] or using simulated annealing techniques [301, does show promise for com- 
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bustion systems, but these still pose many problems that requires a serious investment 
in both expertise and time. 
Structured techniques are currently the most developed and tested of methodologies in 
a commercial environment. As such the validity of predictions and more importantly 
their limitations are more defined and the level of risk correspondingly lower. 
1.7.2 Unstructured Grid Methodology 
Unstructured methodologies have their foundations in the finite element method and 
other structural analysis techniques. As well as work undertaken by Jameson [72], 
Thompson [1441 attributes work undertaken separately by Baker, Weatherill and 
Lohner with introducing this methodology to the CFD community in the 1980's. These 
methodologies do not require a grid to have any regularity. Typically unstructured grids 
are comprised of triangles and/or quadrilateral cells in 2D and tetrahedral, prismatic, 
pyramidal and/or hexahedral cells in 3D. CFD prediction techniques based on both 
finite element and finite volume discretisation have been and continue to be developed. 
The major advantage of implementing unstructured methods is within the grid genera- 
tion step. The use of triangles and tetrahedrons allows for the possibility of fitting a 
grid to any complex geometry automatically. This not only removes the significant bur- 
den of grid generation from the designer, but also reduces the expertise required. Adap- 
tation of the grid to improve the accuracy of the CFD prediction is also apparently easy 
by simply dividing the cells. 
Although a variety of techniques have been developed [49], the currently brief discus- 
sion is focused on unstructured grids generated via three methods: 
'Me 1980's saw the introduction of the Delaunay triangulation method to the CFD com- 
munity. This was mainly due to the collaboration of Baker and Weatherill [1031, [160]. 
The Delaunay triangulation method is actually a grid node inter-connection algorithm, 
not a grid generation technique. That is Delaunay only ensures a unique, consistent 
method of joining grid points together. Initial point placement is determined by other 
means. This method, whilst extremely fast at creating grids, does not preserve the sur- 
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face integrity of the geometry and grid. This is overcome either by relaxation of the 
Delaunay condition near boundaries or by post-processing techniques [ 160]. 
The work of Lohner and Peraire [601 from Swansea introduced the advancing front 
technique for unstructured grid generation. The strategy uses an advancing front of grid 
cells that starts from the geometry boundary. A new cell is created by moving a user 
defined distance away from the geometry and the faces of this cell now become a part 
of the front. Each face on the front is then advanced forward, until the solution domain 
is full. This method is slow to create grids, but does permit more control of grid node 
placement near boundaries. Problems occur with complex geometry with both concave 
and convex boundaries, also with resolving grid cell intersection and in retaining high 
quality grids. Unfortunately, boundary node control is of little attraction to combustion 
system predictions as boundary layer resolution is not of importance (Section 1.3). 
Ile octree grid generation scheme is based on the work undertaken by Shepherd [167] 
in the 1980's. The geometry is initially contained within a cube [ 10 1 J. This is then sub- 
divided into eight cubes. A recursive sub-division of these smaller cubes is then per- 
formed when a cube intersects with the boundary of the geometry. This iteration con- 
tinues until a desired resolution of the geometry is obtained whereupon irregular 
polygon cells are created within the cubes which intersect the geometry surfaces [ 16 1 ]. 
These polygons are then sub-divided into tetrahedrons. Further enhancement by Smith 
and Johnston [ 128) on the use of binary tree structures has enabled faster neighbouring 
node retrieval. The main advantage of the octree methodology over other unstructured 
methods is the fast traverse of the data structure. However, the surface geometry is not 
well represented [1671 and the rapid variation in cell length scales, can cause problems 
for convergence and minimising numerical error. 
Although a perceived significant advantage, in practice automatic grid generation has 
yet to be fully realised and is still the subject of significant research. In addition, 'the 
requirement for look up tables significantly increases both required memory storage 
and time per iteration of the solver. For further reading see the review papers by 
Thompson [ 1441, Thompson and Weatherill [ 1481, [149] and the proceedings of the six 
international grid generation conferences [8], [28], [62], [1241, [130), [159]. 
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Euler calculations for external aero-dynamics have been successfully performed e. g. 
[69], [951. Fully viscous calculations are still under active investigations e. g. [60]. The 
current focus is on boundary layer resolution [1211, which is of minor importance to 
this research. This subject is at the current leading edge of research and future develop- 
ments look promising. Wu and Currie have shown some preliminary work on cavity 
flow with grid refinement to local flow features [ 165]. However, in a commercial envi- 
ronment this translates into higher risk. The risk is attributable to the unknown accu- 
racy and reliability of the prediction. 
Specific examples for combustion systems in the open literature are sparse. Dawes [36] 
has produced the outline of a grid of a civil combustion system in 21), but this needs 
considerable enhancement to be suitable for a full CFD calculation. Mufzaferija [105] 
has also demonstrated, for a tubo-annular combustion system a hexahedral unstruc- 
tured grid, but not for the annular systems which are currently used in the majority of 
large acro-gas turbines. It is surprising that no further unstructured CFD predictions of 
gas turbine combustion systems have been found in the open literature. 
To summarise unstructured techniques are at the forefront of technology and hold great 
promise in reducing user work load in the grid generation tasks. They are a higher risk 
than structured techniques, when considered from a commercial view point. In addition 
CFD predictions incorporating these techniques do require more memory and take 
longer to calculate. For these reasons unstructured techniques currently have been dis- 
counted for the work reported in this thesis. 
1.7.3 Hybrid Grid Methodology 
Ile hybrid grid methodology employs a combination of both structured and unstruc- 
tured grids [85], [90], [126]. In general, a structured grid is used to resolve the flow in 
regions where asymmetric mixing process dominate e. g. resolving the boundary layer 
on a multi-piece acrofoil [86). However, certain regions of the domain are too skew to 
effectively employ a structured grid, and an unstructured grid is used to fill in the gaps. 
This method also enjoys to a degree the advantages of structured methodologies, along 
with a reduced unstructured grid generation overhead. In practice expertise is still 
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required to fit the structured grid and there is an overhead associated with the interface 
between structured and unstructured regions. 
The author has been unable to find any examples of this methodology being applied to 
a gas turbine combustion system. It has potential advantages in mapping to geometrical 
features. For example the fuel injector is ideally suited to be mapped onto a polar 
geometry, but the diffuser is better fitted with a perturbed rectangular grid. However, 
the interface regions will be in the centre of the combustion liner where the mixing 
processes are dominant and the greatest solution accuracy is required. An alternative 
would be to have a structured grid in the centre of the liner away from the boundaries 
and fill the gap between this grid and the geometry with unstructured tetrahedral grids. 
This simplifies the grid generation task and keeps the numerical accurate solution 
methods in the optimum location, the drawback being the overhead spent solving the 
flow and the interface of flow boundary conditions, e. g. fuel injector. 
Ile hybrid method as well as having some of the advantages of structured and unstruc- 
tured techniques has most of the disadvantages. This, coupled with the complication in 
solving the predictions, discounts hybrid techniques from further consideration. 
1.7.4 Chimera (Overset) Grid Methodology 
The New Collin's English Dictionary [100] defines chimera as: 
"Chimera (Ofabled monster, made up ofparts of various animals. 
This is a very simple idea in concept. For each geometrical component or feature 
requiring resolution a separate structured grid is constructed. Each grid is created in 
isolation for each feature in order to capture the local flow field characteristics. Finally 
a structured background grid is created encompassing the whole prediction. Ile flow 
field is then calculated separately on each grid and interpolation between the grids is 
used to transfer flux information. 
An early example of this approach was given by Benek et al. [131. This type of grid 
methodology is particularly suited to predictions requiring resolution of boundary grids 
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e. g. the space shuttle prediction performed by Gomez et al. [531, prediction of flow 
within turbine blade cascades [80], a Tornado aircraft and the release of aircraft stores 
[17]. In addition Chimera offers significant advantages where there is the requirement 
to cater for time varying geometry. This is typified by research performed on stores 
release from aircraft [108]. An additional advantage, from the user's perspective is the 
ability to create a catalogue or library of parts. These items can be created separately 
and then simply overset. For example, the combustor fuel injector and the diffuser 
could be modelled this way. The main limitation has been to implement interpolation 
strategies between the grids which conserve both mass and momentum as well as the 
fluxes of other qualities. Considerable expertise is also required in the combination of 
the component grids [121. 
Apart from the flow within the diffuser the resolution of the boundary layer is of low 
importance, compared to other features e. g. resolution of shear layers in the mixing jets 
in the primary zone. Unfortunately the accurate prediction of these jets is impossible a- 
priori and can be better achieved using different techniques e. g. adaptation [76]. Also, 
as no variable geometry is planned for any combustion system at present, due to the 
harsh operating environment, chimera capabilities are not fully realised. These details 
do indicate that the Chimera method is inappropriate for combustion system modelling. 
1.7.5 Summary of Grid Methodologies 
The relative merits of the four techniques in the previous sections having been dis- 
cussed, structured grid methodologies were identified to offer the optimum technique 
for the CFD prediction of a gas turbine combustion system in a commercial environ- 
ment. Structured techniques are the most developed and understood. They represent 
the least risk for commercial project work. In addition, they offer the fastest turn 
around in terms of elapsed solver time and, as the size of CFD predictions continually 
increases, they have the added advantage of the smallest memory requirements. 
1.8 The Idealised 24 hour CFD Cycle 
Having perceived that structured techniques are the optimum methodology to employ, 
investigations should then be directed towards the identification of the elements of the 
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CFD process which require improvement. In a commercial environment time-scales 
are the most important criteria when undertaking a CFD prediction. As discussed in 
Section 1.6.3, this can be measured in two ways, either by the elapsed calendar time 
required for a project and the man-hours required to achieve the predictions. As Cosnor 
[24] discussed (Figure 1.10), two thirds of the calendar time is often spent in geometry 
acquisition and grid generation but at the same time, more importantly, absorbing over 
three quarters of the manpower resources. 
An alternative approach to this issue was suggested by Ives et al. [681. This paper intro- 
duced the concept of the 24 hour CFD cycle (Figure 1.12). The formulation came not 
from what was possible with the current technology but what is required by the 
designer to make CFD a routine design tool. As Cosnor [25] stated: 
"Ae problems to be solved, and the associated schedule and budget, are determined 
by the project engineering team, not by the CFD team " 
The basic strategy is to perform all the user interaction steps within the working day. 
The first step is to inspect the converged prediction from the previous days work. Sec- 
ondly, the designer would interpret and conceptualise the pertinent information con- 
tained within the prediction. Next the necessary modification of the model is 
determined, after this the grid is created. Finally, the user specifies the new boundary 
conditions. The prediction is then left to converge overnight. 
According to this concept the task of grid generation has to be undertaken in a time 
frame of I hour and approximately 2 hours was allowed for modification. In compari- 
son, a typical CFD prediction of the burning flow field in the combustion liner per- 
formed by a CFD modeller has taken of the order of 2-3 weeks. This may be further 
sub-divided: 1-2 weeks are required for grid generation, dependant on the level of com- 
plexity and the availability of existing information which was suitable for modifica- 
tion. Approximately I week is then required to produce a converged solution with the 
employment of overnight batch processing on a single workstation. 
Currently, the elapsed time required for converging the prediction obstructs the 
achievement of the 24 hour CFD cycle. However, the author believes that the imple- 
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mentation of parallel architecture, domain decomposition techniques and improve- 
ments in hardware and software, will in the near future resolve this bottleneck. 
However, processor speed alone will not greatly reduce the time spent on the tasks of 
geometry modification and grid generation. As Raj [ 115] states: 
"Development of afasterflow-solver will have the desired pay-off only if the 
associatedpre- andpost-processing tools are also speeded up to permit a significant 
reduction in the overall turnaround time. " 
and this is endorsed by Connell and colleagues at GE [23]: 
"Men computing theflow around complex three-dimensional configurations, the 
generation of the mesh is the most TIME CONSUMING part of any calculation. " 
Also, Aftomis [7] states with direct relevance to this current work: 
"Relativelyfew researchersfocus directly on issues surrounding efficient 
implementation and routine application. Such work is, perhaps, alnwst unattractive in 
an environment which rewards novelty andfundamental concepts. However, from an 
industrial or applications CFD point of view, the autoination of routine processes is of 
paramount importance, and in this polarity lies a serious conundrum. " 
Therefore it is towards reducing the cost of these tasks, without sacrificing accuracy 
that the present research was aimed. 
Post processing is well served by software running on current state of the art graphical 
based workstations. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said of the input generation 
processes. JA 'Mompson of Mississippi State University, a major contributor to struc- 
tured grid technology, in a current review on grid generation [ 144] stated: 
"Diat grid generation is a mqJorpacing item (THEpacing item were it notfor 
turbulence) in regard to the use of CFD and otherfield simulations in industrial design 
now embarrassingly has the status of a cliche. 
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Numerical grid generation has been the subject of research since the early 1970's. In 
this time numerous seminars, workshops and six international conferences have been 
dedicated to this art. That the above statement should be still be true 25 years after 
research was started in this field, certainly warrants further study. 
1.9 Objectives of this Thesis 
All the preceding information lays the ground work and justifies research which exam- 
ines and improves the input processes for a structured grid methodology, specifically 
for gas turbine combustion systems. In particular, this research should focus on the cre- 
ation of a CFD model of a civil combustion system as a vehicle to expose problems and 
solutions. 
Cosnor [24] identified in 1995 a future state for both unstructured and structured grid 
generation that can be achieved with specific research: - 
1.7he nominal geometry (i. e., before any modifications based on analysis goals) is 
generated in the CAD system Either the CAD system or a separate procedure is 
used to identify the defects, omissions etc., in a timely manner, so they are corrected 
before the geometry is usedfor any subsequent process. 
2.77ie geometry is modified, within the CAD environment as appropriate for the sub- 
sequent analyses. 
3.77ze analytical tools for surface modelling and grid generation operate on the CAD 
surface models, or on a dataformat that is immediately derived without compromise 
from the CAD models. (Time for geometry acquisition 2 minutes -a file transfer 
only). 
4. Semi-automated tools are usedfor surface grid generation and domain decomposi- 
tion. 7hese tools "suggest" default surface and blockface grids, subject to approval 
by the engineer 
5. Overall parameters of the volume grid blocks - number of points, stretching func- 
tions etc.: - are set by a semi-automatedprocess. 
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These general criteria have been influence the direction of the current research and to 
judge its achievements. However, the following give a more specific set of objectives 
for this work: - 
1. To investigate methods of reducing the time spent in the input generation processfor 
a structured grid methodology. 
2. To specify and create a Definitive Electronic Model DEM in a conunercial CAD sys- 
temfor use in CFD prediction of a gas turbine combustion system 
3. To identify hi-fidelity andfast transfer mechanisms between CAD and CFD systems. 
4. To improve aspects of structured grid generation to take into accountfeatures pro- 
vided by the DEM. 
5. As proof of concept to take the DEM and to perform a CFD calculation of the whole 
combustion system. 
1.10 Structure of the Thesis 
Chapter I has introduced the scope of the problem and identified structured gtid meth- 
odologies as the optimum CFD technique for gas turbine combustion CFD predictions. 
The chapter has also rermed the scope of research to the study of and development of 
CAD and CFD systems and the efficient implementation of an analysis system incor- 
porating both types of software. 
Chapter 2 outlines elements of structured grid methodology and reviews structured 
grid generation techniques and identifies areas for further research. 
Chapter 3 describes and identifies the underlying geometry representation of the Dcfin- 
itive Electronic Model (DEM). Identification of the optimum geometry representation 
both in the CAD system and CFD system are discussed. 
Chapter 4 proceeds to develop an optimum approach to the construction of the DEM 
paying attention to generic problems and to issues arising concerning gas turbine com- 
bustion systems in particular. 
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Chapter 5 investigates methods of transferring (efficiently and with high-fidelity) 
information between the CAD system and the CFD system 
Chapter 6 describes innovations made in the present work to structured grid generation 
techniques, in order to cope with the complex geometry of the combustion system 
Chapter 7 reports on the CFD calculation of the DEM which has been used as a test 
vehicle throughout this work. 
Chapter 8 draws together the work reported here into conclusions and offers further 
avenues of research which are in need of investigation. 
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FIGURE 1.1. Boeing 777 
FIGURE 1.2. The Rolls-Royce'lrrent 800. 
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FIGURE 1.7. Experimental Combustion Sector Rig, Crown Copyright 1201. 
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FIGURE 1.6. Cooling Ring and Effusion Patch (See Insert on Figure 1.5). 
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2.1 Introduction 
The conclusions drawn from the preceding chapter have determined that the develop- 
ment of the geometry creation and grid generation processes offer the greatest potential 
for improvement of the design cycle. However, from a practical viewpoint, no compo- 
nent of a CFD system stands alone. In particular, the suitability of any grid created, and 
also to an extent the specification of any geometry employed, is determined by the 
characteristics of the solver which will use them. In order to integrate the grid genera- 
tion and the geometry creation steps fully into the CFD process, it is necessary to 
understand the solution techniques and methods being employed. 
The description and requirements of the solver will also provide a set of criteria on 
which to base a discussion of currently used structured grid generation techniques. 
Incorporation of the "state of the art" techniques in this field, along with the recogni- 
tion of gaps and improvements, will then provide a firm foundation on which to base 
the original work reported here. 
2.2 Differential Geometry 
A brief explanation of pertinent mathematical concepts and definitions is now pre- 
scnted, as this will help clarify discussion in the following sections. Tensor notation has 
been used and the presence of repeated dummy or umbral indices represent Einstein's 
summation convention. 
A typical nomenclature is associated with a structured grid methodology. The grid is 
created in either a 2D or 3D Euclidean space called the physical space. As the grid is a 
regular lattice of points then its vertices can be mapped onto a regular lattice of co- 
ordinates in another Euclidean space called the computational or logical space (Figure 
2.1). The relationship and the creation of a mapping between the physical and the com- 
putational space underpins the majority of structured grid generators and solution tech- 
niques. 
When considering points in the physical space, co-ordinates are described by the vector 
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X= (X' Yl Z) = (XI, X21 X3) = X! 
Whereas the co-ordinates in the computational space are described by the vector 
(41,42,43) = 41 (2.2) 
In many practical implementations the computational space is defined to be either the 
unit cube or a rectangular box with the spacing between nodes being set to 1 with no 
loss of generality. 
In many cases and in particular to perform a CFD prediction of a combustion system 
the boundary of the computational space and physical geometry are chosen to map 
onto each other resulting in a boundary conforming co-ordinate system. 
To understand the mapping process and some advanced grid generation techniques, it 
is necessary to discuss aspects of differential geometry. The general differential incre- 
ment dr relating the computational and physical space co-ordinate systems is: 
dr = -L(r)A' = r, A' = a. 4' (2.3) D4 1- -4 -1 
Which leads to a relation for the increment of arc length ds as: 
(ds)2 = ai - qjAldý (2.4) 
From this equation the covariant metric tensor components can be extracted: 
gii ,, ý 91 * gi (2.5) 
In addition, the definition of 9, the determinant of the covariant tensor matrix: 
g= detlgijl (2.6) 
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Associated with this mapping between the computational and physical space is the 
Jacobian matrix and its associated Jacobian: 
ax ax ax 
9 jl-, UZ 
detraxi det 13Y aY aY = jg- (2.7) 
;Z il-i UZ 
Dz Dz az 
Lg U1-1 ýýd 
Finally, the contravariant metric tensor can then be calculated (No Summation conven- 
tion used): 
9U=1 (gjmgkn - gjngkm) Oj, k), (l, m, n) Cyclic (2.8) 9 
2.3 CFD Solution Techniques for Combustion Systems 
The intention of the research described within this work is not to develop a CID solver 
per se. Instead an available CFD solver was identified which met all of the necessary 
criteria for the combustion system requirements. In order to present a complete picture 
of the whole CFD system the equations and numerical methods employed are pre- 
sented below. Ibis solver is described in greater detail in [4]. 
23.1 Physical Modelling 
Fluid flow within a combustion system is in a low Mach number regime. Ibis allows 
the fluid to be treated as incompressible with any density variations being mainly due 
to chemistry effects. The flow field is, however, highly turbulent with a typical Rey- 
nolds number of the order of millions. As such, with the current CFD modelling tech- 
niques available, predicting the instantaneous behaviour of the fluid is impractical. A 
more realistic goal is the prediction of the statistically averaged characteristics of the 
flow. Information is lost due to averaging but the problem then becomes manageable. 
The following sections explain this averaging technique and assumptions used in the 
mean flow calculation. 
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The fluid is assumed to be incompressible. Consider any fluid property (P and define a 
time-averaged or Reynolds-ensemble-average value (Hinze [65] or Versteeg and Mala- 
lasekera [157]). The time-average is defined by: 
ät 
lim -9 (x, Odt (2.9) 
0 
Whereas the Reynolds-ensemble-average is given by: 
(Pcc(x) (2.10) 
N 
For the purpose of predicting steady state combustion these can be for all practical pur- 
poses considered as identical. In which case the fluid property can be resolved into a 
time averaged component 9, indicated by the over-bar, and a fluctuating component 
TI 
=+ (p' (2.11) 
By construction the time averaging of the fluctuating component is identically zero. 
=0 (2.12) 
In the presence of significant density fluctuations, implementing the classical Reynolds 
averaging scheme creates equations with many terms containing correlations including 
the fluctuating component of density. These correlations are difficult in practice to esti- 
mate and require a large number of equations to be solved. A commonly used tech- 
nique to remove these uncertainties, which is implemented within the current solver, is 
to use Favre or density weighting [48]. This is a similar technique to un-weighted time 
averaging but with the mean now defmed as: - 
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1 
A, 
(P(X) = lim -! 
[ 
t)dt] 
At 
fP (xv t) (p (X, 
0 
Ile fluid property can now be decomposed into a Favre averaged component (-p and a 
fluctuating component y", related by: - 
(p + (P" (2.14) 
Implementing Favre averaging for all transported quantities (density and pressure are 
not transported and an un-weighted average is used), the basic governing equations 
become: - 
Continuity of mass: 
ý2 
+ -I(p ul) at axi 
Momentum transport in the xi direction: 
auj a; i gs 
-a-u! ) 
(pul)+ -(Pujui)+Dxj (Puj"U! ") -+ 'Jx-j 3 ii a ; 7X. 
(, 
;x xi i 
ýX- ýl 
1 
Where p is the dynamic fluid viscosity assumed constant. Compared to the instantane- 
ous equations the "lost information" manifests itself as the extra correlation term 
puj'u, ". The calculation of this correlation term is undertaken using the Bousincssq 
approximation which relates this term to a turbulent viscosity ji, 
pu;, U;, = -11 T(j'i" + 5, x`,, 
ý) 
'Me problem now reduces to the closure of this set of equations and this is achieved by 
providing a turbulence model for the turbulent viscosity and a combustion model to 
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calculate the mean density. For most of the calculations in this particular solver, the 
first is resolved by employing the k-e turbulence model of Jones and Launder [75]. 
This carries an additional overhead of two more equations which need to be solved for 
the Idnetic energy of turbulence k and its dissipation c: 
a-a -- ä (gTDk (Pk) + -(P Uik) --) (2.18) Ut axi ; ixi -äX_, ýJ: jk Xi 
au--' 
, 
auj 38ijý1)-38i - 
a. ý' _F 
xi jpk)g-- 
p- 
1X 
Fxi 313 
D- (PC) 
D -ýir) (P 
D gTk 
- - 
2 A (2.19) 7x, i 
7 xi 
k 
Dui 
Jx- 
X+ 
azj 
-251j'JX- Fxi 3 t 
_t2 
-38ij k)aýi-ce2 3P gxj Pk 
Where at and cr,, are the turbulent Prandtl-Schmidt numbers for the kinetic energy of 
turbulence and its dissipation and tLT is the turbulent viscosity. 
The turbulent viscosity is then defined as: 
-k 2 RT = CIPc (2.20) 
The values for the various constants am defined below 
Constant Value 
ctt 0.09 
Cei 1.44 
Ce2 1.92 
19k 1.00 
CIE 1.30 
TABLE 2.1. Constants in the K-Epsilon Turbulence Model. 
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Thus the final form of the momentum equation becomes: 
a -- a -- - 
i(pu! ) + (Puiuj) - 7X 
.1 
ux 
l 
(11 + I'T) 
aLj_gs 
+ Dx 3 ijax 
(; 
7x ýs - ij( k) 3p 
Dý 
= -- ax 
. 1 i I j I , 
The governing transport equation for a scalar ý becomes: 
a-a1! + (PO+aa- (P-; m- (2.22) Tt ; xi(cr GTTV, X-i 
L 
where S, is the source term for each scalar. This is used to calculate the scalar variable 
fields including enthalpy, mixture fraction, fuel C., Hy and CO mass fraction. 
The source terms for the fuel SC. H, and CO SCO mass fmction were calculated using 
the 2-stcp general hydrocarbon chemistry of Westbrook and Dryer [162]: 
CxHy + 02 -'ý'T', 20 + Co (2.23) 
Co + 02 --> C02 (2.24) 
For each of these reactions a rate is calculated using the Arrhenius rate expressions 
based on the mean temperature. Thus the chemical reaction rate Schemical for Equation 
2.22 is of the form 
SChemical ý [CxHyl[02]kchemical (2.25) 
where [CxHY], 102] are the concentration of fuel mass fraction and oxygen respec- 
tively and kch,. Ic, l is given by 
kChemical = A74e 
ý-R 
(2.26) 
A is a constant and n is an exponent for this reaction, E is the activation energy, R is 
the universal gas constant and T the mean temperature. The reaction mechanisms tabu- 
lates the constants A, E, and n. 
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The eddy break-up model of Spalding [ 132] was employed to simulate the effect of tur- 
bulence on the reaction rate. This involves the calculation of a turbulent mixing rate 
5Turb.,,. t defined by 
STurbulent = CEBU 
c Ic'Hyl (2.27) 
k 
Where CEBU is the eddy break up constant. The final sour-cc used in the solution of the 
scalar transport equation is the minimum of the chemical and turbulent mixing rate. 
SC, 
H, = min(SChemica[7 STurbulend (2.28) 
A similar expression is calculated for Sco . 
The temperature and density are then calculated using the fuel and CO mass fractions 
via the standard thermodynamic relations for these species. The various thermody- 
namic properties are obtained as described in the NASA chemical equilibrium calcula- 
tion data of Gordon and McBride [55]. 
23.2 The Transformed Equations 
In Section 2.2 the concepts of computational and physical space were defined. The 
solver calculates the CFD prediction in the computational space and as such a mapping 
must be created between theses two spaces. Ibis mapping must be one to one and 
invertible to allow a two way transfer of information between the two spaces. The gov- 
cming equations are transformed such that the computational space components are the 
independent variables, whilst maintaining a fixed Cartesian basis for the velocity com- 
ponents. 
To detail fully all of the transformed equations is not necessary for this work, instead 
the continuity and momentum transport am provided as examples. 
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Before specifying the transform equations, define 
axi 
. ij = cofactor .m the Jacobian matrix j (2.29) ae 
lbus the transformation of the continuity equation is: 
la -1a -- 
--(p) + --(P U, 
W, )=0 (2.30) 
Jät jae m 
The momentum equation becomes 
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- (pui)+ Ja 
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( 
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J 3 + 19 aerj 
This is the form of the equations which must be discretised. and solved numerically. 
2.3.3 Discretisation of the Governing Equations 
The solver utilises a three-dimensional, structured, non-orthogonal grid. The grid used 
is cell-centred, with the location of the field values being defined by the numerical 
average of the eight cell vertices. A finite volume discretisation is then implemented on 
the governing equations. Convection terms are discretised using either the robust 
hybrid differencing scheme [1381 or preferably the more accurate van Izer differenc- 
ing [1541, whilst for the diffusion and pressure terms two point central differencing is 
used. 
The form of the algebraic discretised equation at a grid point P and for any variable (p 
is: 
(2.32) Apyp Ai(pi + Sp 
cells 
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Where A are the coefficients calculated from the discretised equations and SP is the 
specification of any sources which are independent of neighbouring nodes. Tle sum- 
mation is over the neighbouring cells. 
2.3.4 Solution Algorithms for the Discretised Equations 
The Thomas [ 1.421 or Tri-Diagonal Matrix Algorithm (TDMA) is an efficient Gaussian 
elimination technique which is used to solve all the algebraic flow-field equations iter- 
atively. The TDMA is easy to implement and carries little processing overhead. 
An accurate pressure correction solution (see next section) is required in order to mini- 
mise mass errors at each iteration before proceeding onto the next step. As this is only 
one variable, then employing a conjugate-gradient method such as that presented by 
van der Vorst [153] will drive the pressure field to convergence faster than if TDMA is 
used. The conjugate-gradient method is too expensive to use on all transported varia- 
bles, but improving the pressure field affects all the velocity components directly and 
using it on pressure correction is economically justified. 
23.5 Pressure-Velocity Solution Algorithms 
The incompressible nature of the flow field allows the use of two pressure-velocity 
algorithms within the solver. For steady state (equilibrium) calculation the SIMPLE 
algorithm [109] is provided and for time-dependant calculations the Alternating Veloc- 
ity Pressure implicit (AVPI) method [74] performs adequately. 
23.6 Cell Centred Schemes and Velocity-Pressure De-coupling 
Equation 2.31 shows that the velocity components specified at the centre of a cell are 
driven by the pressure gradients acting on the cell. The gradients are calculated using a 
central difference formulation which contains terms of the form illustrated below and 
does not use the pressure at the centre of the cell (Figure 2.2). 
Dp 
= 
(PR-PL 
Fx 2Ax (2.33) 
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Thus, the value of velocity and pressure are de-coupled and a checker-board effect can 
occur with alternate cells having high and low pressure fields with no interaction. 'Mis 
problem is overcome by the smoothing method devised by Rhie and Chow [ 1181. In 
order to stop de-coupling, extra artificial terms are added to the mass flux to couple 
these equations together. Although preventing de-coupling the extra terms may cause 
spurious momentum sources in the flow field and their effect must be minimised. This 
is achieved by noting that the added terms are equivalent to a fourth order truncation 
error and since the basic algorithm is second order accurate, then the added terms 
should not cause significant error. 
23.7 Grid Quality Metrics 
The previous sections have provided an abridged description of the fundamental theo- 
ries and strategies employed in the solver. However, fundamental to the work reported 
here are the grid generation requirements from the solver. The traditional approach is to 
base grid metrics on theoretical considerations of error tolerance, but much experience 
has also been gained in the practical use of this solver and a qualitative understanding 
of the relationship between solver and grid must also be taken into account. 
T'he traditional approach to error approximation is to consider the leading error terms 
in the Taylor series for the discretisation of each equation [150]. Using this the order of 
error in the numerical method employed can be determined. However, aspects of the 
computational grid (e. g. such items as grid skewness, cell aspect ratios, expansion 
ratios of the grid cells, do affect the quality of the prediction and it is worthwhile dis- 
cussing some of these attributes further. 
No grid metric can be used in isolation. Any useful metric defining the quality of the 
grid is also dependent on the resulting flow field. A poor grid in an area where the flow 
field is well behaved, or not determined to be particularly important, is perfectly 
acceptable. This is especially true in a commercial environment, if improving this area 
causes increased processing and time-scales. 
Mastin and lbompson [97], [147] both show that the increase in the error of approxi- 
mation in the equations being solved depends not only on the derivatives of the solu- 
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tion and the grid spacing, but also on the rate of change of grid spacing. Thus, the rate 
of change of grid spacing gives a clearly defined metric for the grid generation process. 
Large aspect ratio cells present another source of numerical error and in general the 
closer the aspect ratio of a grid cell is to 1 the better the prediction [1501. In practical 
terms them is little that can be done for the complex geometry of a combustion system 
without quickly hitting the upper limit of grid size due to memory limitations. One 
solution to this problem is to use embedded grids cells to subdivide and reduce the 
aspect ratio (Figure 2.3). This approach gives the necessary reduction of the aspect 
ratio and also allows a greater grid density in regions where the solver and the user 
both require a high resolution of the flow field. The use of an embedded grid has the 
advantage of allowing increased resolution in a small area without the need for banding 
of the grid to occur (Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5), which creates additional grid cells 
where they are not required. However, a look up table similar to that used for unstruc- 
tured methods needs to be employed to keep track of these embedded grid cells. Prob- 
lems have been found with conserving both mass and momentum across the interface 
boundaries where a hanging node exists. (Figure 2.5). Fortunately, practical experience 
of the CFD solver appears to be relatively insensitive to aspect ratio. 
Theory suggests that the grid be created with the minimum amount of skewness i. e. the 
amount of divergence from an orthogonal grid, since this allows more numerically 
accurate and stable solutions. Naturally, the closer to orthogonal the grid can be con- 
structed the less numerical error in the discretisation of the equations. 
When considering the flow field within the total combustion system, with the excep- 
tion of the inlet diffuser, the effect of boundary layers arc minimal compared to the 
flow features internally. Therefore the need for an orthogonal grid near the walls is 
reduced. 
To create an optimum grid where the cells are clustered to resolve flow features, some 
form of adaptation of the grid will almost certainly be required. This adaptation can be 
implemented at three levels within the CFD system. Firstly, at the micro-levcl; this 
involves adapting the grid after a small number of iterations of the solver. This gives 
rise to a large number of grid generation steps. This strategy would involve the grid 
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generator and the solver running concurrently. A considerable overhead would be seen 
in the processing, memory and time-scalcs required due to the grid generation and 
interpolating the flow field values between grids. 
An alternative grid adaptation strategy is at the macro-level. In this case the solver per- 
forms a large number of iterations, but does not need to fully converge the solution, and 
the grid is then adapted after these runs. The advantage of this method lie in the 
reduced number of grid generation and interpolation steps. The grid generator can be 
kept separate as the overhead of transferring information to the grid generator is mini- 
mal compared to processing time and the amount of interpolation is limited. 
'Me final adaption technique is at the gross-scale. The solution is run to convergence 
and then the results analysed. The grid is changed independent of the solver and the 
prediction re-run. This strategy relies fundamentally on the expertise of the user. In 
addition, an overhead is incurred wasting computing resources, whilst converging fully 
each solution as only the last solution is of practical use. 
For the CFD system described here the micro-level is too expensive, as the nature of 
the flow field in a combustion system once settled does not tend to undergo radical var- 
iations. The gross-level strategy requires a considerable level of expertise from the user 
and in addition incurs a large overhead both in processing power and time-scales to 
perform a prediction. The macro-level represents the best compromise, between the 
increased risk of using part converged solutions for adaptation, and the possibility of a 
reduction in time-scales and user expertise. In addition keeping the grid generator scp- 
arate allows a larger size of prediction whilst still allowing adaptation. The solver can 
also be used to automate the adaptation of the grid. 
Whilst grid adaptation is evidently a useful innovation, it is an essential prerequisite 
that a firm foundation based on an optimal non-adaptive grid technology must be con- 
structed first. Thus, construction of the grid generator was created here without adapta- 
tion, but at every stage of construction the potential for adaptation was taken into 
account. 
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Improving all these quality metrics is often difficult as they are mutually conflicting 
and have varying levels of importance in different regions and regimes. The character- 
istics of the presently used solver suggest that the primary metric must be smoothness, 
defined by the rate of change of grid spacing. 
2.4 Current Structured Grid Generation Strategies 
Once the solver and its requirements had been specified, attention was directed towards 
the grid generation process. In particular the tools which are currently available and the 
new techniques and developments which are required was considered next. 
To establish a firm basis for discussion, this section is introduced by defining the task 
of grid generation. A brief discussion is then provided which describes the complexity 
of the geometry involved, as this has a direct effect on the grid generation process. 
Finally, structured grid generation strategies are discussed. 
2.4.1 Grid Generation Task 
The task of a structured grid generator is to map a regular lattice of grid points onto a 
given geometry. The resultant grid should represent faithfully the underlying geometry 
and satisfy such grid metrics as required by the solver. The above definition, whilst 
providing a sufficient set of criteria, does not offer the optimum tool in light of the dis- 
cussion in Chapter 1. An optimum grid generator must also aim to minimise both the 
level of expertise of the user and the time-scales required. At the same time it must 
retain and ideally improve the quality of the resultant grid. Finally, it should ensure a 
high level of confidence in the repeatability of the task between different users. 
2.4.2 Effects of Geometry on the Grid Generation Task 
Aero-gas turbine combustion systems have an extremely complex geometry and 
require the grid generator to cope with the most general class of geometry. Unfortu- 
nately, the difficulty of the grid generation process is directly related to the complexity 
of the geometry used. This can be demonstrated by considering two sub-sets of geome- 
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try, which are easier to map a grid to, but cannot represent the geometry of a combus- 
tion system. 
The first subset restricts the permitted geometry by only allowing convex hulls to be 
handled. A convex hull is a closed region or volume in which any two points on the 
region can be connected by a straight line without any part of the line traversing out- 
side the region. This restriction, coupled with a correct grid node distribution on the 
boundary of the region will ensure that no overlaps occur in the internal grid. Unfortu- 
nately, even a small section of the combustion liner is non-convex (Figure 2.6). 
Another sub-set is only to allow simply connected regions. These regions can be intui- 
tively described as regions with no holes. A simple example that shows the invalidity 
of this restriction for a combustion system is the holes in the surface of the combustion 
liner (Figure 2.7). Most texts on topology provide a rigorous definition [9]. A region 
with a hole in the interior has a different topology to a rectangle. As most structured 
grid generation techniques map the grid onto a rectangular region, this causes funda- 
mental difficulties which need addressing. 
The complex geometry and the internal features of the combustion system e. g. the fuel 
injector and the combustion liner make the fitting of a single structured grid very diffi- 
cult, without gross distortion of the grid cells occurring. Two approaches can be used in 
mitigation. 
Ile first approach is to use a series of connected structured grids, that is a multi-block 
approach. Whilst easing the task on the grid generator this does put more workload on 
the user to create these block grids and this part of the process then becomes difficult to 
automate. Dannenhoffer [301, [311, [32], [33] has undertaken useful research into how 
to visualise and connect these multi-block grids. This is confirmed as Spekreijse and 
Boerstoel [133] have needed to address the difficulties connecting multi-block with a 
checking algorithm. However, even with these ideas considerable user input and exper- 
tise is still required. 
The second technique is based on the use of blockages. These are effectively cells of 
the grids which are disregarded by the prediction and no flow is pcnnitted within the 
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cells. However flow boundary conditions must be specified on the surface of block- 
ages. In this way internal geometry can be faithfully represented and these cells can be 
used to reduce grid distortion (see examples shown later in Chapter 7). 
In this work therefore a single structured grid with blockages was used, with the under- 
standing that research into reducing grid distortion be undertaken. Secondly, a staged 
development approach was foreseen with the possibility of going to multi-block at a 
later date. It was also recognised that a multi-block grid generator would still require an 
optimum single block grid generator as its kernel. In this case the methods developed 
hem would be ideally suited to both types of structured grid generators. 
2.4.3 Basic Principles 
There is a common approach to creating a structured grid on a complex geometry. First 
the boundaries of the computational space are mapped onto the boundaries of the 
geometry in physical space. The internal points of the computational space are then 
mapped onto points in the physical space creating the grid. 
For a useful grid to be created no folding or collapsing of the grid is permitted where 
calculations are to be performed. Inside blockages where no calculations are required 
this restriction can be relaxed. 
Ibus, the mapping created between computational and physical space must be one-to- 
one. Assuming the grid belongs to the space of functions C' (that is the class of func- 
tions which have continuous first derivatives) then the inverse mapping theorem states 
that: 
"Assume a mapping is C' continuous then the mapping is locally one to one at a point 
inside the domain if and only if the rank of the Jacobian matrLr of the mapping is 
maximal at that point. " 
A matrix only has maximal rank when the determinant of the matrix is non-zero. From 
this a corollary to the inverse mapping theorem states that 
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"The mapping is only one-to-one if the value of the Jacobian J is non-zero 
everywhere. " 
This has the effect of not allowing the Jacobian to change sign within the grid. The 
above corollary is also obvious by observation of the transformed continuity equation 
(Equation 2.30) as many terms have the coefficient I/J which is not defined when J--O. 
2.4.4 Structured Grid Generation Techniques - The Starting Point 
It is interesting to note that structured grid generation is still a developing field over 
twenty years after Thompson's [ 1461 paper first appeared. Many types of structured 
grid generation technique have been employed. Most of these are fairly esoteric in their 
application and have not been readily taken up by the mainstream CFD community. 
Representative samples of these are discussed below. For further reading the excellent 
grid generation conference proceedings [8], [28], [621, [124], [130], [159] and the fol- 
lowing review papers provide good starting points [144], [1481, [1491. It is fair to say 
that the two standard methods namely algebraic and elliptic grid generation techniques 
are the most prevalent and also the most relevant for combustion system predictions 
and these will be discussed in greater detail. 
A suitable starting point for reviewing structured grid generation is Thompson's book 
on grid generation [146]. However, a note of caution must be introduced as Thompson 
admits that it was the penultimate revision of the corrections which went to the press! 
A more recent addition to the literature is the book by Knupp and Steinburg [84] that 
adopts a more mathematical approach. 
2.4.5 Special Co-ordinate Systems 
This grid generation technique relies on the use of classic analytical co-ordinate sys- 
tems, e. g. Cartesian, polar, cylindrical polar, to provide the formulation of the grid 
[134]. As such the grid generation is a simple programming exercise. The major draw- 
back lies within the adequate resolution of boundaries, which do not align exactly with 
the co-ordinate system. These features are portrayed on the grid by a castellated repre- 
sentation (Figure 2.8). These approximations affect the flow field boundary conditions. 
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A solution which is implemented to mitigate these castellated representations is to alter 
the boundary conditions for the affected grid cells. The problem is then transferred to 
the solver downstream but is still not easily resolved as significantly advanced treat- 
ments of these cells is required [128], [129]. 
CFD predictions of combustion systems in the early seventies [ 1141 used these grids, 
but were later superseded. However interest in this field continues [58], [15 11. For the 
purposes of this work reported here analytical systems have been disregarded due to 
the problems with the castellated representations of objects. 
Discarding analytical co-ordinate systems, and having identified the need for grids that 
follow the boundary of the geometry, curvilinear grid generation techniques are now 
discussed. 
2.4.6 Conformal Transformations 
Classical fluid dynamics has for a long time employed conformal transformations to 
map geometry on to the computational region space [164]. 'llic transformation makes it 
easier to apply the boundary conditions for the problem, but at the expense of solving 
more complex equations (see Section 2.3.2). This technique has been used for creating 
grids for combustion systems. However no useful general 3D conformal transforma- 
tion exists and it is typical to employ the conformal transformation to create a 2D sur- 
face that is rotated or translated in the third direction (Figure 2.9). Again, similar to 
analytical schemes the combustor geometry is too complex and irregular to map 
cleanly to the grid and castellated features again occur. For this reason most CFD sys- 
tems have now discarded the use of conformal transformations, except for simpler 
domains. 
2.4.7 Variational Schemes 
These techniques are characterised by the minimisation of a mesh quality or deforma- 
tion measure. 71cre are two main approaches used in variational methods. One tech- 
nique is to define a cost function associated with grid quality measures e. g. grid 
spacing, the amount of skew in the cells, aspect ratio etc. This cost function is then 
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minimised using optimization techniques. Knupp [83] provides a history of variational 
methods and a good reference source. The other technique is to regard the grid as a sys- 
tem of springs and torque rods [211, [701, [7 1] and to minimise the energy stored within 
these virtual components. 
In both cases an initial grid has to be present and the comparison to a mechanical sys- 
tcrn and the minimisation of energy is aesthetically appealing. These techniques are not 
in the main-stream of grid generation techniques, as the balancing of the weights 
between the different elements of the cost function is not a straightforward exercise. 
In addition, consider a simple and effective cost metric, namely that the rate of change 
of grid spacing should be minimised. 11is can be defined as a measure of smoothness. 
It has then been shown by Thompson et al. [1501 that this cost function expressed as an 
integral is: 
I= fff lv4il2)dV (2.34) 
Applying the Euler-Lagrange formulation to ifind the minima, leads to the well-under- 
stood problem of solving the Laplace equation. 
V2gi = 0, i=1,2,3 (2.35) 
The variational approach was discounted primarily due to the difficulty in finding a 
correct weight or cost function. Also, considerable research has already taken place 
into the technique of grid generation using partial differential equations, and this 
looked a more promising line of approach. 
2.4.8 Algebraic Schemes 
Algebraic schemes are a development of linear interpolation into two and flu-cc dimen- 
sions. In the mid-1990's algebraic methods were one of the most popular grid genera- 
tion techniques in use. Ibis was due to the technique being easily programmed and the 
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fast turn-around in performing grid generation. This speed of creation made it particu- 
larly attractive to commercial software vendors e. g. ICEM [67] as well as in commer- 
cial environments where CFD prediction turn-around time has a high priority [791. 
There are many algebraic or interpolation schemes, including those based on linear, 
Lagrange, Hermite and spline interpolation. The most popular 2D and 3D scheme is 
Gordon's Trans-Finite Interpolation (TFI) technique [541. As an example, consider per- 
forming TFI on a four sided surface. Ile four boundary curves of the region (Figure 
2.10) are defined by: 
ý! A), 0-ý 4: 5 1 (2.36) 
Xl(ll)'Xr(ll)' 0: 511: 5 1 (2.37) 
Then the TFI interpolation equation is defined by 
X(41 11) = (1 - ll)Xb(4) + 111A) + (1 - 
4)Xl(ll) + 4Xr(ll) (2.38) 
- ICnXt(l) + 
4(l - ll)X-b(l) + 11 (1 - 
Ult(o) + (1 - 4)(1 - 71)'Ib(O)l 
As with most grid generation schemes the grid is built up in three stages: firstly the 
edge of each grid surface is calculated and fixed. The next stage uses the edge data to 
calculate the grid on each surface of the geometry and this is also fixed. Lastly, the 
internal volume grid is calculated from these fixed surfaces. A significant disadvantage 
with the basic TH scheme lies in the lack of control of the interior grid points within 
the mesh. Only the grid node distribution on the boundary influences the internal grid 
points. As a consequence minimal control of internal points within the grid can be 
achieved and also any discontinuity in the boundary is propagated into the internal grid 
[841. 
In order to improve internal grid characteristics, Eiseman, a major contributor to alge- 
braic techniques, suggests a method which can be described as 'mean value relaxation' 
[43]. In this approach a weighted sum of the adjacent nodes is used to adjust a grid 
point's position. In practice it has been shown for some problems that the grids created 
becoming folded or collapse (become singular). This has been further extended and the 
probability of a folded resultant grid reduced [2]. 
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Eiseman has also introduced an algebraic scheme [44], which employed control points, 
to aid control of the internal grid points similar to Thompson's P and Q functions (see 
the following section), and this forms the basis for the commercial grid generator Grid- 
Pro [45]. This appears to work quite satisfactorily, but requires considerable user inter- 
vention. 
The speed of algebraic grid generation makes it popular for creating a good initial grid 
for other grid generation strategies to improve e. g. variational methods. 
As can be determined from the above, algebraic techniques are well developed and 
research continues to be undertaken. However these techniques do not provide grids 
with the minimum of internal discontinuity in the grid. In addition, the rate of change 
of grid spacing is not as well as controlled as in other schemes described below. 
Finally, considerable user intervention needs to be undertaken in order to produce high 
quality grids. All these characteristics can have a detrimental effect on the quality of 
CFD prediction particularly with coinplex geometry and for these reasons algebraic 
schemes have been discarded in this work as the primary grid generation technique. As 
will be shown below they still, however, have a place in creating the initial grid which 
is then improved. 
2.4.9 Elliptic Methods 
An alternative approach is to consider the grid generation process as the generation of a 
set of field values (internal grid points) from a given set of boundary values. This is a 
classical boundary-value problem solved by using partial differential equations (PDE). 
Using this approach to the problcm the sets of co-ordinates become the solutions of a 
system of PDE. 
There are three classes of partial differential equations, named after their characteristic 
equation: parabolic, hyperbolic and elliptic. Hyperbolic [1391 and parabolic [1061 grid 
generation techniques are only applicable to unbounded domains. That is the outer 
boundary can not be specified in advance. They are therefore unsuitable as a grid gen- 
eration technique for combustion systems. Fortunately, elliptic PDE require all the 
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boundaries to be specified and are therefore more suitable, but are more expensive to 
calculate. 
Thomas and Middlecoff [1431 reinforce the choice of elliptic PDE and have shown that 
by employing elliptical equations it is possible to produce internal grids which am rela- 
tively insensitive to boundary grid discontinuities. In particular, certain elliptic formu- 
lations are able to unfold grids. This is essential when undertaking CFD predictions of 
the combustion system as an invertible mapping is required (Section 2.4.3). In 
Section 1.3 it has been shown that the most important regions of interest for a whole 
combustion system prediction lie internally within the flow field, not next to the 
boundary and elliptic PDE smooth away discontinuities in this important region. 
Although the above paragraphs present a good case for using elliptical PDE methods, 
there are naturally some disadvantages. Firstly, a grid has to be created as an initial 
solution field for the PDE's. An iterative solution technique then needs to be employed 
to create the final grid. How long the grid takes to converge or smooth depends on the 
quality of the initial grid and the number of iterations required can be very cffectively 
reduced by employing an algebraic scheme to produce the initial grid. In addition using 
elliptic PDE no stable marching type algorithms has been effectively employed [84] 
and the grid generator has to perform sufficient iterations such that grid information 
from all boundaries are transferred throughout the grid. 
Attention is now directed to the various elliptic schemes currently in use and under 
development. Examples are presented in 2D rather than 3D which would have to be 
employed, but there is no loss of generality in the expressions presented. The simplest 
grid generator using elliptic PDE is the AH (Amsdcn-Hirt) or length generator [3]. For 
grid generation in the xy plane this is defined by: 
V2X =Xu+ Xnn = (), V2y = Ae + Yin =0 (2.39) 
Subject to the following boundary conditions (Figure 2.10): 
TO =X x(l, 11) = ýrr(11) (2.40) 
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This is recognisable as the Dirchlet boundary value problem for Laplace's equation and 
has been shown [141 to have a unique solution in the interior providing the boundary is 
continuous. However the Jacobian of the transform equation becomes zero in non-con- 
vex regions. This causes folding grids and therefore in this form it is obviously not suit- 
able. 
Although the AH technique does produce folding grids, it does point the way to a very 
successful grid generator called the Winslow or homogeneous lbompson-Thames- 
Mastin (TrM) generator. 
In order to remove the potential of creating folding grids, the fact that the Laplace 
equation observes the cxtremum principle can be exploited. Ilat is the cxtrema of the 
solution can not occur within the solution domain but only on a boundary [98]. 
The variation of the computational co-ordinates along a boundary must be monotonic 
and over the same range along facing boundaries. It is obvious that no extrema of the 
computational co-ordinates can occur in the physical surface or a folding of the grid 
will occur. In fact it is the exploitation of the extremum. principle of the PDE in the 
physical space with the computational space co-ordinates as the dependant variables 
which is important. T'hus instead of the AH Laplace equation the Laplacian equation 
using the computational coordinates as the dependant variables is solved. 
V24 = O, V211 =0 
Section 2.4.7 has already described this equation and gives rise to the other name for 
emPloying this technique as the smoothness generator. 
For a practical implementation it is easier to solve the TIM equations (Equation 2.41) 
when they are transformed and solved in the computational space. 'Ibis is allowable as 
the Jacobian is assumed to be non-zero and hcnce an invertible one to one mapping is 
assumd. For the 2D problem this results in the following non-linear equations. 
922Xýk - 2g I 2Xý71 +91 IXTI'q :ý01 922Ytt - 2g I 2ytq +gI lyllq =0 (2.42) 
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Ile basic TrM generator does produce very smooth grids with no user intervention. 
However in practice grid clustering will be required. Using the TIM grid generator lit- 
tle direct control of the internal grid is possible, except by boundary node placement. In 
addition near convex (to the interior of the grid) sections of the boundary then the grid 
tends to cluster (Figure 2.11) near the boundary and to separate for concave boundary 
regions. This is unfortunate as the combustion system contains both types of boundary 
where this grid characteristic would have adverse cffccts. However, even with these 
characteristics the grid generator is extremely powerful for a large class of problems. 
As such it will always form an intermediate step in the development of any grid gener- 
ator. 
Another problem is highlighted when mapping a grid onto a rectangular region with an 
unequally spaced boundary distribution (Figure 2.12). The grid generator does produce 
a grid with the smallest rate of change of grid spacing, but the grid is definitely not 
orthogonal. This can be rectified by using an intermediate transformation space with a 
non-linear interpolation function. In this case an orthogonal grid can be created at the 
expense of smoothness. Calculating this intermediate transformation space is difficult 
for the complex geometry present within the combustion system. In fact it can be 
shown by implementing a transformed space and the TIM generator that solving the 
Laplace equation transforms into the need to solve a Poisson equation [1501 called the 
in-homogeneous TIM. 
V241 = pi (2.43) 
Where the Pi are non-linear control functions. The PI are known colloquially as 
lbompson's P's and Qs control functions (referring to the two dimensional case). The 
generality of these functions automatically gives the grid generator more versatility, 
but at a heavy price. The extremum principle cannot be guaranteed and grid folding is 
possible. 
Tberefore the logical approach is to implement and use a grid generator based on the 
Laplace equation for as many problems as is practical. As well as the Laplace equation 
consideration of other factors e. g. grid node placement to alter the grid should be 
attempted to increase the versatility of the system. Finally, if after exhausting these 
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avenues, problems still persist which require more versatility then a Poisson system 
should be implemented. This will usually be due to the complexity of the geometry, the 
rationing of grid points and the need for grid adaptation. 
The work reported here will push the Laplace system to the limit and it win be shown 
to be sufficient. However for completeness a review of techniques using Poisson sys- 
tems has been included, to cater for a future extension to the grid generator. In addition 
reviewing these techniques highlighted the results that may be achieved without using 
a Poisson system. 
To understand how these control functions work consider the ID equation 
V24 = (2.44) 
A negative value of P at a grid location in Equation 2.44, indicates that the second 
derivative of 4 with respect to x is negative. This implies that the rate of change of 4 
with respect to increasing x is reducing. As the rate of change of x. with respect to 4 is 
inversely proportional, then this indicates that the grid spacing increase as 4 increases. 
Ibus the grid spacing expands away from this node, or from an alternative perspective 
the grid clusters near this location (Figure 2.13). 
Ile choice of the P's and Q's are fundamental to the successful application of the grid 
generator. For example to attract 4 grid lines to a certain 41 grid line (the subscript 
implying a particular grid line and not a component) then this can be achieved (Figure 
2.14) by setting the control function P to 
P(4,11) = -ajsign(4-4j)e(-cA-4J) (2.45) 
The value of the coefficicnt aj affects the rate of convergence whereas the decay cocf- 
ficient, ci affects the region of influence of this control point. 
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Another example is to attract the 4 grid lines to a co-ordinate point (41,11j) (Figure 
2.15). In this case the control function is of the form 
P(t, Tj) = -bjsign(t-4j)e 
(-d4(ý - tJ2 + (2.46) 
Thus for a number of grid points and lines the control functions will be of the form 
N 
ajsign(4-4j)e 
(-CA -Q (2.47) 
bisign(4 - 4j)e(-d'-M-kd'+ 
(71 -Td') 
Unfortunately, these control functions attract to points and lines that are part of the 
grid. This is satisfactory for grid lines which are mapped onto the boundary and there- 
forc have a fixed location. However for internal grid points and lines, the actual line or 
point the grid being used as the attractor can move as well due to its own influences. 
The logical progression is to be able to cluster a grid near a fixed point, curve or sur- 
face in physical space. This is considerably more complicated as there needs to be 
additional controls implemented to ensure that co-ordinate lines are not attracted paral- 
lel to themselves and cause the grid to collapse or fold. This has been accomplished by 
greatly increasing the complexity of the control functions and using the dot and cross 
product to determine which type of grid line to attract [148]. 
In summary the above P and Q approach to interior grid control is cffective, but as the 
attractors themselves are moving it does require considerable user interaction and 
expertise for all but the simplest geometry models. Thompson's user manual for the 
Eagle Code [145] provides further details on the use and implementation of this algo- 
rithm. These methods should not be discounted as these P and Q's can be used for grid 
adaptation. User expertise and interaction can be theoretically removed entirely, by 
using the CFD solver to interrogate the CFD solution and automatically define new 
control functions. 
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Efficient multi-grid acceleration techniques have been developed which have increased 
the speed of convergence for both Poisson and Laplace systems [781, incorporating dif- 
fering type of boundary conditions. However the edge and surface grid distributions 
are fixed at each stage. 
To surnmarise this section, elliptic PDE do offer a good solution technique, but at the 
expense of iteration. A staged development process offers the best step forward, start- 
ing with a TrM generator and then progressing on to a Poisson formulation, once all 
the features of the TrM system have been full developed. 
2.4.10 Human/Computer Interface 
Although essential to the success of the process, the underlying formulations on which 
the grid generator is based are not perceived to be of great importance in the eyes of the 
user community. They are more concerned with how the program is presented to them 
and how they have to interact with this. This is termed the Human/Computer Interface 
(HCI) and the typical user view is that this is the most critical component of the system. 
71be HCI must be an efficient and easy to understand interface, which whenever possi- 
ble reduces the user's workload to a minimum, but is still flexible to cater for all the 
tasks required of it. 
Historically, non-interactive or batch processing of the grid generation process was the 
dominant technology in the mid-80s [24]. Thompson's EAGLE code [1451 is a good 
example of the culmination of this line of approach. These batch codes are very capa- 
ble in the hands of an expert and a slight variation in the geometry or the grid required 
can be easily and quickly undertaken. However, a substantial trial-and-crror process is 
often required to create the first grid for complex problems, mainly due to the lack of 
visualisation tools. 
To reduce this bottleneck interactive, graphics-orientated technologies have been 
developed, this is exemplified by the development of codes such as GRIDGEN [140]. 
This direction has been so successful that today the term "grid generation" is synony- 
mous with these Graphical User Interfaces (GUI's) and batch processing has been rele- 
gated to a backwater. Even the EAGLE code now has its own GUI called 
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EAGLEVIEW [ 117] and virtually all now software has a high powered GUI, e. g the 
National Grid Project [116]. The use of these interactive tools does tend to blind the 
user initially with wonderful graphical displays and pretty colours. It must be said in its 
favour that the learning curve is a lot less steep for these intuitive GUI's as opposed to 
batch techniques. 
A powerful GUI coupled with fast grid generation techniques, e. g. TFI, does provide a 
fast grid generator, but at the expense of considerable user interaction. The user 
becomes solely responsible for the quality of the resultant grid and generally for a pre- 
diction with a complex geometry has to go through many iterative cycles. 
Whether the pendulum has swung too far in one direction is the subject of current 
debate. Connell [231 suggests that for a series of predictions with similar geometrical 
representation a batch system is far more suitable and much of the effort creating these 
GUI's would be far better utilised in automation techniques and the GUI should be 
used for visualisation work only. This is further endorsed by Vatsa et al. [155] who 
state: 
"A batch-orientated approach is needed to make block-structured grid-generation 
process more attractive to engineering users. " 
They go on further to state: 
"Whenever an interactive module is invoked, an easily understandable and editable 
scriptfile should be created" 
Ibis is reinforced by Ascoli and Prueger [10], when discussing their RAGGS grid gen- 
eration system they write: 
"Of critical importance to the current effort is thefact that nearly everyprimary 
gridding toot available in interactive mode has a nongraphical, "batch " counterpart. 
Ilis has resulted in a whole series of scripting languages being created, similar to the 
original EAGLE system, Ilompson's review [144] list many of these. 
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Rather than going from one extreme of a totally GUI based system to the other of 
solely using scripts, it should be possible to extract the best from both systems. A GUI 
needs to be present in order to easily visualise and input information by simply select- 
ing geometry and the operation should be easily editable and extended, but this should 
be done inside the GUL not in the script. More importantly the GUI may speed up the 
task of visualisation but the necessary amount of user interaction still remains the 
same. Work understanding and automating the grid generation input task would cer- 
tainly reduce this overhead. This can be pursued on two fronts. Firstly reactive: the 
ability to check and offer corrections to the user input data by the program would 
increase confidence in the grid generation task. Secondly pro-active: in this case con- 
centrate on reducing the workload on the users. Wherever possible rules should be 
designed and implemented which will help fill in missing information and reduce the 
level of interaction for what is basically a very boring task. On a larger scale, research 
should be directed to reduce the amount of repeat work for the user in iterating towards 
an acceptable grid. This should be achievable by taking whatever quality of grid that 
the user provides via the HCI and autonomously improve its quality. In this way the 
user avoids entering an iterative cycle of create, observe, analyse and improve. 
2.4.11 Closely Coupled CAD/Grid Generation Packages 
A new extension to grid generation software has started to evolve. This is the close 
coupling of a mini-CAD system as the front end to a grid generator. Placing a geometry 
engine at the front of the input generator helps serves two major purposes. Firstly, if no 
other CAD system is available then it provides a means of creating geometrical input. 
Secondly, and more commonly, it is a means of effecting the geometry repair task when 
data is imported from other CAD systems. These mini-CAD packages are very com- 
mon on the front end of commercial grid generators e. g. the Grid Pro package [63). 
Another example of this coupling is the collaboration in the US, headed by Mississippi 
State University, called the National Grid Project [73]. This has a very advanced CAD 
system present to aid repair. Adopting this approach does have some major disadvan- 
tages: Firstly, there is a considerable replication of effort creating geometry engines in 
both the original CAD system and in the CFD system. CAD's vendors, due to this 
being their primary function, should be able to create far superior systems. Secondly, 
geometry repair is a non-value added task. Instead of geometry repair, the correct solu- 
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tion must be to ensure accurate and consistent geometry definition at every stage of the 
process. Lastly, it does not fix the problem in the original geometry which win also be 
used in other analysis areas: the repair is likely to have to be repeated several times 
overl This offered a major area of research in this work whose success can be judged 
by removing the need entirely for a geometry repair operation and its associated over- 
heads. 
2.5 Summary 
This chapter has introduced the underlying methods and solution techniques used in 
the execution of a CF]i prediction of a combustion system in this thesis. The grid qual- 
ity metrics for the solver have been discussed and provide a firm basis on which to fur- 
ther develop grid generation techniques. 
A review of the structured grid generation task was reported with the emphasis on alge- 
braic and elliptic PDE as the principal methods employed. Algebraic techniques, whilst 
fast, were discarded as the primary grid generation technique due to elliptic methods 
satisfying a smoothness metric better. However the time spent converging an elliptic 
PDE system is considerably reduced by using a good initial grid, for which an alge- 
braic method is ideally suited. The elliptic PDE method was chosen on account of 
smoothness and the ability to unfold grids. It also offered the potential of high grid 
quality without the need for major user input or expertise. 
In order to create an efficient grid generator, the following components were identified. 
Firstly, an algebraic grid generator had to be created which would reduce the user's 
workload to a minimum, whilst still retaining the ability to deal with the complex 
geometry. The grid generator then requires development to incorporate a basic TrM 
solution technique, in order to autonomously smooth and improve the quality of the 
grid. At this stage a series of testcases; should be undertaken to examine the viability of 
the grid generator at this point in its development. Finally with an eye to the future, the 
grid generator should be created in such a way as to be easily extensible to a Poisson 
based technique should the need be ever determined. 
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For both methods the complex geometry of the combustion system provides a daunting 
task which will require further extensions to any basic grid generation techniques. 
The waste of effort and time constructing a mini-CAD system at the front end of the 
CFD system was discussed. The construction of such systems is best left to CAD ven- 
dors and no attempt to recreate the system within the CFD suite of programs should be 
attempted. Instead new routes of data creation and transfer which guarantee high qual- 
ity geometry should be investigated. 
In both algebraic and elliptic methods, control and positioning of grid nodes on the 
geometry is vital to the quality of the final grid. In both cases the same steps of creating 
an edge point distribution followed by a surface point distribution and finally a volume 
distribution are followed. At each stage the grid points are fixed from the previous step. 
However for optimum grid quality all the grid points, including those on the outer 
boundary, should be allowed to move in the final grid to reduce distortion and improve 
grid smoothness. Tlerefore, one aim of this work is to investigate a method for all the 
grid points to be readjusted or smoothed. This has an important bearing on the choice 
of geometry representation which will be investigated in the next chapter. 
The HCI interface also requires careful consideration, in order to provide the user with 
a quick efficient and low workload environment. A good GUI does allow fast visuali- 
sation and conceptualising of the mapping of the grid onto the geometry. However, the 
amount of workload placed on the user is not greatly diminished and this needs to be 
the subject of further investigation. 
In this chapter the grid generation goals have been defined; attention is now turned in 
the next chapter to geometry definition. This is a vital concern as the correct choice of 
geometry representation can both considerably aid the user and increase the degree of 
autonomous operation of the CFD system. 
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FIGURE 23. Example of an Embedding Grid used to Reduce Cell Aspect Ratio. 
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FIGURE 2.4. Example of a Banded Grid Created by Trying to Resolve a Circle. 
FIGURE 2.5. Embedded Grid used in Resolving a Circle. 
FIGURE 2.6. Examples of Non-convex Hulls and a Possible Resultant Grid. 
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FIGURE 2.7. Non-Simply Connected Region. 
FIGURE 2.8. Castellated Representation of a Circular Hole. 
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FIGURE 2.11. Effect of Boundary Curvature on the Laplacian Grid. 
FIGURE 2.12. Non-uniform Boundary Distribution Solved by the TTM Generator. 
FIGURE 2.13. Effect of a Negative P Function on a Poisson Grid Generator. 
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FIGURE 2.14. Effect of Control Function Attraction to a Grid Line EA. 
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FIGURE 2.15. Effect of Control Function Attraction to a Grid Point. 
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3.1 Introduction 
The previous chapters have justified commercial CAD systems being allotted the 
responsibility for geometry creation. Two commercial CAD systems were employed in 
the present work: Uni-graphics from Electronic Data Systems (EDS) and CADDS5 
from Parametric Technology Corporation (formerly Computer Vision). These are two 
leading CAD software systems, with a significant number of clients in both aerospace, 
and other high technology industrial sectors. Investigations using two CAD systems 
permitted a more generic overview of the current state of the art in CAD systems 
development to be undertaken. 
Fundamental to the operation of a CAD system is the underlying geometric represcnta- 
tion employed. Geometry representation refers to the underlying geometrical model 
and data structure which is used to store a CAD model. As in previous chapters, the 
focus will be directed towards identifying an optimum representation for use in a CFD 
ýrediction of a combustion system. 
Before reviewing specific representations the concepts of geometry and topology 
require some introductory remarks. 
3.2 Concepts of Geometry and Topology 
Geometric data (also known as metric information) comprises the actual geometrical 
entities that specify an object e. g. lines, circles, parabolas. Consider a simple enclosed 
region as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The geometry that defines this region consists of the 
straight line edges EI-Eý. and vertices VIN8. 
The definition of the geometry is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the unam- 
biguous definition of the region. The lack of sufficient information is illustrated by the 
need to determine if a point is inside a region This is a frequent requirement when cre- 
ating and adapting grids. Consider the location of the point P in Figure 3.1 and Figure 
3.2. In Figure 3.1 the point P is contained within the region. However, the region in 
Figure 3.2 is composed of exactly the same geometrical entities as Figure 3.1. but 
describes a different shape with the point P now on the outside. This confusion can be 
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overcome by additional user intervention, but no automatic and reliable process is pos- 
sible. 
This ambiguity is resolved by the introduction of topological concepts into the data 
structure. Topology (or combinational structure) defines the connectivity and the asso- 
ciation of the geometric entities. Using the geometry in Figure 3.1 for illustration, the 
topological information determines that the vertex V, connects Edge El and E2, etc. At 
first glance there is no reason for this topological information to be explicitly pre- 
scribed as the relationship appears to be easily determined by the co-ordinates of the 
end of the edges and the position of the vertex. In practice, both of these entities are 
defined numerically and errors in the position locations can occur caused by numerical 
round off. In these cases, a popularly used solution technique is to define a sphere 
around each vertex. Any edge whose ends lies within the sphere is argued to be 
attached to the vertex (Figure 3.3). Connecting edges and vertices by spheres of coinci- 
dence is not a reliable method. This is particularly so when there are vastly different 
length scales present as in the combustion system. In order to specify the radius of the 
sphere, a search through all the edges is performed. A percentage of the smallest Eucli- 
dean distance between the two ends of the edge is used to determine the radius of the 
sphere of coincidence. However, this causes a very small sphere of coincidence when 
compared to long length-scale edges. These large length-scale edges can then have a 
greater error in their end positions and connecting edges can then be deemed uncon- 
nected. Admittedly, tightening the tolerance in the CAD system helps, but the impor- 
tant fact is the lack of reliability of this method. This will be further discussed in 
Section 6.4.1.1. 
Of greater importance to this work, is the definition of the interiors of a region also 
contained in the topology. This is achieved by the use of a consistent convention when 
describing the topology of a part. Consider Figure 3.1, the topological information 
would specify the direction in which the edges of the boundaries should be considered. 
For example, starting at edge El go on to E2 and so on. Ile convention then states that 
the interior of the region is always on the right-hand side when traversing these ordered 
edges. In this way the position of the point P can be correctly classified as either inside 
or outside of the region. To conclude, a complete and unambiguous representation 
requires both geometrical and topological information. 
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The use of commercial CAD software as the geometry engine for a CFD system limits 
the choice of the internal data representation within the CAD system to whatever the 
commercial vendors offer. However, control of the geometry format used within the 
CFD system is within our control, with the proviso that either the CAD system sup- 
ports the chosen geometry format, or that the CAD model can be converted easily and 
without loss of integrity into the CFD format. 
There are many different types of geometrical representations. Zeid [169] provides an 
excellent summary of the majority. The next sections explore three types, as they are 
either currently the most popular, or have specific advantages for use within a CFD 
prediction. 
3.3 Wireframe 
Initially CAD systems were viewed as an "electronic" drawing board. As such, a natu- 
ral choice of geometry data representation was to emulate the paper drawing board and 
create line drawings. This became known as a wireframe representation. In this repre- 
sentation only edges of objects are stored. This results in a very efficient memory utili- 
sation by the CAD system and also rapid processing and manipulation of CAD models. 
7bus in the 1970's when both computing power and memory were limited, this tech- 
nique found considerable favour. In fact, it is still popular today with designers whose 
sole concern is with the creation of manufacturing drawings. 
The use of wireframe representation can lead to ambiguity in the definition of the parts, 
as only the boundaries are represented and no knowledge of the internal surface inside 
the boundaries can be extracted (Figure 3.4). More importantly, from a CFD and grid 
generation perspective, no topological information is stored and therefore the ability to 
reliably determine whether a point is inside or outside a region or volume is impossi- 
ble. 
As has been discussed in Section 2.4.11, the need for geometry repair has encouraged 
the creation of mini-CAD systems to be the front end of some commercial CFD sys- 
tems (Section 2.4.11). The optimum solution is to attempt to minimise or remove 
entirely the geometry repair operation. Wherever possible, the geometrical representa- 
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tion chosen should enforce good design rules and not allow corrupt geometry to be 
stored. 
Wireframe representations do not enforce any "good habits" and errors in the dcfinition 
of geometry are allowed. These include gaps (Figure 3.5), overlaps (Figure 3.6) and 
badly defined intersections (Figure 3.7). Each of these instances has to be corrected 
before a grid which is suitable for a CFD prediction can be created. The geometry cor- 
rection process is not only time consuming but a frustrating non-value added task and 
in many cases involves a painstaking search. It is common for these defects to be so 
small that the geometry has to be enlarged at least 20 times to spot the defect (Figure 
3.5). Obviously, if these can be at all avoided then all efforts must be made to do so. 
Automatic tools are currently being researched [731, 
Although the lack of enforced completeness discussed in the last section is a major 
shortfall, it is the lack of topological information which discounts wireframe represen- 
tations from further consideration. This is reinforced by Dawes [35]: 
"The generation of any CFD mesh requires that the component surface be uniquely 
and consistently defined topologically. " 
The next refinement was the introduction of a surface representation data structure. 
This representation also suffers from a lack of topological information and was there- 
fore discarded from further consideration within this work. For further reading see Zeid 
[169]. 
3.4 Solid Models 
Solid models are a recent innovation into modern commercial CAD systems. Previ- 
ously the increased processing power and memory required made this representation 
unattractive. The dramatic reduction in memory cost, and the increase in cpu clock 
speeds, have made these requirements less critical, when compared to the significant 
bencrits this methodology introduces and solid models have grown in popularity. 
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Solid modelling techniques are based on representations which are complete, valid and 
unambiguous. Zeid [ 169] defines a complete geometric data representation (also called 
spatial addressability) of an object as: 
"one that enables points in space to be classifled relative to the object, if it is inside, 
outside or on the object. " 
This is the optimum set of requirements for a geometry suitable for a CFD prediction. 
Without this standard, it will fall to the user to verify manually the validity of the repre- 
sentation of every object. 
Worthy of note is that this set of requirements is also essential for the efficient imple- 
mentation of Computer Numerical Controlled (CNC) automation within the manufac- 
turing process. This far larger field of application, when compared to CFD, will 
provide the necessary impetus in the development and perfection of solid modelling 
techniques for CAD vendors. 
A number of representation schemes for solid models have been developed. Zeid [ 169] 
identifies nine schemes. These schemes have been reviewed, and the optimum two are 
detailed below. These were selected as they are not only the most popular and used by 
both Uni-graphics and CADDS5, but in addition were the most suitable for using in a 
CFD prediction. 
3.5 Constructive Solid Geometry 
Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) is based on the manipulation of a set of basic 
shapes or primitives e. g. cubes, cylinders, cones and spheres. Advanced techniques 
also allow a closed wireframe boundary to be modified into a surface and this surface 
swept into a volume (Figure 3.8). It should be noted that rigorous checks are under- 
taken to ensure that the resultant solid is valid. That is no gaps or overlaps am allowed 
to exist in the wireframe (Figure 3.9). Both CADDS5 and Uni-graphics internally use a 
CSG approach. 
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The primitives are first created and they are then rotated and translated into the 
required position and orientation. Boolean operation are then used to create modified 
objects (Figure 3.10, Figure 3.11, and Figure 3.12). The combinational order of 
Boolean operations are stored in a binary tree structure called a construction tree (Fig- 
ure 3.13). 
Internally, within a CAD system both the primitives and the construction tree are stored 
allowing the resultant object to be continually updated. In this way alterations to indi- 
vidual primitives are translated throughout the model. This has far reaching conse- 
quences which are discussed further in Section 3.9. Thus, internally within the CAD 
system this methodology is advantageous, but this becomes a limitation within the grid 
generation and adaption process. Recreating the final object from each primitive, 
whenever geometrical and topological qualities of the object are required is expensive 
in terms of the computational power required. In addition, either the CAD system or at 
least the CAD system's geometry engine would have to be part of the grid generator to 
perform the Boolean operations. Alternatively, these procedures will have to be created 
independently in the grid generator which is both a non-trivial task and a wasteful 
duplication of effort. For these reasons the CSG representation has been discarded for 
use inside the CFD system (although not internally within the CAD systems). 
3.6 Boundary Representation 
An alternative approach is described via a Boundary REPresentation (BREP) solid 
model. This representation describes only the geometry and topology of the final solid. 
The history tree of operations and the primitive solids which were used in the construc- 
tion of the final solid are lost. Thus, any modification to the characteristics of these 
construction solids will now have to be undertaken on the final object, a mom difficult 
task for complex geometries. This may need revisiting at a later date, as an item of 
future work was identified for the CFD system to operate at the low level of the constit- 
uent geometrical entities and modify the CAD model en passant for optimization stud- 
ies. 
There are considerable advantages of using the BREP representation within a CFD sys- 
tem. All geometry manipulation operations have already been pre-processed and need 
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no further consideration within the CFD system. As the intermediate geometric primi- 
tives and the associated Boolean operations are not retained within the BREP data 
structure, a considerable reduction in the associated storage overhead is realised. 
3.7 Summary 
In summary, a wireframe representation, whilst offering the least memory overhead, 
does not enforce consistency and provides no topological information. Solid models 
provide both consistency and topology, but at the expense of more processing (in the 
CAD system) and a greater memory overhead. CSG representation provides a modifia- 
ble solid model, but with a considerable memory and storage overhead. Although 
desirable, modification is not required within the CFD system and considerable savings 
in storage can be gained with the use of a BREP solid model, with no penalty in accu- 
racy. For the above reasons the use of a BREP solid model as the geometry representa- 
tion in the CFD system is the optimum choice. 
Concurrently with this research, Gaither [5 1] has also been investigating the use of 
BREP solid models for general applications as part of the National Grid Project (NGP) 
[ 116]. NGP has been developed and access restricted to institutions within the United 
States, but it is satisfactory to note that an independent group also concurs with the 
choice of geometry representation adopted in this worL 
3.8 BREP Nomenclature 
Using the solid model illustrated in Figure 3.14, further elaboration of the definition 
and description of a BREP solid model is presented below. General characteristics and 
concepts are discussed here as they form a central theme in the work reported after- 
wards. In depth discussion of the mathematical descriptions and efficient database stor- 
age will be further elaborated in Chapter 5. 
3.8.1 Vertices 
A vertex specifies a single point in 3D space (Figure 3.15). This is a single point and 
there is no freedom of movement to be considered for a vertex (Figure 3.16). 
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3.8.2 Edges 
An edge is a curve in 3D space (Figure 3.15). These curves can be simple geometric 
primitives e. g. straight lines, circles, etc., or more general curves, e. g. splines, etc. 
When described numerically, an edge is typically defined using the parametric equa- 
tion of the curve (Equation 3.1), with the local parameter on the edge typically being 
denoted by the scalar t (Figure 3.17). In general, the value of t is defined within the 
closed interval [0,11. The parametric equations which define the edge, also define an 
orientation to the edge with the start and end of the edge at the lower and upper bounds 
of t respectively. 
ý 2- ýedge(t)' tr= 10' l] 
3.8.3 Faces 
A face describes a surface in 3D space (Figure 3.18). Again when described numeri- 
cally, a parametric equation is typically used (Equation 3.2). The local parameters or 
co-ordinates used to specify locations on the surface are normally denoted by the vec- 
tor u or by the co-ordinate pair (u, v). In a similar approach to the definition of edges, 
faces are orientated. There are two sides to any face, distinguished by diametrically 
opposite normals at any point on a face (Figure 3.19). Considering the face as an iso- 
lated entity, there is no difference between the two sides of the face. However, to sim- 
plify discussions found later, one side and its corresponding normal will be denoted as 
outward (typically used in respect to a solid for whose construction the face is being 
used). The topology convention used in the CAD system is responsible for providing 
this orientation. 
r -ý ýf11e(U), U= (U, v), U, vE [0,1 ] (3.2) 
3.8.4 Regions 
Any geometry (e. g. the object shown in Figure 3.14) may now be glued together by 
topological entities and conventions. The following sections describe the topological 
entities whose relationships can be seen in the topology tree for a BREP solid model. 
(Figure 3.20). Thus a volume is comprised of a set of regions. Each region is comprised 
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of an underlying face and a set of boundary loops. Each loop consist of a set of ordered 
edges or segments; connecting the edges together are vertices. 
The concept of a region is the distinguishing feature of a BREP representation. A 
region consists of a face and a boundary which consists of loops of edges. (Figure 
3.21). Although desirable, there is no restriction forcing the limits of the face to align 
with the boundary edges. In fact for the complex geometry typically found in combus- 
tion systems, this can be impossible. 
Iberefore each region is explicitly associated with a face. As each face has two sides, 
one side is defined as a top or outward facing side and these are explicitly identified 
and from this an outward facing normal at any part on the face is defined (Figure 3.22). 
3.8.5 Loops 
As demonstrated in (Section 3.2), the juxtaposition of edges which form the boundaries 
of the edges in the correct spatial location does not provide accurate, complete and con- 
sistent topological information. As the geometry is not constrained to be simply con- 
nected there can be more than one set of loops of boundary edges (Figure 3.21). Thus 
the region can have associated with it many boundary loops. A region with only one 
boundary loop has no internal boundary. 
The loops coupled with the face are vital in determining the interior of the region. Each 
loop is traversed in order such that, when viewed from outside the solid, the interior of 
the region is always on the left. This has the important effect of reversing the direction 
of traversing the interior boundary of the region (Figure 3.2 1) 
3.8.6 Segments 
As the loops are traversed in an ordered direction, each element of the loop is also ori- 
entated and is called a segment (Figure 3.23). A segment consists of a pointer to an 
edge and an orientation flag. As edges already have a direction described by the 
increasing of the parameter value t, then the flag indicates whether to traverse the edge 
in the direction of increasing or decreasing t. (Figure 3.24). 
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3.8.7 Volume 
A volume specifies a solid entity in 3D space, which consists of an interior and a sur- 
face definition. It is described by a complete set of connected regions. As each region 
has an outward normal associated with it and these are orientated to face outward from 
the solid, then the ability to determine the interior of the volume is assured (Figure 
3.22). It should be noted in this specific class of geometry problems, that volumes do 
not have inclusions in them (i. e. internal boundaries). Although it is a straightforward 
extension to the loops concepts to create shells of regions, these are not needed for 
combustion CFD predictions. 
3.8.8 Vertices and Their Relationship to Edges 
At the end of each edge is a vertex. Edges are only allowed to join other edges at verti- 
ces (Figure 3.25). Although an extra overhead in terms of storing the co-ordinates of 
the vertex location, considerable saving in processing speed is achieved by storing a 
list of edges connected to each vertex. No edges are allowed to join except at a vertex 
and no hanging edges or vertices are allowed (Figure 3.26) as this would invalidate the 
solid model. 
3.8.9 Edges and Their Relation to Regions 
Similar to vertices and edges, regions meet only at edges (Figure 3.27 and Figure 3.28). 
In this way consistency is assured and more importantly a mechanism for indicating 
adjoining regions is implemented by the creation of a list of regions shared by each 
edge (always two). As a check for consistency, due to the ordered traverse of the 
boundary loops of the regions, each edge should be traversed by two regions only, once 
in either direction (Figure 3.23). An additional constraint is that if two regions share a 
common boundary then there must be a one to one correspondence of the correspond- 
ing geometrical entities that make up the adjacent boundary (Figure 3.29). 
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3.9 Parametric Solid Models 
One of the latest innovations to make its introduction into mainstream CAD systems is 
the use of parametric methodologies. Although not new in concept, the breakthrough is 
more due to available computing power and memory. A parametric CAD model is not 
a data representation but is rapidly becoming a major factor in new design analysis and 
manufacturing cycles and so it deserves analysis here. 
Before the introduction of parametric design techniques, the traditional CAD method- 
ology was based on a fixed or explicit scheme. Consider the specification of a cooling 
rib (Figure 1.4). This is a small rib placed on the -flametube that is used for structural 
support and increased convective cooling (Figure 3.30). The design would specify this 
feature of the flametube by the direct entry of co-ordinates of the lines making up the 
cooling rib. Now, if the designer wishes to reposition the cooling rib then the rib has to 
be destroyed, either by a Boolean subtraction or deletion of the lines describing the rib 
(Figure 3.31), and a new cooling rib constructed. This involves both considerable time 
and care on the part of the designer to ensure that a consistent model is retained (Figure 
3.32). Another feasible design modification would entail a change in the angle of the 
flametube wall (Figure 3.33) by a few degrees. On a large scale view of the cooling rib 
and liner, the rib still appears to be part of the liner, only under magnification does the 
gap and overlap show. 
In the parametric methodology the placement of entities is associated directly with 
other entities. These associations are retained and it is possible to modify and update 
these associations and parameters. Re-consider the process of moving the cooling rib, 
which has now been created using a parametric methodology. This rib will now be ini- 
tially placed on the flametube using a parameter a which is associated with a distance 
along the edge from one end of the liner (Figure 3.34). If the rib is to be moved up or 
down the liner then the rib does not have to be deleted only the parameter a is adjusted. 
In addition, if the angle of the flametube is altered then this will now automatically 
keep the rib in position relative to the flametube (Figure 3.35). 
Although on a preliminary inspection, this is a methodology which should be adopted 
universally, there are a few subtle provisos to consider and these are discussed next. 
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3.9.1 Memory and Storage Overhead 
A CSG solid model is generally used as the underlying data representation. Therefore a 
major deficiency lies in the increased storage and processing associated with both the 
use of parameters and the use of CSG solid models. 
3.9.2 Over Constrained CAD Models 
A solid model can be easily created which is over constrained. A constraint is another 
name for a parameter, but also includes geometric properties that can be defined. Sim- 
ple examples include specifying two lines being at right angles, or parallel, or specify- 
ing that two edges are trimmed where they intersect. It is remarkably easy to define a 
geometry which has too many constraints, which either conflict or restrict modifica- 
don. Consider the parametric definition of a simple rectangle. The parameter and con- 
straints can be defined in a number of ways. Figure 3.36 and Figure 3.37 illustrate two 
possible designs. In Figure 3.36, altering the parameter a alters the size of the rectangle 
and keeps all the comers at right angles. In Figure 3.37, altering the value of b causes a 
contradiction due to the presence of the right angles and the unchanged parameter c. 
Although this simple example can be corrected easily by observation, consideration of 
the complex geometry of the combustion system and the untangling necessary to cor- 
rect this type of problem illustrates the real difficulties which can be encountered with 
practical applications. 
3.9.3 Design Intent 
Another potential problem concerns the application of design intent. Design intent is 
the realisation of the purpose for which the CAD model is to be created and to con- 
struct it with this in mind. For optimum efficiency and versatility, design intent MUST 
be addressed at the earliest stage in the definition of the CAD process. To give practical 
illustrations of the concept of design intent, three simple examples are considered. 
Firstly, consider the previous cooling rib example and increasing the angle of the liner 
(Figure 3.38), if the upright cooling rib is defined parallel to the y-axis to then the rib 
will be skewed when the angle parameter d is non zero. Alternatively if the vertical 
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component of the rib is instead defined relative to the wall then the rib will bend over 
with no skewness (Figure 3.39). Neither choice of parameters and constraints are 
incorrect, which choice is required depends on the design intent for the CAD model 
(and also on manufacturing considerations). 
A second example is the consideration of flow through a hole in a flat surface (a sim- 
plification of the chuted holes present on the combustion liner). The geometry consists 
simply of a circular hole in a rectangular flat plate. In one definition thd hole is posi- 
tioned as 50 mm from one edge (Figure 3.40) and in the other case as 50 percent of the 
edge (Figure 3.41). If the designer now changes the width of the plate, then in the first 
case the hole does not stay in the middle but stays 50mm from the edge. In the second 
case the hole stays in the middle. Again, either model is correct but, only understanding 
the "design intenf' will determine the correct choice. 
Finally, consider the case of the simple hole being replaced by a chuted hole on the 
same flat plate (Figure 3.42). This feature has been created by placing a solid cylinder 
on a plate and then creating a cutting tool cylinder. A Boolean subtraction is then used 
through both the chute and plate. The cutting tool is associated with the plate and not 
with the centre of the chute. If the chute is then moved, the cutting tool remains fixed 
and leaves an obvious discrepancy. 
So design intent requires experience, it also requires time to consider and implement. If 
the solid model is for a one-off assignment, then using parametric CAD systems incor- 
porating design intent will in all probability be an excessive overhead. However, asso- 
ciating objects together has been shown in practice to reduce the amount of gaps and 
cracks inadvertently introduced by bad design specification. In the case of a production 
solid model, which will be used for parametric studies and will have a long and active 
shelf life, then the additional expense a parametric solid model incurs is easily offset 
against its versatility and usefulness. A good example of cross-functional optimization 
of parameters is in the increasing of a component's dimensions to create forging allow- 
ances. Again, at present new models are recreated for manufacture, analysis and 
design. Using parameters allows the possibility of a multi-role CAD model. It should 
be stressed that parametric modelling is not a geometric data representation, but a 
design methodology. If the use of parameters is coupled with good design practice, and 
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the early involvement of design intent to optimize the use of the model, as well as the 
use of a solid model for consistency and topology, then a formidable tool is available to 
the engineering community. As part of this research a parametric solid model of the 
combustion system was created to investigate the viability of this approach. 
An interesting field for further research involves the coupling of parametric CAD and 
CFD system at a macro-level with the ability to let the CFD results drive the parame- 
ters in design optimization studies. Kellar et al. [8 1] are carrying out further develop- 
ment of their own internal CAD/grid generator to allow optimization studies, but the 
expertise of geometry handling should be left to CAD vendors and kept separate. 
3.10 Summary 
Ile requirements for geometry definition in terms of the concepts of topology and 
geometry have been discussed. These indicate for CFD use that both geometry and 
topology must be present in the data representation. 
Different types of geometrical representations were discussed with solid models being 
accepted as the optimum choice. This was due to both topology being present, but also 
the important removal of the geometry repair operation. BREP solid models were 
selected as the optimum type to be used for communication with the grid generator part 
of the CFD suite, due to memory and processing advantages (although this does pres- 
ently limit the possibility of geometry modification within the CFD software for opti- 
mization studies). 
Parametric CAD systems have been subjected to analysis and have been shown to offer 
the potential for rapid optimization studies and design. However, design intent must be 
fully understood and incorporated from the earliest design studies. A parametric solid 
model of the combustion system will be created in the next chapter to show the viabil- 
ity of this approach. 
This chapter has been concerned with the mainly theoretical techniques available with 
current CAD systems. The next stage is to apply these features to a practical complex 
geometry encountered in a gas turbine combustion system. 
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FIGURE 3.1.21) Region with Point P Inside the Region. 
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FIGURE 3.2. Geometry Entities Connected by a Different Topology and Point P Outside. 
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FIGURE 3.3. Sphere of Coincidence. 
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FIGURE 3.4. Lack of Surface Definition in a Wireframe Representation. 
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FIGURE 3.8. Creation of a Swept Volume from a Wireframe. 
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FIGURE 3.9. An Open Wireframe Creates an Invalid Solid Model. 
FIGURE 3.10. Boolean Union Operation on Two Solids. 
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FIGURE 3.11. Boolean Subtraction Operation onFwo Solids. 
FIGURE 3.12. Boolean Intersection Operation on Two Solids. 
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FIGURE 3.14. Example Geometry. 
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FIGURE 3.20. Topology Tree. 
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FIGURE 3.22. Outward Facing Normals of the Volume. 
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FIGURE 3.23. Loops Comprised of Segments. 
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FIGURE 3.24. Segments and Edge Atignment. 
FIGURE 3.25. Correct Joining of Edges. 
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FIGURE 3.30. Enlarged View of Cooling Ribs. 
FIGURE 3.31. Stages in the Modification of an Explicit Model. 
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FIGURE 3.32. Example of an Inconsistency due to Explicit Modelling'Fechniques. 
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FIGURE 3.33. Inconsistencies Due to a Rotation of the Flametube. 
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FIGURE 3.35. Rotating the Flametube using Parametric Methodology. 
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FIGURE 3.36. Parametric Representation of a Rectangle 
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FIGURE 3.38. Cooling Rib Defined Parallel to the Y-Axis. 
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4.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter has presented the theoretical advantages of the application of 
both solid models and parametric methodologies. Attention is now turned to an exam- 
ple of a practical application using the complexity of the geometry found in a combus- 
tion system as a suitable test vehicle. 
To reiterate, although a BREP solid model has been chosen for use within the CFD sys- 
tem, the construction of the model internally within the CAD system is vendor specific. 
In this case both chosen CAD systems use an underlying CSG representation. Coupling 
the CSG data representation with a parametric methodology currently offers the opti- 
mum design tool. 
4.2 Design Intent for the CFU Model 
It should be sufficient to specify the design intent of the geometry as being for a CFD 
prediction. 11is ideal would have one model of the whole combustion system, with full 
resolution of all the geometric and flow field features. Thus both grid and geometry 
resolution are totally removed from having any negative impact on the CFD prediction. 
Any underlying errors and assumptions would then be due to other aspects of the proc- 
ess e. g. turbulence modelling. In reality other restrictions must be taken into account 
when considering the design intent of the geometry and these are elaborated below. 
4.2.1 Memory 
Obviously, the CFD prediction must be able to run on the available computing hard- 
ware. In particular for optimization of the solver all memory storage should reside in 
the main core and no swapping should be used if possible. Swapping is the use of swap 
space on an area of hard disc which is formatted to appear to the work-station as an 
extended area of main memory. Unfortunately, this extra memory is orders of magni- 
tude slower to access. Admittedly, using a parallel architecture and domain composi- 
tion of the grid does reduce and mitigate these requirements, but also increases the 
computational cost per solution. For the purposes of this exercise, the platform chosen 
will be a high powered stand-alone work-station. 
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4.2.2 Processing Time 
Even with the possibility of unlimited memory, the CFD prediction must be capable of 
providing an accurate prediction within a set time frame. This time frame is usually 
imposed extemaUy on the CFD project and can be regard as fixed. 
4.2.3 Conciliation 
These two considerations alone force choices upon the creator of the solid model. The 
primary directive must be to satisfy the requirements placed on the CFD model by the 
customer. For example, when an understanding of the flow field near a cooling ring is 
required, then a solid model can be constructed of the immediate volume in the vicinity 
of the cooling ring and simplification of the far field geometry undertaken. Altema- 
tively, if the aim of the prediction is the solution of the internal flow field and the exit 
traverse then the whole combustion system must be modelled, but with justifiable sim- 
plifications (for example not representing the cooling ribs described in the previous 
chapter). 
For the purpose of this research, we will consider the design intent of the current target 
CFD prediction as identifying and resolving all major flow features within the combus- 
tion system which have a major effect on the exit traverse. As a secondary goal the 
CAD model should take advantage of parametric methodology employed and be con- 
structed to allow easy modification of geometric features, which influence this flow 
field. For example the axial placement of air entry ports. This should enhance the abil- 
ity of the model to be used for rapid design optimization studies. 
4.3 Sources for the Basis of the Model 
Having specified the design intent for the CFD prediction, the next stage is to identify a 
starting point for the geometry. 
Ile author was only able to find two existing papers which deal with whole combus- 
tion system modelling. These papers by Crocker et al. [27] and Anand et al. [4] model 
very simple representations of combustion systems, and there is no discussion of the 
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use of parametric solid models. In fact the combustion systems employed were simple 
enough to omit the need for such tools. This apparent lack of use of parametric solid 
models for gas turbine combustion systems can be explained by the relatively recent 
introduction of both the new CAD systems needed to create parametric solid models 
and the availability of necessary computer hardware and expertise in the engineering 
community. Also detrimental to their introduction is the typical inertia found in large 
engineering firms, where a major change in design philosophy is required. Thus, this 
research provided a unique opportunity of creating the first parametric solid model for 
this full configuration. 
As was stated earlier, one of the primary aims of this work is to investigate improve- 
ments in the whole design process. Ideally, this would incorporate innovations in all 
the processes undertaken in the development of a combustion system from concept 
definition to manufacturing and in-service care. Section 1.9 has already explained and 
justified the narrowing down of interest to CFD prediction. Therefore as this section of 
work is generic in nature, a combustion system that was nearing the end of the design 
cycle was chosen. As such an existing experimental measured temperature traverse 
could be used in the later stages of this work. 
As the combustion system being used in this research (Figure 4.1) is nearing produc- 
tion, it had already been fully defined. The definitive description of each component is 
a set of paper engineering drawings; the majority of these had been created electroni- 
cally by a series of wireframe CAD drawings. In fact, it is important to note that some 
drawings were still being created by hand on manual drawing boards at the time the 
combustion system for the current project was selected for analysis. 
Using the CAD wireframe design drawings as a basis for the solid model did at first 
appear to provide many advantages. Firstly, as has already bcen stated these were the 
definitive design. Secondly, the geometry, although in wireframe description, was 
already present and offered the basic geometry on which to create the solid model. 
However, a manufacture drawing is created for and intended to be used with specific 
conventions. The design manufacturing standards employed specifically stated that no 
scaling (measuring with a ruler and scaling up to size) was permitted. All dimensions 
and angles are to be taken from the annotated dimensions in all instances. As such, 
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upon closer investigation it was found that the wireframe drawing contained numerous 
small errors within the geometry and in some cases differences were noted between 
drawn and annotated angular features. These were typified by the creation of gaps and 
overlaps as described in Section 3.3. After due consideration it was realised that no 
piece of current wireframe geometry could be regarded as giving a consistent and accu- 
rate starting point. Again it must be emphasised that, with the current process, this 
standard of geometry is perfectly satisfactory and fulfilled both its form and function. 
However, as has already been discussed the more stringent requirements for geometry 
representations for CFD predictions removed this option from consideration. 
Ile conclusion of this initial investigation was to therefore start building the geometry 
from scratch. In this way the full potential of the parametric CAD system could be 
employed. In addition the model could be created in a simplified state from the begin- 
ning. This would mimic the design process where the basic structure and features 
would be sketched out before detailed design work would be implemented using the 
simplified model as the basis and is the one of the first models created in a DEM. 
To explain each step in the creation of the solid model with its basis and concepts 
would be both too time consuming and detailed for this text. Instead fundamental prin- 
ciples and examples of operation are elaborated here. 
4,4 Primary Optimization Studies 
How features are controlled and defined is critical to the efficiency and versatility of 
the solid model of the combustion system. A major exercise in combustion develop- 
ment is emissions and traverse control. This is primarily achieved by the creation of 
chuted port flows in the flame tube (Figure 1.4). In development the location, size and 
height of these chuted holes are varied widely. 
Mie first concern is to be able to datum these features in such a way as to be under- 
standable both to the modeller and the other designers in the team. Ibis is achieved by 
defining a combustion system centre line which starts at the surface of the heat shield 
and fuel injector in the head of the combustor (Figure 4.1). The chuted holes are 
located using parameters against this datum and these parameters are also used during 
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manufacture to position the drill for cutting the holes in the flametube. Referring to the 
description of the chuted hole in Section 3.9.3 and Figure 3.42 for details, care must be 
taken to keep the cutting cylinder for the hole and the chute constrained together, so 
that for the designer only one parameter has to be altered to effect the axial location of 
the chuted port. In addition the chutes are constructed using five simple parameters 
(Figure 4.2). The form presented allows the designer to identify the controlling param- 
eters and modify the design in an efficient and timely manner. 
4.5 Filtering 
As there is always limited computational resources available there is a finite limit to 
the maximum number of grid cells available and hence there is a minimum grid resolu- 
tion that can be used. Due to this and to the large variation in length-scales present in 
the combustion system, some features are too small to be resolved clearly. These sub- 
grid details have to be assessed and dealt with in a variety of ways. 
4.5.1 Removal 
A typical example of a sub-grid feature are the cooling ribs described in previous chap- 
ters (Figure 1.4 and Figure 4.3). As the design intent of the present model is to deter- 
mine the exit traverse and emissions of the whole combustion system, the perceived 
effect of cooling ribs on these aspects is marginal. Therefore these features need to be 
either ignored or removed. 
Leaving the cooling ribs in the solid model and placing a grid on the geometry does 
increase the probability of perturbation of the grid as some of the grid nodes on the 
flame tube will ride over the ribs whilst others do not. However these perturbations are 
so small as to be generally regarded as insignificant (Figure 4.4). 
Extra memory is used in storing these additional features when compared to a simpli- 
fied geometry in which these features may have been retained. Of course these features 
are required for manufacture, in which case one possible solution is to store the cooling 
ribs on a different layer in the CAD system. A layer is a CAD technique for differenti- 
ating geometrical entities. No matter what layer an object is on its position and associ- 
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ation with other objects is unaffected. However by electing to make only certain layers 
visible then better clarification can be achieved (Figure 4.5). Although created mainly 
to aid clarity of representation, by using these layers to separate manufacture only fea- 
tures and analysis only features then easy extraction of the simplified geometry is pos- 
sible. This re-emphasises the requirement for the designer to understand the design 
intent for all of the model's uses and to make allowances at the earliest possible stage. 
A practical limitation is also encountered in most CAD systems, as they only have 256 
layers and for a complex model these layers can be quickly exhausted. 
An alternative to layers, is to use the parametric variables associated with the cooling 
rib (Figure 4.6). Again this does require consideration of the design intent but does 
offer a more elegant solution. By simply adjusting the value of parameter b to zero the 
cooling rib is removed. However a note of caution needs to be raispd, some CAD sys- 
tem will leave the vertical edge intact but with a length of zero. This can affect grid 
generators which base their smallest grid spacing on the minimum edge length in the 
geometry. This has been taken into account in the grid generator employed in this work 
by ignoring zero length edges. It is also worthy of note, that by increasing parameter a 
and b which have been associated with all cooling ribs found in the combustion system 
then the machining allowances required for casting can be included for the manufactur- 
ing model. 
Apart from the increased storage incurred in carrying the cooling ribs into the CFD 
system, a more important issue is raised regarding grid movement or adaption. In 
Chapter 2 the need for smoothing the grid has been reviewed and the results need to be 
included in this CFD study to achieve the optimum CFD predictions. Consider a grid 
point on a cooling rib (Figure 4.7). The majority of smoothing techniques use the adja- 
cent grid nodes to determine how to reposition a grid point. Once the new location is 
determined the new grid point is then mapped back onto the surface. Now the spacing 
of the adjacent grid nodes require the grid node A to move up and over the cooling rib 
(Figure 4.7). However the vectors of each of the grid lines joining A to its neighbour 
will drag the point A down. In this case the point A is trapped and the grid will remain 
distorted. 
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The above paragraph gives the primary reason for the removal of sub-grid features. 
However it is far better for the grid generator to be able to cope with this class of prob- 
lem and reduce the workload on the designer. As the requirement to deal with this non- 
convex hull is common in the combustion system, this problem will be addressed later 
on in this work. 
4.5.2 Simplification 
The combustion system contains certain features which are both important and big 
enough to need to be represented e. g. the fuel injector, chuted holes and cooling rings. 
However these entities are partially comprised of sub-grid components. For example, 
consider the design of a cooling ring. These rings channel flow along the combustion 
walls to create a film of cooling air. This is achieved by creating a lipped channel 
approximately 5 min long fed by 900 circumferentially holes drilled of 1.5 mm diame- 
ter (Figure 4.8). In addition various small chanifers and fillet radii are incorporated 
which cannot be resolved by the grid. The design intent for this geometry representa- 
tion is to provide the macro-characteristics of the feature, i. e. the air being drawn in 
from the annulus and the flow of film cooling air into the flame-tube. Therefore repre- 
sentation of each individual cooling hole is not required as the wakes and the distur- 
bances caused by these holes are likely to be mixed out by the end of the cooling lip 
(Figure 4.9). 
The solution is to simplify the geometry, by removing the holes, chamfers and fillets. 
The air flow through the holes must still be managed. This is undertaken by indicating 
to the solver the regions of the geometry which represent the entrances and the exit for 
the coofing air (Figure 4.10). 
4.5.3 Agglomeration 
Flame-tube cooling is also undertaken in some areas by effusion cooling patches. 
These consist of an array of drilled holes of around 1 mm in diameter in the surface of 
the flame-tube. Similar to the holes in the cooling rings, each individual hole is too 
small to represent, but taken as a whole the feature has to be modelled (Figure 1.6). 
However these features differ compared to the cooling rings as there is no geometry 
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existing on the flame-tube to represent accurately the area which is covered by effusion 
cooling. It is important to indicate or mark these regions on the geometry in order to 
provide an unambiguous location for where the CFD system is to apply boundary con- 
ditions (Figure 4.11). 
As actually creating all these small holes in the solid model is very expensive in terms 
of memory and cpu usage, the marking of these areas corresponds well with the limita- 
tion of the CAD system. It is worthy of note, that for manufacture the actual holes in 
the solid are not required, but instead the drilling vector, start point and array character- 
istics are sufficient. 
In order to be consistent in the use of solid models these marked areas must be created 
as actual regions of the geometry. Again following the philosophy of performing no 
geometry manipulation operations in the CFD system, this places the responsibility 
within the CAD system. 
It is tempting to just put a boundary edge around the effusion patch (Figure 4.12), how- 
ever the edges are separate from the solid and only have a juxtaposition to associate 
them to the region. No information in the solid model will indicate the presence of the 
effusion patch. In addition the boundary edges will not be subjected to the consistency 
checking associated with the solid model. Instead, the area of the effusion cooling must 
be created as a complete region. One technique tried was to use a Boolean solid as a 
cutting tool (Figure 4.13). The tool was used to cut the effusion patch out of the flame- 
tube. The effusion patch solid was then re-glued to the flame-tube (using a Boolean 
union) and it was hoped that a boundary where the effusion patch haj been fused back 
would be left (similar to inlaying a dark wood in a light wood). Unfortunately, to the 
CAD vendors credit, both system detected the seamless joint from these operations and 
removed the surplus joining edges. 
T'he solution finally employed was to use the boundary of the effusion patch or marked 
region as a cutting tool and to cut the region, not the solid in two (Figure 4.14). Admit- 
tedly having actually to split the regions to mark the geometry does increase the 
designers workload; action on reducing and removal of this issue has been identified as 
a topic of future work. Figure 4.15 shows marked rings on the head of the combustor, 
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ready for specifying fluid boundary conditions in the CFD system downstream (this 
example is taken from work to be described in greater detail in chapter 7. 
4.5.4 Periodicity 
The majority of modem combustion systems use an annular design where the combus- 
tion system forms an annulus around the engine centre line. As such there is a periodic 
symmetry in combustion sectors based on the number of fuel injectors. This is partially 
destroyed by such items as mounting pins and igniters which are only on certain sec- 
tors, however unless under specific investigation these features can be ignored. 
As there are 20 fuel injectors this resolves down to a 15 degree slice of the combustion 
system being the optimum representation for modelling. A full 360 degree model 
would require too many grid nodes and be excessive in memory usage. In addition with 
the use of Reynolds Averaged Navier Stoke (RANS) models, the periodic boundary 
condition is sufficient. In the future with the advent of Large Eddy Simulation models, 
then two or three sector models may have to be modelled to allow for large eddy varia- 
tions in the circumferential direction. 
4.6 Inexact Geometry Representations 
This section is included to illustrate a difficulty associated with reconciling manufac- 
turing practice and analysis requirements. In many cases parts are made and then 
"dressed to fit". This involves a craftsman taking the component and filing or bending 
to fit. This is good manufacturing practice as there is necessarily some degree of play 
in the combustion system and some manufacturing methods are less dimensionally pre- 
cise than others. However, the question has to be asked, "How does the designer creat- 
ing a CFD application case determine the best course of action? " There is no simple 
answer and each case must be reviewed and a decision met. 
A similar problem also occurs with seýls between combustion system components. The 
seals are used to keep hot gas integrity within the combustion system. These are placed 
between components and then compressed to give a good seal. Which thickness does 
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the designer use? As it is a small amount then the un-compressed size can be used, pro- 
vided that the combustion system also joins in a seamless manner. 
Another class of problems involve the deformation of parts to fit. This is achieved by 
beating with a hammer. A good example of this are the chuted port flows (Figure 4.16). 
These are designed and manufactured with flat bases which are then deformed to fit the 
conic section of the flame-tube. As such these have to be designed flat but when used 
in the solid model they need to be curved. In this case for analysis purposes, a close 
approximation is achieved by creating a curved base of the same thickness as the flat 
flange. 
IIcsc manufacturing processes are inevitably difficult to quantify, but at least going 
through the process rigorously identifies where geometry is not precisely defined. 
4.7 Additional Modifications for Structured Grids. 
The task of mapping a structured grid onto a complex geometry can be best described 
by Thompson's and Weatherill's sponge analogy [149]. The problem reduces to 
deforming a cubic sponge into the shape of the geometry. As such there is a bare mini- 
mum number of outer edges and faces of the geometry required to attach the outer 
faces and edges of the sponge. In certain cases extra geometry edges have to be created 
by splitting regions so that the 6 faces, 12 edges and 8 vertices of the cube are mapped 
correctly. A simple example is the geometry of a cylinder which only has 4 surfaces 
and so an extra 2 have to be created (Figure 4.17). For the combustion system these 
cylinders occur in connection with chuted holes and so they have to be split. This mod- 
ification to the geometry is only necessary for the grid generator and as smoothing will 
take place these extra edges are only necessary for the initial grid. Therefore it would 
be worthwhile to remove the need for these edges, without losing consistency in the 
solid model and a novel method of achieving this is discussed in Chapter 6. 
4.8 Computational Volumes 
The previous section has been concerned with modification of the geometry to make it 
suitable for a CFD prediction. The CAD solid model produced for the combustion sys- 
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tern refers of course to the design of the metal components but a CFD solution domain 
is required to enclose fluid. For a complex geometry such as a combustion system, the 
use of a single structured grid also requires the definition of internal blockages to min- 
imise grid distortion and provide internal boundaries for objects such as the flame tube 
walls, fuel injector and diffuser. However, the wealth of available software tools and 
experienced gained in using a single block grid, more than officts the additional effort 
in creating blockages. 
Ile first task is to decide how to map the structured grid onto the geometry in order to 
define the blockages. This involved deciding the overall strategy of how the main fca- 
tures of the combustor, i. e. the inner and outer diffuser and flametube would be repre- 
scnted (Figure 4.18). A further step involves the refinement of the representation of the 
geometry to allow maximum use of grid cells. Consider the lower diffuser in 
Figure 4.19, In option A this volume allows the mapping of grid lines used in the dif- 
fuser to be efficiently used in the lower combustor annulus. If the grid lines were not 
diverted then option B is also feasible. In this case a different geometry modification of 
the diffuser was specified and vertical grid lines in the diffuser would all go into the 
lower diffuser blockage, resulting in a considerable increase in the number of wasted or 
blocked cells. 
The next task is to define either the solution region plus internal blockage volumes 
(Figure 4.20) or a set of contiguous volumes which butt to form the overall solution 
region (Figure 4.21). The choice depends on the grid generator. The latter is easier to 
define within the CAD system but the former is easier to handle within the grid gencr- 
ator. For faster processing within the grid generator, developed in this work, the first 
method has been adopted. However, a restriction imposed by the grid generator 
requires an exact one to one correspondence between abutting regions, edges and verti- 
ces. Ibis concept can be understood easier when demonstrated on a simplcr geometry 
then a full combustion system. Consider Figure 4.22, this is a representation of the 
solution region and blockage for the prediction of flow over a backward facing step. 
The blockage volume has been moved sideways to allow the extra edges and regions 
which need to be created on the solution region of the solid model to be visible. This 
figure illustrates the concept, that everywhere the solution region touches the internal 
blockage the same geometrical entity must be present on both solution region and 
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blockage. This is only a feature of the current standard of grid generator and is required 
to allow grid smoothing to occur and future work should aim to remove this complica- 
tion. 
Ile final procedure within the CAD system is to assemble the volumes required to 
generate the grid. The solid model created so far is illustrated in Figure 4.23. The fluid 
volume within the combustion system is however not yet fully specified. The boundary 
representing the flow at compressor exit, the outflow at turbine entry, and the planes of 
periodic symmetry arc missing. The solution volume is created by stitching together 
these extra surfaces with the internal surfaces of the inner and outer casing Figure 4.24. 
The inner surfaces of the casings were chosen as the metal casing walls did not need to 
be included within the CFD prediction. Once the solution region is created a Boolean 
intersection of the solution region with the filtered solid model results in the creation of 
the internal blockage volumes Figure 4.25. As has been stated earlier, it is a require- 
mcnt that the solution region must contain the image of the internal volumes on its sur- 
face ensuring a one to one relationship between edges and regions for the grid 
generator. To achieve this a number of operation are required. The first stage is to cre- 
ate a volume which contains just the air inside the geometry. This is achieved by sub- 
tracting the blockage solids (Figure 4.25) from the solution region (Figure 4.24) 
resulting in a fluid volume (Figure 4.26). Unfortunately, as discussed earlier the proce- 
dure of performing a Boolean union of the blockage solids (Figure 4.25) and this fluid 
volume (Figure 4.26) will not produce the original solution region without any extra 
edges or regions. The marked solution region (Figure 4.27) had to be created manually 
by selecting surfaces from the blockage (Figure 4.25) and fluid (Figure 4.26) volumes 
sewn together. 
At this stage all the operations have been successfully achieved with the creation of the 
blockage volume and marked solution region, the viability of creating a parametric 
solid model of the complex geometry of the full combustion system has been demon- 
strated. 
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4.9 Time-scales 
Approximately 1 man month was spent creating this initial model; this was due to the 
steep learning curve in parametric techniques and the fact that this was a first proof of 
concept model. In future in a production environment the models would be created by 
experienced designers and will only take of the order of days. Importantly, it should be 
noted that the first model may take days, but modifications will take minutes solely due 
to the use of parametric methodologies. 
4.10 Summary 
The theoretical process detailed in the last chapter has been successfully demonstrated 
and seen to be feasible. Ile design intent for the model was found to be central to the 
use of a versatile model suitable for all the tasks it is required to be used for. 
After consideration of various starting strategies, the creation of a new geometry was 
decided to be the most expedient. This approach allowed the creation of a fully para- 
metric solid model of a combustion system. The author believes that this is the first cre- 
ated. Wireframe CAD models were shown to have all the bad characteristics discussed 
in the last chapter. 
Preparation of the solid model was discussed focusing on the parametric optimization, 
showing how easy with correct design intent it was to set up a parametric study for 
chuted hole movement. 
The need to cope with sub-grid features was discussed and the option of removal was 
investigated. It was shown that parametric CAD systems can help but a new approach 
is needed to cope with non-convex hulls in the grid generator, in order to reduce filter- 
ing and ensure high grid quality. 
The modification of large complex features were investigated, using the example of a 
cooling ring, where simplification was the method of choice. Alternatively, agglomera- 
tion techniques were discussed for effusion cooling. This method of marking regions is 
essential for any boundary condition required downstream in the CFD system. 
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Inexact Geometry representations were highlighted as a problem, with each issue need- 
ing a logical, consistent and justifiable filtering of features on a case by case basis. 
The limitation of using a structured grid on the complex geometry was discussed with 
regard to the extra effort required in the CAD system to allow a mapping of the grid to 
occur. This non-value added work needs to be removed and must be addressed later. 
How the computational volumes were created was then demonstrated. At the end of 
this chapter its has been shown that a parametric solid model for a complex combustion 
geometry needed for a CFD prediction can be created. 
This concludes the tasks within the CAD system; the next chapter will investigate and 
discuss methods of transferring this model into the CFD system, efficiently, with mini- 
mum user input and assuring consistency. 
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FIGURE 4.1. CAD Cross-Section of the Combustion System. 
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FIGURE 4.2. Parametric Chute Specification. 
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FIGURE 4.3. Detailed Flametube Including Cooling Rings and Ribs. 
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FIGURE 4.4. Perturbation of the Grid due to the Presence of Cooling Ribs. 
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FIGURE 4.5. Use of Layers to Differentiate Cooling Ribs from Flametube. 
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FIGURE 4.6. Parametric Defined Cooling Ribs. 
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FIGURE 4.7. Grid Movement over a Cooling Rib. 
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FIGURE 4.8. Fully Detailed Cooling Ring. 
FIGURE 4.9. Flow-field Near a Cooling Ring. 
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FIGURE 4.10. Simphried Cooling Ring. 
FIGURE 4.11. Effusion Cooling Hole Array and Corresponding Marked Region. 
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FIGURE 4.13. Boolean Operations to Create a Marked Region. 
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FIGURE 4.14. Cutting Boundary used to Split the Region. 
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FIGURE 4.12. Correct Representation of a Marked Region. 
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FIGURE 4.15. Filter Geometry on the Combustor Head. 
FIGURE 4.16. Deformation of the Chute for Attachment. 
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FIGURE 4.17. Mapping a Structured Grid onto a Cylinder. 
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FIGURE 4.18. Mapping the Grid onto the Geometry. 
FIGURE 4.19. Fitting the Grid to the Diffuser. 
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FIGURE 4.20. Contained Volumes. 
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FIGURE 4.21. Butted Volumes. 
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FIGURE 4.22. Solid Model for Flow Over a Backward Facing Step. 
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5.1 Introduction 
Up to this point discussion has focused on processes which have all been undertaken 
within the CAD system (Figure 5.1). This chapter concentrates on the critical process 
of transferring information between the CAD and the CFD, system. It is essential that 
the process must provide a means of accurate and reliable transfer of the geometry and 
topology description of the solid model from the CAD to the CFD system. This step is 
fundamental to the successful implementation of the total analysis system, as is corrob- 
orated by the introductory paragraph from the NASA-IGES standard [16]. 
"The geometry data received by NASA scientistsfor analysis and modification is 
currently supplied in numerousformats which often require hundreds of hours of 
manipulation to achieve aformat capable of being utilised by analysis software. This 
modified data set usually has lost a level of accuracyfrom the original data and often 
may not maintain the design intent of the original data. " 
The presence of a weak link at this critical stage not only negates most of the benefits 
achieved upstream, but can also increase the workload placed on the user. An optimum 
process should require little user intervention i. e. be just a case of "press the button". 
The importance of the transfer of information between software systems has long been 
recognised. Zeid [ 169] specifies the four types of data which need transferring between 
dissimilar CAD/CAM systems as shape, non-shape, design, and manufacturing infor- 
mation. Only shape information is required for a CFD prediction. 
This chapter initially introduces and discusses two primary methods suitable for trans- 
ferring information to the CFD system. A short section is then included to explain the 
current view of this process from the developers of commercial CAD software. The 
final sections of the chapter are used to discuss aspects of the type of geometry model 
used within the CFD system. 
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5.2 Direct Extraction from the CAD System 
The majority of CAD vendors provide software tools to enable the extraction of geo- 
metrical and topological information directly from the CAD database. Employing this 
software, it is possible to access the required information whilst retaining the complete 
solid model solely within the CAD system. In effect the CFD system is closely linked 
to the CAD system, thus allowing direct interrogation of the geometry database using 
the vendors' own software routines. 
This approach agrees with the concept of a single Definitive Electronic Model (DEM) 
(Section 1.6), which requires that only one solid model is used for all aspects of the 
design process. Any modifications undertaken to the solid model will be automatically 
applied to the CFD prediction, and hence a considerable reduction in the probability of 
a non-conformance event occurring is obtained. 
The grid generation process within the CFD system is the step which has the largest 
interaction with the solid model. A major proportion of the time spent creating the grid 
is concerned with the interrogation of geometrical and topological information from 
the solid model. A typical operation that is undertaken is that of finding the parametric 
co-ordinates of a point on a face (Figure 5.2) (i. e. given (x, y, Z), find (u, v) within the 
appropriate face). This is a non-trivial operation for a complex surface. Another com- 
mon query occurs when the position and normal to a face is required given a paramct- 
ric co-ordinate (Figure 5.3). Similar operations are required for edges. To take full 
advantage of the information stored within the solid model, access is also required to 
topological information. These queries including such operations as identifying the two 
adjacent regions that share a common edge (Figure 5.4). The creation of a grid typi- 
cally requires the interrogation of the solid model database perhaps a million times. As 
such, the speed and efficiency of these access subroutines are critical in achieving an 
efficient implementation of the grid generator. As both the definition of the solid model 
and the programming of these sub-routines have been created by the same organisation 
then it is not unreasonable to assume that they will provide an efficient and reliable 
access path. 
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The introduction to the chapter states that accurate transfer of information is a manda- 
tory requirement of any chosen technique. As these subroutines directly access and 
manipulate the solid model database using the CAD systems' own routines, this should 
offer the highest level of accuracy. Employing an alternative method to direct extrac- 
tion would require that these sub-routines have to be replicated elsewhere. Not only is 
there an overhead associated with the creation and upkeep of these new subroutines, 
but variation in the answers to queries can easily occur due to subtle differences in the 
implementation of the algorithms between the CAD and CFD systems. 
Turning to the issue of implementation, employing this technique does require the 
CAD and CFD systems to be running concurrently. Due to the high number of geomet- 
rical calculations required by the CFD system, this in practice forces the CAD system 
to reside on the same computer on which the CFD prediction is being run. As a full 
CAD system occupies a considerable quantity of memory, this reduces the storage 
available to the CFD systems. Some CAD systems do have separate products that con- 
tain only the kernel of the geometry engines (e. g. CADDS5 has its own software pack- 
age CVDORS and Uni-graphics has Parasolid). However, these cut down systems are 
still large, (typically for CVDORS 11.5 Mega-bytes and for Parasolid 8 Mega-bytcs). 
For processes which are compute intensive e. g. grid adaptation, grid generation, flow 
solving, significant reduction in elapsed times can be made by being able to use super 
computers e. g. Crays, parallel architectures, etc. These are not typical CAD platforms 
and in general either no version of the CAD system for the particular computer exists, 
or there is a considerable cost incurred due to the requirement for additional licenses on 
these specific machines. More generally, it is worth noting that these access routines 
are provided usually as extensions to the CAD package at an extra cost. Implementing 
this method would therefore require every work-station to have as standard the CAD 
package and associated software packages both loaded and licensed, a not insubstantial 
outlay for any large commercial organisation which plans to provide a workstation per 
engineer, and employ CFD as an everyday design tool. 
These transfer routines have to read the full CAD model into the memory of the com- 
puter in order to interrogate and modify the geometry. As well as the useful geometry 
and topology of the solid model, there is a considerable memory overhead incurred due 
to information stored in the data representation which is irrelevant to the CFD usage 
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(e. g. the colour and dimension attributes, text). In addition, all the intermediate steps 
and geometry necessary to create the final solid model are also stored in either the core 
memory or, even more detrimentally, reside in the swap allocation on the workstation. 
To appreciate the scale of this overhead, a complete combustion system created using 
Computervision's CADDS 5 as part of this study required over 96 Mega-bytes of 
memory for just the CAD system and solid model alone. 
Overheads are incuffed when the CFD system is to be used with more than one CAD 
system. This arises because duplication of effort is required in not only creating the 
connections to both systems, but in die maintenance load when the CAD systems are 
updated. 
In practice, the disadvantages discussed above do significantly outweigh the elegance 
of the concept of the single model for all but the simplest geometry and a more efficient 
transfer approach needs to be determined. 
5.3 Extracting a Copy of the Solid Model 
Instead of directly linking the CAD and CFD systems, an alternative approach is to 
extract a copy of the requisite information from the CAD solid model. This new copy, 
referred to as the CFD solid model, is then stored separately and used solely within the 
CFD system. Employing this technique removes the requirement for the CAD and 
CFD systems to run concurrently. In fact they do not even have to run on the same type 
of machine. Unlike direct extraction, this allows the CFD system access to super com- 
puters, as no CAD software is required on these computers. Larger predictions can also 
be undertaken due to the increased memory not occupied by the CAD system. As only 
a single dedicated machine is required to perform a single transfer, additional cxpendi- 
ture undertaken in acquiring the requisite CAD licences is minimised. 
Unlike the CAD model that is only accessible by a fixed interface, the definition and 
content of the CFD solid model is totally accessible and open to modification. As the 
following paragraphs discuss, this freedom of access can be exploited to great advan- 
tage. For example, during the transfer process from the CAD system to the CFD solid 
model, the data can be manipulated into a form more suitable for CFD analysis. A sim- 
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ple decrease in memory storage required is achieved by the removal from the CAD 
solid of all non-essential information e. g. colours, construction geometry, etc. How- 
ever, as a general guideline it is prudent to ensure that the CFD solid model should be 
designed to conform as much as possible to the definition of the CAD solid model. The 
more divergent the CAD and CFD models are, the greater the effort in translation and 
the larger the possibility of error in the translation process occurring. 
Admittedly, extracting a copy of the CAD solid model does break the paradigm of the 
single source DEM, but with the current hardware limitations this is the most viable 
option. In addition, a cost is incurred with the geometrical and topological access and 
calculation routines having to be both replicated and maintained. However, this 
approach gives an opportunity to refine the copy of the solid model into a form more 
compatible with the CFD system. This is easily achieved using the CAD subroutines to 
perform more pre-processing of the solid model. For example the geometry can be con- 
verted so that all entities are specified in terms of splines or other numerical representa- 
tions, which can be analysed more efficiently inside the CFD system. This may 
increase the size of the CFD solid model, but does result in faster grid generation 
downstream. The balance for best performance on the presently available machines 
favours increased speed over storage at this point. Finally, care has to be taken to 
ensure that the extra calculation programs, which have to be replicated within the grid 
generator, mimic accurately the interrogation functions present within the CAD sys- 
tems. 
As discussed in the previous section, the major concern with any transfer method is 
that a faithful and accurate representation of the CAD solid model is retained. Some 
extraction methods do manipulate geometric entities into a correspondingly approxi- 
mate shape. For example, one transfer process would represent a circular arc by a 
spline approximation, which is not an accurate representation (Figure 5.5). In some 
cases, the actual topological information can be lost with the user being then made 
responsible for the reconstruction of the topology tree. On a positive note, the potential 
does exist for the replacement of complex shapes by a great number of simplcr entities 
whilst still faithfully representing the original definition. An example is the specifica- 
tion of a rectangular prism. On some CAD systems the rectangular prism would be 
specified as one complex spline surface (Figure 5.6). The sharp corners of the prism 
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would be initially created by using a high order polynomial spline coupled with the 
clustering of the control points near the comers. As calculations undertaken using these 
high order splines are numerically expensive, this should be avoided where feasible. 
Problems can also occur due to the clustering of the control points which can cause dif- 
ficulty when attempting to smooth the grid. For these reasons alone, complex surfaces 
are very unappealing. A far superior representation of these complex surfaces would be 
to replace this single surface by simpler surfaces which are still accurately representing 
the geometry (in the case of the rectangular prism by 4 planar surfaces). Admittedly, 
there is a greater storage overhead incurred, but this is easily overshadowed by the 
reduction in numerical calculations required. 
Ile above paragraphs give a general discussion of the generic features encountered 
when employing a method entailing the extraction of a copy of the CAD information 
and creating a CFD solid model. Further attention is now directed at a number of spe- 
cific issues. 
5.3.1 Neutral Files 
The need to transfer data between different CAD systems has resulted in a philosophy 
of using a neutral database structure (also called a neutral file) which is independent of 
any existing or future CAD/CAM system. These neutral file formats (as opposed to the 
proprietary databases of each CAD system) have been in existence for a considerable 
time and are still being created and refined. 
For any transfer of data to take place two translators are in general required. One 
attached to the CAD system to create the transfer file and one attached to the CFD sys- 
tem to receive and convert the data into an internal representation used in the CFD sys- 
tem. The use of a neutral file format has the advantage of only requiring one translator 
program for the CFD system. Admittedly, the CAD translator will probably be an addi- 
tional separately purchased software option for the CAD system. Ibis financial outlay 
can be mitigated by the careful selection of the neutral file format used. As the transla- 
tor can also then be used to pass information between customers and sub-contractors 
using the same software. 
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In general, little or no control over the output of the neutral file is possible. Transfer- 
ring geometry has often resulted in edges and surfaces being manipulated into approxi- 
mate representations of the original geometrical entities. These approximations should 
be avoided at all costs. Problems are also encountered with different CAD vendors' 
interpretations of standards. For example, the Initial Graphics Exchange Standard 
(IGES) has a large dictionary of entities, and different CAD vendors have chosen to 
only support certain sections of the standard and in fact in some cases, only specific 
versions of the standard. Another example, again found in the IGES standard, is related 
to transferring solid models. The standard does make provision for the definition of a 
solid model. Unfortunately most CAD transfer systems take valid solid models which 
are then dismantled into their constituents and used to create surface models. Thus, the 
topological information is lost and then has to be recreated in the CFD systems. New 
standards are being introduced e. g. the Standard for the Exchange of Product data 
(STEP) which does offer a higher probability of accurate and complete transfer. Both 
IGES and STEP will be discussed in the following sections. 
Many different formats and standards are defined e. g. IGES, XBF-2, IGES ESP, IGES- 
NASA, PDDI, PDES, STEP to name but a few [169]. This large selection of standards 
by itself causes problems as ideally only a minimum core collection of interfaces to the 
CFD system should be created and maintained. At the same time from a practical stand 
point care must be taken when deciding to adopt a new emerging standard, even if 
technically superior, as the financial outlay and risk is great, as the standard can easily 
be discarded if the market does not adopt it. A final consideration is that by employing 
a neutral file transfer protocol, it is possible to mitigate against the additional invest- 
ment incurred when transferring data between different CAD systems. 
A good example of this problem was the take over of Computervision by Parametric 
Technology Corporation, which has its own CAD system Pro-Engineer. However con- 
siderable legacy data exist for CADDS5 the current Computervision CAD software. In 
this case this resulted in a considerable investment in keeping legacy code viable in 
order to access dated but still used information. 
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53.2 Microsoft/Windows XX 
Although not currently directly active in the field of CAD transfer processes, no 
responsible IT professional can but wonder whether Microsoft will define a solid 
model protocol. The continuing domination of the computer world by the PC market 
and the increasing market share of PC based CAD systems like Auto-CAD, makes it 
prudent to bear a healthy respect for any Windows defined transfer protocol. Admit- 
tedly, there is no current standard, but key players in the grid generation market are 
informally discussing this topic with increasing seriousness. A watching brief would 
seem to be appropriate. 
53.3 Initial Graphics Exchange Standard 
The Initial Graphic Exchange Standard (IGES) version 4.0 [127] is the most commonly 
used geometry exchange standard. As such, there is considerable and widespread avail- 
ability of interfaces for this standard. This is unfortunate, as it will be shown how 
unsuitable IGES is for transferring solid models. 
The IGES standard was initially specified to permit the transfer of electronic drawings. 
As such, it was designed to transfer geometry via wireframe data representations. As 
the standard developed the inclusion of both surface and finally solid models has been 
implemented. Of great importance to the present work is the fact that only the Con- 
structive Solid Geometry (CSG) Model is defined and not the more useful Boundary 
Representation (BREP) model. To cope with legacy data, the standard has to be able to 
be backward compatible. There can, therefore, be no rules enforcing the type and mode 
of geometry transferred. As a result, there can be no assurance of a solid model being 
transferred intact by IGES. In fact this lack of control is the most damaging aspect of 
employing an IGES neutral file format. There is in general very little control over the 
output of a CAD system IGES transfer program (in fact any standard interface pro- 
vided by a vendor). Typically a solid model is dismantled and only the independent 
geometric constituents, namely the surfaces, edges and vertices are transferred. All the 
essential topological information is discarded. As was discussed in Section 3.2, this 
information is essential for transfer to a CFD system, to minimise the amount of unnec- 
essary user interaction. Before discarding the IGES standard, however, it is a worth- 
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while exercise to explore the standard further as it provides a good case Study of how a 
typical neutral standard matures and develops and what mistakes need to be avoided. 
IGES was conceived by a collaboration of various CAD vendors who saw the benefit 
in transferring CAD information. At a later stage it was adopted as an ISO standard, 
but it was and still is significantly influenced by CAD vendors. Like so many "design 
by committee" projects this has meant that the standard is not as elegant and simple as 
could be achieved. Each CAD system has its own internal representation of geometric 
entities. Consider a straight line. In one system it is defined by 2 points, another CAD 
system uses a point and a vector denoting direction and length. In some systems the 
line is defined to have finite length, whilst other systems define a line to be infinitely 
long. This is only for a simple straight line; if arcs, circles and other simple geometric 
entities are also brought into consideration, the permutations become large. This is one 
of the fundamental issues which the IGES committee had to deal with and they did 
restrict multiple definitions of these entities, b, ut CAD vendors then created additional 
unofficial extension types for their benefit. This is of critical importance as it means 
any receiving IGES translator in theory has to be able to cope with an extremely large 
vocabulary of entities, some not officially defined. In practice, this does not happen, 
CAD vendors only implement translators which recognise a sub-set of the complete 
standard. In fact NASA, by virtue of its policy of sub-contracting a large proportion of 
the design process, whilst still performing its own CFD studies, is in the unenviable 
position of having to cope with a great many IGES standards. Their response has been 
to define a NASA CFD IGES [16]. This is a small yet complete set of entities that 
NASA has guaranteed that its supported CFD codes will interface with fully. However, 
CAD vendors have not been constrained by this and so there is no way to ensure that 
IGES output only contains the suggested entities. Any new standard could have spe- 
cific sections used to define specialist interest e. g. wiring, piping. Although this is a 
move in the right direction, it does not go far enough as Maksymiuk and colleagues of 
NASA Ames lament [931. 
"Despite the advances in standardisation by NASA-IGES, the CADISurface grid 
interface is still very cumbersome. " 
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Practical experience has shown how vulnerable a CAD/CFD system is employing this 
standard. Consider work reported by Kellar et al. [8 11. Whilst attempting to transfer 
information using IGES, he found that not even the final geometry was transferred I 
Vital operations, regarding the Boolean intersections of solids were not included, leav- 
ing an unfinished geometry represented in the CFD system. 
The sheer volume and ready availability of IGES translators, does force commercial 
CFD users to have to accept IGES files. To counter the gaps found and approximations 
made using IGES, most commercial grid generators need to employ geometry manipu- 
lation, repair and handling processes inside the CFD system. Hcnce the presence of 
mini-cad systems within commercial grid generators e. g. Gridgen [140], National Grid 
Project [ 116]. This has already been shown to be a fundamentally flawed approach 
(Section 2.4.11) and should be avoided. Put simply, the CAD system should be respon- 
sible for geometry, the CFD system for the prediction. 
To summarize, IGES is well established and has a sufficient number of users to be sta- 
ble. However it is a hopeless transfer route if minimum user interaction and a high 
level of confidence in what should simply be a "press the button" operation is required. 
Since this project has started versions 5.0,5.1 and 5.2 of IGES have been released. In 
spite of this, the above discussion is still valid. Even with the later standards defined 
(e. g. version 5.0 has the BREP-Solid Model Representation), there is a delay in the 
CAD vendor adopting and implementing these updated versions. In fact version 6.0 is 
currently being discussed but this has been recognised as the last version of IGES and 
STEP (described below) is planned but not guaranteed to inherit the IGES role. 
5.3.4 Stereo-Lithography 
STereo-Lithography (STL) is a neutral file format recently introduced and developed 
for a manufacturing prototyping system which presents the potential for a viable trans- 
fer route. Rapid prototyping models are created using a liquid polymer that cures on 
exposure to concentrated focused uv laser light. TWo laser beams are scanned through a 
tank of polymer. Individually the laser beams are too weak to cause the curing process, 
but at the intersection of the beam curing of the polymer takes place. In this way it is 
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possible to rapidly build prototypes of components. Although of considerable impor- 
tance in the total design and manufacturing process, the relevance to this work resides 
in the transfer interface between the CAD and STL systems. 
The STL format employs a tessellation of triangles to approximate the surfaces present 
in the geometry (Figure 5.7). The original geometry is discarded in favour of this tes- 
sellated solid. If an unstructured methodology is to be employed, then this basic tessel- 
lation provides a suitable base on which to create the grid. However, the basic 
underlying curvature of the surfaces and edges are lost and any further requirement for 
grid refinement can only map onto the triangle and not the surface. In the limit this 
means that only the original STL tessellation can be resolved and not the geometry. In 
addition, all the information regarding the mapping of regions, edges and vertices to 
the tessellation are lost. These features are essential for the easy implementation of any 
fluid boundary conditions. 
Practical experience, as demonstrated by Sharov and Nakahashi [125], has shown that 
an STL format is not suitable for volume grid generation, even if the STL tessellation is 
to be used as the base triangulation for an unstructured grid or in the case of a struc- 
tured grid the base geometry. They found that the STL translator used caused both clus- 
tering of triangles near a singularity (e. g. the poles of a sphere) and also caused gaps in 
the model. The clustering of nodes is expensive to store and the gaps in the surface def- 
inition will cause a grid generator to at least require further user interaction, if not a re- 
construction of the model. This work is committed to avoiding both of these. Apart 
from altering the parameters available to the "black box" STL translator (usually tolcr- 
ances), no other control is possible (This statement is true for all commercial CAD 
translators). 
53.5 Standard for the Exchange of Product Data 
Development of the IGES standard has now officially ceased. The standard designed to 
supplant IGES is being developed by the Product Data Exchange Using STEP (PDES) 
organisation and is known as the STandard for the Exchange of Product data (STEP). 
There are two main features of this standard, namely a definition language and splitting 
of the standard into a series of modules. This differs considerably from the approach 
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taken by the IGES committee and should result in a more robust and applicable stand- 
ard. 
Ilie definition language is used to classify the various sections or application protocols, 
as they are known. This language is called EXPRESS and all specifications are imple- 
mented and defined in this format. EXPRESS has the capability of being parsed 
through other programs to help make and define databases. 
The standard is defined by a set of Application Protocols (AP). These vary in scope 
from being generic e. g. defining a set of wircframe entities, to being very specific e. g. 
wiring, piping AP's. These specific AP's can also be defined to inherit definitions from 
other AP's. These AP's allow the PDES organisation to restrict the growth of the 
number of permitted entities in the generic AP's, whilst still giving the standard the 
versatility to be useful for niche markets. 
AP203 - "Configuration controlled 3D designs of mechanical parts and assemblies" is 
of great importance as it details transferring solid model information. This AP has the 
support of the major Aerospace companies, as they recognise the imperfections of 
IGES. In fact successful transfer of engine/pylon design information between Boeing 
and the three major engine manufactures has been successfully demonstrated using this 
AP. 
The US Department of Defence has defined a set of specifications for contracts called 
"Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistical Support" (CALS) [64], [122]. This has 
particular relevance as the aerospace industry represents a large percentage of CAD 
users and in order to receive future US government contracts they will have to conform 
to this standard. This will have a large influence on which standards are adopted. The 
current standard for exchange of geometric data is defined by IGES 4.0 but PDES/ 
STEP has been identified as the future option [156]. 
STEP is going to become an ISO standard and is currently going through the ISO ballot 
and committee stage. As a neutral file format it is a good choice for transferring solid 
model information. Uni-graphics has included an AP203 transfer option in its latest 
version of their CAD software and 3rd party translators arc available for CADDS5. 
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The main stumbling block is whether this standard will survive and be adopted by the 
mainstream companies. In fact, in over five years since this standard was tested, the 
response has been ambivalent to STEP outside specific niches. At international grid 
generation conferences, STEP is either unheard of, or discounted on grounds of imma- 
turity. At the start of this research STEP translators were inaccessible and the adoption 
of this standard was in doubt, and for that reason STEP was not adopted as the transfer 
medium. To date this decision has been validated by the reception STEP has been 
given, but with greater endorsement, this standard does offer great potential. 
As a final footnote on STEP, the PDES organisation has an AP in the committee and 
ballot stages concerned with the transfer of Finite Element Models. This AP defines 
structures for grid, element and boundary conditions transfer. Although not an AP, 
attempts are being made to define a CFD transfer standard called CGNS [I I I], which 
is currently being reviewed; perhaps in this way an efficient CFD interface might be 
eventually achieved. 
53.6 Direct Translators 
Employing a neutral file format will in general involve a two-stage translation process. 
Firstly, a CAD to neutral file format and then a secondary translation step from the neu- 
tral format to the internal CFD database. Instead of using a neutral file, another tech- 
nique is to use the software provided by the CAD's vendor to directly translate an extra 
copy of the solid model information from the CAD system into the CFD system in a 
single stage. In this way promulgation of errors is reduced. 
Compared to utilising a neutral file format, the specification of the direct translator is 
completely accessible, and solid models are by construction automatically transferred. 
This accessibility also allows optimization of the data transferred. Admittedly, for each 
CAD system served, a translator has to be maintained and another copy of the geome- 
try is stored. 
In summary, all the benefits of extracting a copy of the solid model are achieved and, 
compared to employing a neutral file format, the ability to directly specify the informa- 
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tion transferred and have greater control over the transfer process, gives direct transla- 
tion techniques a significant advantage. 
5.4 Transfer Method Summary 
For all but the simplest algebraic grids, the memory and machine limitations imposed 
by using the full CAD system information directly is prohibitive. Running the CAD 
system on one workstation and the CFD system on another may offer a respite, but a 
dedicated connection between the two machines would be required, and ties up expen- 
sive resource. 
Although moving away from a DEM is of concern, it is a practical necessity, as current 
computer hardware limitations makes the route of extracting a CFD solid model copy 
of the geometry data created in the CAD system the preferred route. 
Neutral file formats were assessed and found currently to be incapable of the require- 
ments being asked of them. STEP offers promise but is still too immature. 
It should be noted that this transfer interface is one way and the possibility of 'closing 
the loop'by modifying the geometry stored within the CAD system directly from the 
CFD system was deemed outside the scope of this work, but does offer considerable 
potential, e. g. for optimization studies driven by the CFD results. 
Employing a direct translator, gives the advantage of extracting a copy, whilst at the 
same time the majority of advantages of direct access are gained, without the memory 
overheads. For these reasons a direct translator was employed to transfer information 
in the present work. 
5.5 Perspective from the CAD Vendors 
Up to this point issues relating to CAD systems have been discussed solely from the 
point of view of the user of the CFD system. It is worthwhile considering how the CAD 
vendors view the CFD engineering community. 
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CAD systems were originally developed in industrial environments e. g. Uni-graphics 
at McDonald Douglas. However, the current systems used by leading industrial compa- 
nies are now maintained and developed by commercial software houses e. g. Uni- 
graphics by EDS, CADDS5 by PTC. Therefore the ability to alter, modify and improve 
the CAD system, lies entirely within the CAD vendors control. Similarly the capability, 
construction and ease of use of the interfaces from the CAD system is also within their 
control. 
The ideal situation for the CFD community would be for the CAD vendors to provide 
an interface suitable for CFD purposes across CAD systems. Unfortunately the needs 
of the grid generation/CFD community are of little concern to CAD vendors. This is 
mainly due to the limited financial return accommodating the relatively small CFD 
community. As a result, the ability to use or extract CAD geometry by CFD systems is 
not regarded as a major requirement of CAD vendors and the CFD community is left 
with a 'take it or leave it' attitude. To illustrate this point, at the 5th international grid 
generation conference in Mississippi, major CAD vendors were invited but declined to 
attend. 
CAD vendors tend to separate the core CAD system and the transfer interfaces and 
market them individually. This reduces the basic unit cost of the product and also saves 
storage. For a company with a large number of CAD stations the investment in addi- 
tional licenses for interfaces can be significant. In addition, the CAD vendor has histor- 
ically been paid a consultancy fee to set up specific dedicated interfaces. This practice 
still carries on today, with the addition of a small number of consulting firms, as well as 
the CAD vendor providing this service. 
Fortunately, a number of external but related issues relevant to the wider CAD user 
base are influencing the CAD vendors and this will aid the CFD community in its 
goals. 
Firstly, there is increased use of Numerical Control (NQ and Computer Numerical 
Control (CNC) machinery. 77his reinforces the requirement for accuracy and robust- 
ness. Gaps, overlaps and other geometrical errors, have a serious an cffect on machin- 
ing a component as on a CFD analysis. Indeed, the author believes it will force the 
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adoption of solid models as these are the only geometrical representation that enforces 
accuracy and completeness. Also with the advent of rapid prototyping systems e. g. 
Stereo-Lithography [166] high quality solid models are mandatory. 
The CAD vendors are also making entries into the analysis market. This can be seen by 
the inclusion of stress and heat transfer calculations within the CAD system e. g. Stress 
Lab and Therm Lab in the Computervision system. These methods require a grid on 
which to perform calculations and therefore require a grid generator to be provided. 
There exists the possibility of using these grids for a CFD prediction, where compati- 
ble. (N. B. These are mainly unstructured grids dismissed earlier from this study. ) A 
watching brief would also be indicated to see when CAD systems include a full CFD 
suite within their systems. 
5.6 Geometry Description 
Having described the transfer route from the CAD solid model into the CFD system, 
attention is now directed at aspects of the storage of the solid model. Ibis has signifi- 
cant relevance as efficient storage and implementation of the solid model within the 
CFD system has a critical effect upon both the elapsed time spent in creating the grid 
and the memory required. 
A grid generator requires efficient representation and storage of curves and surfaces. 
Properties which are desirable include: low storage overhead; simple calculation of 
position; analytic calculation of derivatives. It is also desirable to restrict the different 
types of curves and surfaces to a minimum, to reduce the programming overhead. One 
option is to use geometric entities themselves. This involves a large number of entities 
including lines, circles, arcs, cylinder, spheres, but has the advantage of being able to 
use the inherent characteristics of the geometry e. g. a flat plane has a constant surface 
normal. The software routines which access the geometrical and topological informa- 
tion for these different entities, whilst numerous, should be able to be tailored to the 
entity type and give the fastest access to information. 
Another method is to store entities using a generic type. The properties of this common 
type must match closely the entity it is replacing. Only one class of geometry access 
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routines needs to be created, but for simple geometrical entities a performance penalty 
is incurred. This approach has been used by two advanced structured mesh generators. 
GRIDGEN uses rational Bezier for its common representation whereas EAGLE uses 
the NURBS representation [148]. Yu and Soni [1681 have also written an IGES to 
NURBS translator, but for the present work routines were already available in the CAD 
system to perform this tasL 
Again following a commonly adopted philosophy applied to this work, an incremental 
strategy was employed. Initially the generic geometry representation was adopted. 
Careful consideration of the specific generic entity was undertaken, such that any 
entity could be represented identically. In addition, the geometry type should also be 
part of the wider class of geometry entities which would have to be included if a large 
family of curves and surfaces were employed. 
Splines, Bezicr patches, Lagrangian and Hermite interpolation techniques were part of 
the large class of interpolation techniques studied. Most were discarded due to the rela- 
tively difficult task of perfect approximation of any required geometry. Some were dis- 
counted as the translator process could not easily be made to convert entities into the 
required format. The generic curve and surface definition chosen was Non-Uniform 
Rational B-Splines (NURBS). This is currently the most efficient and general geome- 
try definition available. In fact it has become the do facto industry standard. Both CAD 
systems employed in this study easily and accurately represented CAD geometry in a 
NURBS format for easy extraction. This choice of generic entity is also concurrently 
endorsed by the National Grid Project (NGP) [521, who also work internally using 
NURBS. 
As NURBS curves and surfaces play such a vital role in the grid generation and geom- 
etry transfer process, it is worthwhile exploring their definition and properties further. 
7bese properties are illustrated by starting with simpler curves and increasing the gcn- 
crality, allowing various attributes found in the nature of NURBS curves to be demon- 
strated. 
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5.6.1 B-splines 
Although Bezier curves [169], [38] are commonly used in both CAD systems and in the 
CFD community, these are only a subset of B-spline curves and therefore the B-spline 
is used as the starting point. 
5.6.2 Algebraic Description 
The B-spline curve is defined in terms of the location of n+I control points (also 
known as de Bloor points), P, . which form the vertices of the control or Bezier charac- 
teristic polygon and uniquely define the curve shape (Figure 5.8). Only the first and 
last control points lie on the curve. The rest define the order and derivatives and hence 
the shape of the curve. The definition of a B-spline curve defined by n+I control 
points is given by 
A 
P(u) 1: EiNi, k(u) where 0 --5 u5u.. x 
1-0 
Ni, k(u) are the B-spline functions also known as blending functions. The parameter k 
controls the degree (k- 1) of the B-spline curve. The B-spline function is defined 
using a recursive formula: 
NI, k(u) = (u - ui) 
N, k- I (u) + (ul +, t - U) 
Nl+ I. k-1(U (5.2) 
Ui+, t- I -Ul Ui+, t- Ui+ I 
where: 
NI, I=1, 
U,: 5 U: 5 U, +1 (5.3) 
0, otherwise 
(the degenerate case of 0/0 is defined equal to 0 in Equation 5.2). 
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The ui is the knot value, the set of which is called the knot vector. For a B-spline the 
distinct knot values are separated by uniform intervals. 
0 j<k 
uj = j-k+I, k: 5j. -5n (5.4) 
n -k + 2, j>n 
where: 
0: 5j: 5 n+k (5.5) 
and: 
05u--: 5n-k+2 (5.6) 
5.6.3 Geometric Description 
De Caste1jau's algorithm [46] provides a geometric method of describing a B-spline 
curve. Consider the case of a cubic B-spline defined by four control points (Figure 5.9), 
the value of u in this case lies in the closed interval 0,1. 
Define the vectors: 
= ci (5.7) 
By taldng the point which lies on the line joining t0 to b0 and splits the line in the 
ratio u: I-u the point b is found i. e. 
Ud + (I - U)l/ (5.8) 
This is then repeated until j equals the order of the B-Spline giving the location on the 
B-Spline. 
From this algorithm some geometric properties become apparent. 
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The curve by construction must remain in the convex hull defined by the polyhe- 
dra created from the control points (Figure 5.9). This is known as the convex hull 
property. 
2. The curve is always tangent to the first and last segment of the control point line 
segments (Figure 5.9). 
3. If the number of control points is increased, but the order of the B-spline is kept 
constant then a control point only affects a local portion of the curve Thus in Fig- 
ure 5.10 the moving of control point P3 only has an effect over a section of the 
curve. 
4. If the number of control points is kept constant, but the order of the B-spline is 
increased, then the control points have an effect over a greater distance and this 
reduces the curvature of the B-spline. In Figure 5.11 increasing the order of the 
NURBS curve increases the range of the curve affected by a control point and 
cause the curve to be attracted closer to the control points. 
5. Multiple coincident control points induce high degrees of curvature in regions 
near the control points. In Figure 5.12 extra control points are placed at P3 caus- 
ing more of the curve to be attracted to this location. This technique has been 
used by CAD systems to create sharp comers. 
Increasing the degree of the B-spline curve creates oscillations in the curve and is 
therefore discouraged. In fact, cubic B-splines are suitable for most applications. 7bere 
also exists definitions for periodic or closed B-splines [ 1691 but these will not be cov- 
cred here. 
5.6.4 Rational B-splines 
The addition of a weighting coefficient wi to each control point allows a greater range 
of curves to be represented (circles and conic sections cannot be represented by B- 
splines). 'Me penalty is having to normalize the weighting coefficients and also adjust- 
ing a weight alters the whole curve not just a local portion (Figure 5.13). 7bis leads to 
the definition of a rational B-spline: 
I wjEjNjk(u) 
E(U) =I-0 (5.9) n 
I wINI, k(u) 
1-0 
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5.6.5 Non-Uniform Rational B-splines 
Ihe most general form of curve is created by allowing the knot vector to be defined as 
a series of non-decreasing numbers. This alters the range of u over which a control 
point has influence on the curve (Figure 5.14). 
5.6.6 Non-Uniform Rational B-splines Surfaces 
The extension from curves to surfaces is straight forward. Now the control points and 
weights are defined by a 2D array of n+I by m+I points (Figure 5.15). A blending 
function is now required for each parameter giving 
nm 
II WIJEIjNi, k(U)Nj, IM 
P(U, V) = I=Oi=O nm 
II wi, jN,, k(u)Nj, 1(v) 
1.0j. 0 
5.6.7 First Differential of a NURBS Curve 
De Caste1jau's algorithm [46] provides an insight into how to calculate the first deriva- 
tive of a NURBS curve. The last line used to calculate the point on the curve is tangent 
22 
to the line at that point i. e. the line bo -ý b, . which suggests using the penultimate 
stage of the blending functions. De Bloor [37] proves that for a B-Spline curve 
n 
P'(u) = (k - f(I)N 1 1, k- I (U) 
1-0 
where 
E (1) - 
fi-fl-l 
I 
-I -ulý 
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In fact, Do Bloor extends this to the nth derivative. When applying this to NURBS 
curves the normalising function has to be taken into account. This is then resolved by 
the quotient rule for differentiation. 
1) (1) 
, 
Ew, N4k(U)Y, Q; Njk-I(U)-YWi Nik-I(U)YaQJNJk(U) 
P(U) = (A: - I)i ,0 
i-O J. 0 
2 
J. 0 (5.13) 
ýWAJW) 
where Qj(u) are the homogenous coordinates of the control points defined by 
Qi = wif, 
and w(l) are given by Equation 5.12. 
(5.14) 
These equations are used to determine the tangent of a NURBS curve at any point 
along the curve, which is an essential numerical tool used in the grid generator. 
Extension to calculating the partial derivatives of a NURBS surface is straight forward. 
These partial differentials are used for Newton-Raphson search algorithms on the 
NURBS surface and allow the normal to be calculated at any point by taking the cross 
product of the first partial differentials with respect to the two parametric co-ordinates. 
5.6.8 Results of Practical Investigations Involving NURBS 
The propriety sub-routines provided by both CAD vendors will convert any geometric 
entity into a NURBS representation, ideal for use inside the CFD system. The CAD 
translation routines from both CADDS5 and Uni-graphics have to date performed 
flawlessly, creating accurate and simple NURBS surfaces. Implementation of the 
numeric routines for position and derivatives have been tested and successfully imple- 
mented. It was felt that at this stage no further progression of the number of entities 
requiring storage was required, although it has been identified as a subject for further 
study. Although no explicit examples are illustrated here, Chapters 6 and Chapter 7 do 
provide practical illustrations for complex geometries. 
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5.7 Summary 
This chapter describes a critical process for the efficient implementation of an inte- 
grated design system. It is recognised that previously available transfer methods fall far 
short of providing a simple "press the button" operation. 
Within the design system, the greatest interaction between the CAD information and 
the CFD system, occurs naturally in the grid generation step. This is due to the large 
number of query and calculation operations on the geometry and therefore the interac- 
tion must be a seamless operation. 
Direct extraction of the infoTmation from the CAD system offered this seamless 
method, but was discarded as a viable method for transfer, for all but the simplest 
geometry. The requirement of CAD and CFD systems working concurrently on the 
same computer, severely reduces both the size of CFD prediction able to be performed 
and the range of high specification computing platforms which can be used. 
Attention was then turned to extracting and using a copy of the CAD solid model. 
Extracting and using this CFD solid model does move away from the philosophy of a 
single DEM, but is the only realistic operation with the current level of computing 
hardware. In addition, the practical advantages which are available far outweigh this 
philosophical debate. For example, the ability to use a stripped down solid model, 
increases the size of CFD prediction possible. 
I'he main concern with any transfer process was a faithful and accurate representation 
of the original geometry specified. To reduce user interaction this must be guaranteed 
and both geometry and topology need to be faithfully transferred. Tbe requirement for 
accuracy does not stop a transfer method replacing complex geometry with simpler 
geometry, which is easier to process, providing an exact representation is achieved. 
Further investigation of using a copy of the solid model leads to the utilisadon of ncu- 
tral files. In theory this is an excellent medium allowing multiple CAD systems to pro- 
vide geometry for the CFD system. Maintenance and up keep of the translator is 
minimised. The CAD vendors are responsible for the extraction of the geometry, in 
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whatever form the standard permits. In practice this can have a disastrous effect on the 
resultant neutral file produced, with problems including: geometry being approxi- 
mated; topology being lost; partially : finished geometry being transferred, (to name but 
a few). The major culprit has been found in the implementation of translators using the 
IGES standard, it is amazing that this is still the most commonly used transferred 
standard. On no account should the current version of IGES be used for transferring 
geometry data, unless man-months are spent checking the resulting model transferred. 
Other formats were investigated, with limited results, but the future does look bright, 
with the ISO standard called STEP. This will be the successor to IGES, but offers spe- 
cific definition for solid models. The major problem is still the lack of maturity and 
therefore uptake of this standard. In the time this research has been conducted no major 
movement has been seen and as such a watching brief is recommended, with any trans- 
fer route being design to use STEP, if it is taken up commercially. 
It is also worthwhile re-iterating the disdain with which the CAD vendors regard CFD. 
This will change as NC and other more powerful lobbies demand higher quality mod- 
els. 
The other alternative is to extract a copy of the information directly from the CAD sys- 
tem and this method was the one chosen and implemented. Not only was considerable 
control possible over the information extracted. e. g. the geometry was transformed by 
the CAD software, but the quality of the extracted geometry was ensured and further 
operations made simple for the user. 
The final section of this chapter concerned the internal representation of the solid 
model and in particular the choice of generic geometry representation used. After 
investigation NURBS were chosen and the properties of this geometry investigated. 
Implementation has been found to be satisfactory with no plans to widen the range of 
geometric entities used within the CFD system. 
In the next chapter attention is turned to the grid generation process itself. The geome- 
try has been created and filtered in the CAD system. The solid model ensures accuracy, 
which is also ensured by the transfer process described above. The knowledge that the 
geometry has been rigorously created and accurately transferred, cannot be under esti- 
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mated. This has removed the need for a mini-cad system in the CFD system and more 
importantly man-weeks, if not months, of geometry repair operations are not required. 
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FIGURE 5.1. Processes Involved in the Creation of a CFD Process. 
FIGURE 5.2. Determining the Parametric Co-ordinates on a Face. 
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FIGURE 5.3. Determining the Physical Co-ordinates and Normal on a Face. 
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FIGURE 5.5. Conic Arc and its CAD Approximation. 
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FIGURE 5.8. Control Net of a B-Spline Curve. 
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FIGURE 5.13. Effect of Altering the Weighting Coefficient on a Rational B-spline 1461. 
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6.1 Introduction 
The previous chapters have provided a firm foundation for the creation and transfer of 
a solid model into the CFD system. Attention is now turned to the use of this solid 
model in the grid generation process. The methodology employed must produce a high 
quality grid for the complex geometry present in the combustion system, without 
requiring the services of a grid generation expert. In order to achieve this goal the grid 
generator must be as autonomous as possible. The creation of the single block struc- 
tured grid generator, allows the wealth of software tools and experience gained in per- 
forming CFD on this style of grid to be used to maximium effect within the whole CFD 
system, as well as the grid generator being suitable for forming the kernel of a multi- 
block system. 
At the start of this research an existing Basic Grid Generator (BGG) developed by 
Manners and King [82] at Loughborough University was identified to provide a suita- 
ble framework on which to base and develop new techniques. The BGG is briefly dis- 
cussed in the following paragraph, in order to provide a baseline, which will 
demonstrate the extent of the modifications undertaken to produce an improved grid 
generator from this research. 
The BGG used a simplified BREP solid model for geometry definitions. However, this 
was found to be inadequate for the complex geometry representation of a combustion 
system and was in need of further development. In particular the need to deal with 
nested or non-simply connected regions (Figure 2.7, Section 2.4.2) was not recognised. 
As a result of the improvements in the geometry handling capabilities of the solid 
model, more complex geometry test problems were addressed, and required extensive 
revisions and improvements to the underlying philosophy used in the BGG. Another 
important omission was the lack of any interface to commercial CAD systems as 
described in Chapter 5. 
The BGG was formulated on an approach which created an initial grid, and then used 
elliptic PDE based schemes that solve Laplace's equation to smooth first the surface 
and then the volume mesh in two separate operations to improve grid quality. For the 
new grid generator, the issue of final grid quality is of paramount importance. In order 
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to improve this metric a commonly employed technique is to take an initially created 
mesh, and then adjust or smooth it. As mentioned above, conventional grid generation 
systems (including the BGG) perform this smoothing process in two distinct steps. Ini- 
tially, the portion of the grid that is mapped onto the regions or surfaces of the geome- 
try is smoothed. This surface grid is then fixed and in a separate operation the grid 
contained within the interior of the geometry is smoothed with the surface grid provid- 
ing static boundary conditions. However, when mapping a grid onto a complex geome- 
try a method that adjusts BOTH the internal and surface meshes SIMULTANEOUSLY 
is essential so that the influence of the internal grid on the surface grid can be taken 
into account. This offers a greater potential for a superior resultant grid because grid 
points can flow over the geometry to give a grid with the least cell distortion. Ile sub- 
sequent parts of this chapter describe how this novel feature has been achieved. 
Attention is now turned to the creation of the initial grid, which is vital for providing 
the initial boundary conditions for the smoothing operation. The task of creating this 
grid involves mapping all the regions, edges and vertices of the geometry onto the grid, 
and is both onerous and potentially subject to error. It is commonly regarded as a long 
and frustrating task for the user and every effort must be attempted to minimise the 
amount of user interaction required. This is where the greatest opportunity exists to 
exploit the extra information stored in a solid model data representation. Tlis data cna- 
bles the construction and implementation of a series of logical rules that reduce both 
the time spent and the risk of errors occurring during the creation of this initial grid. 
Employing this strategy follows a different approach from most structured grid genera- 
tion systems, which rely on fast GUI`s to reduce the time taken but not the user work- 
load. This initial mapping forms another major focus and innovative improvement of 
the present research. Indeed, in many grid generators the algebraic grid, which in this 
case is merely the starting point, is all that is produced. 
6.2 The Strategy for the Grid Generation Process 
The preceding section provides a high-level discussion of the concepts on which the 
improved grid generator was designed and constructed. However, before undertaIdng 
an explanation of the detailed structure of the components used in the grid generator, it 
is worthwhile discussing the strategy at an intermediate level of detail. The descriptive 
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approach adopted is to consider a process breakdown starting from the end product and 
its requirements and then to work backwards (Figure 6.1). In this way the essential 
components of any process required to achieve this end product are considered. Also, a 
clear idea of the overall strategy and the cffcct of the requirements of the downstream 
process on tasks performed at an earlier stage in the grid generator can be gained. 
The end product of this process is to produce a structured single-block grid suitable for 
use in a CFD prediction of an aero-gas turbine combustion system (and incidentally for 
many other complex geometry applications), with the minimum amount of interaction 
and user expertise. 
In order to achieve this, a near autonomous operation of the grid generator is required. 
This, coupled with the need to ensure a high level of consistent results by different 
users, requires the grid generator to be able to smooth and adjust the position of grid 
co-ordinates and hence ensure grid quality. To obtain the optimum grid node place- 
ment, all the grid points must be adjusted simultaneously, whilst still reflecting the 
underlying geometry of the combustion system. As both internal grid nodes and those 
on the geometry surfaces will be affected, it is sensible to employ the same numerical 
algorithm to effect this process. However, the complexity of the geometry with its mul- 
titude of regions/surfaces, edges and vertices presents significant additional difficulties 
in the algorithms which determine the permissible movement of grid points on the 
geometry. If the grid generator were to employ the standard techniques designed for 
grid point movement on simple surfaces, this would lead to problems when applied to a 
complex geometry including both grid point clustering and the development of a 
degenerate mesh at some locations in the grid. This has led to the employment of a new 
and innovative solution strategy, based on constructing additional boundary nodes 
between grid nodes on different regions and using this extra information to allow nodes 
to move over and around geometrical obstructions as the smoothing proceeds. 
The smoothing process does require user interaction to determine the constraints under 
which the grid nodes are permitted to move. For example is a grid point allowed to 
cross from one particular region to another? 7be complex geometry of a combustion 
system, (in the example discussed in this thesis the solid model was comprised of 391 
regions, 1364 edges and 991 vertices), presents a formidable task to the user who has to 
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specify the constraints of every region, edge and vertex present. Fortunately, since a 
solid model data representation has been used, additional topological and geometrical 
information is provided, which coupled with prescribed logical rules, can reduce the 
user interaction by around 90% in defining these constraints. 
The smoothing step also requires the presence of an initial grid. During the creation of 
this grid, priority is given to fast grid generation times, with the dual aim of simplifying 
its construction and minimising user interaction. Quality concerns have a lower priority 
when creating the initial grid, as the smoothing operation is designed to be the primary 
process for ensuring a high quality and consistent grid. To satisfy the required speed of 
grid generation (i. e. once the data is submitted the initial grid should be created in a 
few minutes of real time) algebraic grid generation techniques can be employed, suita- 
bly enhanced to cope with geometry which is not restricted to simply connected 
regions. 
In order to provide boundary conditions for these algebraic schemes every vertex in the 
solid model has to be mapped onto a location in logical or computational space. Ile 
mapped vertices are then used to perform arc length based linear interpolation along 
edges. These edges provide boundary conditions for mapping the grid onto regions and 
in a similar way the regions provide boundary conditions for the mapping of volumes. 
The size and complexity of the geometry of a combustion system, with its hundreds of 
vertices makes the mapping of each one a significant task for the user. The use of a 
solid model again comes to the rescue. The topological mapping connecting the 
regions, edges and vertices has to be preserved in logical space. This fact is exploited 
to reduce the level of user interaction and also facilitate real time error checking of any 
user input. 
Ibis section has laid out the strategy and explained the underlying reasons why certain 
approaches and techniques have been chosen. The rest of the chapter now follows a 
more conventional approach detailing the processes from start to finish (following the 
flow chart shown in Figure 6.1), but the reader will be referred to the above strategy to 
help explain decisions which will be needed solely to allow later processes to work 
effectively. 
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6.3 Notation 
The task of the structured grid generator is to create a mapping between a logical rec- 
tangular lattice of points and the combustion system geometry (i. e. both the air and 
blockage volumes), which is suitable for a CFD prediction. 77his concept has already 
been covered in Section 2.2, but will be highlighted here for clarification. Ile rectan- 
gular grid or lattice of points is the domain of the mapping and is referred to as the 
computational or logical space, whilst the geometry is the range of this mapping and is 
called the physical space (Figure 2.1). 
Chapter 3 has already discussed and defined the geometrical objects that are allowed to 
be present in the physical space, namely volumes, regions, edges and vertices. In order 
to help differentiate between these geometrical objects in physical space and similar 
objects that are used in logical space the following entities are defined with reference 
to grids: - 
Cell - 77his is a cube in logical space specified by eight connected grid points that is 
mapped onto a cuboid in physical space. 
Surface - This defines a plane in logical space. Typically this is identified by a grid 
index (1, J, or K) and the integer value on the axis where the plane intersects, e. g. the 
I=5 surface. 
Line - This is a straight line in logical space. All grid lines used in this generator are 
defined via the intersection of two integer grid surfaces, and are identifled by the 
axis direction that varies along the length of the line. For example, a line which lies 
on the intersection of the 1=10 and J=20 grid surfaces is called aK line, as the value 
of K is variable along the line. (Figure 6.2) 
Point - This is a node in logical space with only integer values for its 1, J, and K co- 
ordinates in the grid, as opposed to a grid location which is permitted to be situated 
at any position in logical space. 'Me concept of grid locations is introduced as one of 
the novel features of this work. The implementation of the concept of grid locations 
enhances the ability of the grid generator to map geometry vertices onto intermedi- 
ate locations in grid space e. g. (3.45,7.25,10). How this generalisation is used to 
advantage is explained in the next section. 
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To complete the dictionary of entities used in this chapter, Section 3.8 defines the con- 
cepts of a BREP solid model and the use of parametric definitions. Section 5.6 pro- 
vides the notation and formula for the NURBS representation of all the edges and faces 
present in the solid model. 
6.4 Constructing the Initial Grid 
This grid is constructed by employing a series of logical steps or operations (Figure 
6.1). The initial procedure maps all of the geometrical vertices of the solid model onto 
locations in computational space (Section 6.4.1). This mapping provides sufficient 
information when combined with the topology data of the solid model to underpin the 
construction of the initial grid. After mapping the vertices attention is turned to the 
mapping of edges (Section 6.4.2) then regions (Section 6.4.3) and finally internal vol- 
umes of the grid are constructed (Section 6.4.4). 
6.4.1 Minimising User Interaction While Mapping the Geometry 
Vertices 
When mapping the vertices, the computationally simplest approach is to require the 
user to designate the location of every geometry vertex in logical space. However, 
before employing this technique, it is worthwhile to consider the quantity of work such 
an approach would entail. For example the mapping of the vertices of a cube requires 
the identification of 8 vertices with 3 pieces of information (1, J and K co-ordinates), 
this is 24 separate pieces of information. Now consider the mapping of a solid model of 
a combustion system with its 991 vertices. This large number of vertices in the solid 
model would require an inordinate amount of input by the user and makes this 
approach untenable. 77hus, data reduction strategies must be invesfigated to minimise 
the amount of user interaction required. The strategy is to first identify coincident gco- 
metric entities so information will not be duplicated. After this a series of axioms relat- 
ing to the solid model and structured grids formulate how the user-provided grid 
boundary condition data for regions, edges and vertices are to be used to map the verti- 
ces onto computational space. Algorithms are then implemented to fill in any missing 
information. 
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6.4.1.1 Identifying Coincident Geometrical Features 
One data reduction strategy is to identify and associate coincident geometrical features. 
In a solid model of a combustion system both blockage and air volumes are present. To 
enable the smoothing operation detailed later (Section 6.6.5), whenever the volumes 
touch, the grid generator requires a one to one correspondence of geometrical features 
(see also Section 4.8). In the model of a combustion system there arc many such coin- 
cident regions, edges and vertices. Identifying these entities allows any information 
specified on one feature to be automatically associated with its corresponding neigh- 
bour. 
Consider the identification of two coincident vertices. Theoretically they should be 
located at exactly the same physical co-ordinates. Unfortunately numerical error is 
often present in determining the correct location of vertices, often due to the algorithms 
implemented in the CAD software. The simplest method of determining whether two 
vertices am the same is to use a sphere of coincidence (as discussed in Section 3.2). To 
reiterate, this technique defines two vertices to be coincident if a sphere of a specified 
radius centred at one vertex encompasses the other vertex (Figure 6.3). 
This methodology can now be extended to identifying coincident edges. As both Uni- 
graphics and CADDS5 do not allow edges that are zero-length (degenerate) or dcl"Ined 
by a single vertex (e. g. a ring) then all edges possess distinct start and end vertices 
(Figure 6.4). A necessary but not sufficient check is to inspect these two end vertices 
for coincidence, allowing for the edges to be defined in opposite directions. However 
this is not a sufficient test as two edges can share both end vertices and still be differ- 
cnt, as in two halves of a circle (Figure 6.4). To resolve this case a sufficient inspection 
technique would also include a check for the coincidence of the midpoint of each curve 
(easily achieved by setting the parametric co-ordinate of each edge to 0.5 and calculat- 
ing the position from the NURBS definition (Section 5.6.4)). 
The final development of this strategy is to extend this technique to regions. The above 
techniques are employed to perform a search around the boundary vertices of one 
rcgion to compare and determine if they have a coincident and opposite vertex present 
on the other region. If this check is passed then in the majority of cases this is a suffi- 
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cient criterion, but for rigour a sweep to check the existence of coincident edges 
ensures total accuracy in the method. There is no requirement to investigate the simi- 
larity between the interiors of the regions, as the solid model data representation 
employed by the CAD systems does not allow any solid to be defined by just two 
regions (even a sphere is defined by four surfaces (Figure 6.5). This technique was not 
employed in the BGG and this improvement has resulted in a removal of the need to 
replicate grid boundary conditions on coincident features. 
Inside the grid generator the coincident regions, edges and vertices are stored in arrays, 
allowing any grid information for one entity to be assigned to the other coincident fea- 
tures. 
6.4.1.2 Exploiting the Underlying Mapping Axionis for the Initial Grid 
Another source of information for reducing the amount of user interaction can be 
derived from a detailed understanding of the fundamental axioms on which the nature 
of the structured computational space and the initial mapping of the solid model is 
based. (N. B. it is important to make the distinction of an initial mapping as the axioms 
controlling the grid can be relaxed when smoothing the grid). This section states and 
discusses these axioms and the reasons for their inclusion in the overall strategy of the 
grid generator. These axioms are the underlying basis of the majority of algorithms 
used throughout the grid generator and have been referenced when their effect allows a 
spccif ic technique to be implemented. 
Al. The mapping must preserve the topological structure of the solid model 
17his is the fundamental axiom on which any structured grid generator is based, and 
obeying this rule eliminates the possibility of creating a twisted grid. 
A twisted grid occurs when the mapping of the boundaries of the grid and geometry is 
not boundary conforming (Figure 6.6). An alternative mathematical description of an 
untwisted grid is when the grid boundary and the geometry features on which it is to be 
mapped have the same topological character. Therefore as all grid surfaces are simple 
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untwisted surfaces, then these planes must also map onto the same topological simple 
surfaces. 
Whilst on the subject of grid characteristics it is worthwhile also introducing the con- 
cepts of folded and skewed grids. A folded grid occurs when two locations in logical 
space are mapped onto the same co-ordinate in physical space (Figure 6.7). Providing 
that the movement of grid vertices in the immediate neighbourhood are not constrained 
by the geometry or the user then the Elliptic PDE will smooth out these wrinkles. A 
skewed grid is not folded (Figure 6.8) but with better positioning of the grid points in 
the physical space, a superior grid will be achieved. 
A2. A grid cell can never straddle the boundary of a solid 
Cartesian CFD methodologies, have to allow either castellated representation of fea- 
tures or special treatment for interface cells. However, the current grid generator is 
designed to provide smooth, accurate geometrical rcprescntations of solids. In this case 
there is an exact binary solution set: either a cell is blocked or it is fluid and so it can 
never straddle a boundary. 
Al Regions only map onto grid surfaces 
A region represents a boundary of the solid and must be faithfully represented by the 
grid and cannot be straddled (Axiom 2). This can only be achieved by mapping the face 
of a region onto a grid surface (e. g. K=10). This is used in the grid generator to check 
for errors in data, for instance specifying a grid onto the grid surface K= 12.5. 
A4. A region only maps onto one grid surface 
There is no logical premise preventing a region being mapped onto more than one grid 
surface. For example in Figure 6.9 the C shaped portion of the outside of the object 
might be treated as a single region and mapped onto three grid surfaces (two J surfaces 
and one I). However, major difficulties are then encountered in determining where the 
intersections between multiple grid surfaces occur on the region. To determine these 
intersections is especially difficult on complex geometrical regions. An attractive alte-r- 
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native is to require a region to be mapped onto one grid surface only. This forces all 
mapped grid surface intersections to be on the boundary edges. This axiom makes pos- 
sible the implementation of more helpful techniques, designed to reduce the user work- 
load (Section 6.4.1.4). For these reasons during the formation of the initial grid regions 
this axiom is adopted. As will be demonstrated later the final grid does not have to 
maintain this restriction. 
A5. Adjoining regions either map onto the same grid surface or to grid surfaces 
in different directions 
The mapping of two adjoining regions onto the same grid surface is obviously permis- 
sible. However, consider the possibility of two adjoining regions being mapped onto 
two grid surfaces both with the same grid normal but with different values (Figure 
6.10). In this case there is a breakdown in the topology mapping at the edge interface 
and the vertex illustrated is undefined. This axiom is implemented in the grid gencra- 
tor, during the processing of the user defined data for regions. It is used to check for 
errors in the data and efficiently traps any data which breaks the topology mapping. 
A6. Edges are always mapped onto at least one grid surface 
As all edges form part of the boundary of a region they arc automatically mapped onto 
the same grid surface as the region. Therefore as well as being used in the majority of 
the algorithms used in the grid generator, data related to edges can be checked for con- 
sistency as at least one of the grid co-ordinates should be fixed and integer along the 
length of the edge. 
A7. Edges which connect regions that are mapped to different surfaces are 
themselves mapped onto grid lines 
Ibis is as direct consequence of the topological mapping. Two regions are by construc- 
tion interfaced at an edge and two different grid surfaces also by construction interface 
at a grid line (Figure 6.11). This axiom is used within the grid generator to define edge 
information from adjacent regions and to indirectly help resolve missing vertex infor- 
mation (discussed in detail later) 
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A8. Vertices are always mapped onto at least one grid surface 
As all vertices form part of the boundary of a region they are automatically mapped 
onto the same grid surface as the region. 
A9. A vertex at the intersection of three adjoining regions which map onto three 
different grid surfaces is mapped onto a grid point 
Consider the solid in Figure 6.12 the vertex is situated at the interface of three different 
grid surfaces. Each grid surface is in a different grid direction, therefore the vertex is 
mapped onto a grid point. This axiom allows the majority of the vertices to be mapped. 
As will be discussed later, the majority of user provided boundary conditions are in 
terms of mapping regions of the geometry. Applying this axiom to this data allows the 
grid generator to automatically map all vertices present at the intersections of three dif- 
ferent grid surfaces. 
A10. Edges do not have to have to be mapped onto grid lines 
Although regions are rigidly constrained to map onto grid surfaces, edges are permitted 
more freedom in the mapping to computational space. This additional freedom is only 
appropriate when the edges of two adjoining regions are mapped onto the same grid 
surface. In this case only one grid index is automatically fixed by the presence of the 
regions. How the edge is mapped onto this grid surface depends on the wishes of the 
user. In one set of circumstances the definition of the geometry edge is required to be 
retained by the grid (for example where there is a discontinuity in the surface of the 
solid model (Figure 6.13) or where there is a change in CFD flow boundary conditions 
(Figure 6.14). In this case the edge has to be mapped onto a grid line and two out of the 
three grid indices associated with the edges are made constant. The alternative sccnario 
leads to the edge not being required to be retained by the grid (often the case when con- 
struction lines or sub-grid detail are present in the solid model (Figure 6.13). In this 
case any planar curve in logical space is permissible (Figure 6.15). This discussion 
leads to the options that need to be made available to the user in order to define con- 
straining edges and regions in the smoothing operation and will be discussed further in 
Section 6.6.2. 
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All. Edges are mapped to straight lines 
The simplest mapping of an edge is to join the two end vertices in computational space 
by a straight line. Although in some cases this may cause a skewed grid (Figure 6.16), 
the smoothing operation described later in the chapter is responsible for grid quality 
and will improve the grid. In fact the strategy of using a straight line mapping will be 
shown in later sections to be advantageous. 
A12. Vertices do not have to be mapped to grid points 
Vertices belong to regions do have one grid index fixed and integer (Axiom 4). Of 
course as this is a single point, no degrees of freedom are associated with it, whereas 
edges have one degree of freedom and regions two. However, the permissible mapping 
of the vertex is defined by the edges connected to it. Axiom 9 maps a vertex to a grid 
where adjoining regions map onto three different grid surfaces. More generally a vcr- 
tcx only has to be mapped onto the region it bounds (Axiom 8) and so one, two, or 
three grid co-ordinates need to be integer and fixed. For example the mapping of a ver- 
tex onto the grid location (1,2.5,3.75) is valid. Figure 6.17 illustrates a solid that con- 
tains a vertex joined by two edges which are fixed to the same grid line. As such the 
vertex can be mapped onto any location on that grid line. Naturally, there is an opti- 
mum mapping for this vertex, but again providing the user permits it the smoothing 
operation can determine this position. Figure 6.18 illustrates the case of a vertex where 
all the adjoining edges are not mapped to grid lines and as such the vertex can be 
mapped onto any location within the mirrored boundary of the region in the logical 
space. It is these generalisations which are one of the features that distinguishes this 
grid generator from the BGG and many other commercial codes currently available 
(Section 2.4 contains references to commercial codes). 
A13. Between any two mapped grid surfaces there must be at least two grid cells 
This axiom is included here to enable the creation of boundary conditions for the 
smoothing operation and was a requirement of the CFD flow solver. Figure 6.19 illus- 
trates a cooling ring and shows how resolution of both the metal blockage and the air 
volume require at least two grid cells between mapped grid surfaces. Implementing this 
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rule also makes the determination of grid cells inside blockages a straight forward 
process which can be undertaken automatically. It should be feasible to remove this 
axiom with further research, but due to time constraints and the particular choice of 
CFD solver this work was not undertaken here. 
6.4.13 Optimization of the Mapping of Geometrical Entities 
Further efficiency gains can be also achieved by exploiting the retention of the topolog- 
ical structure of the solid model by the mapping (Axiom 1). For example, if a region is 
selected and specified to be mapped onto the K=6 grid surface then all edges (Axiom 
6), and of greater importance all vertices (Axiom 8), on that region map onto the K=6 
grid surface (Figure 6.20). The relevance of this fact is illustrated by again considering 
mapping the vertices of a cube. If the user were to specify the grid criteria by just 
selecting regions then only 6 regions need be chosen and only 6 pieces of grid informa- 
tion required (i. e. that region I is mapped to grid surface I=I etc. ). However, if the user 
were to give information about the cube just in terms of edges then 12 edges would 
have to be selected and 24 pieces of geometrical information provided (i. e. edge I 
maps on to aK edge which has 1=1 and J=1 constant). Finally, if the user were to use 
only vertices then 8 vertices would have to be selected but 24 pieces of information 
would be required (Table 6.1). All of the above techniques are feasible and result in a 
valid definition. The topological structure also helps to fill in any missing information. 
For example, to decide if a region is valid and what grid surface it is mapped onto con- 
sider the logical co-ordinates of the vertices contained on that region. 71ere should be 
only one constant component present in all the vertex co-ordinates (Axiom 8), and this 
indicates the grid surface this region lies on. When applying this reverse engineering 
principle to reconstructing the edge mapping information from vertex data a similar 
technique can be applied. As all edges are mapped onto straight lines in computational 
space (Axiom 11) a comparison of the grid points that the vertices of the edges are 
mapped onto will indicate which co-ordinates are constant and which are variable. As 
all edges must by construction (Axiom 6) sit on one grid surface then one co-ordinate 
is fixed. However the edge is free to be orientated anywhere on that grid plane 
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Number Pieces of Total 
Using of of Data/ Amount 
Features Features Feature of Data 
Regions 6 1 6 
Edges 12 2 24 
Veitices 1 8 3 24 
TABLE 6.1. Mapping Vertices on a Cube. 
Therefore the optimum strategy to adopt to provide the minimum required user interac- 
tion is to first provide data on regions, then edges and finally vertices (see Figure 6.1). 
Ibis is a trivial exercise for a simple geometry, but not for the complex structure 
present in a combustion system. 
The practical implementation within the grid generator is achieved by first mapping the 
user specified grid boundary conditions on to the regions. For any region the user can 
supply the grid surface it is mapped to. Applying Axiom 6 for each edge on this region 
fills in mapping data for the edges. The region information is then used to fill in grid 
co-ordinates for the mapping of the vertices (Axiom 8). User defined data for edges 
and vertices is also used to map the vertices in a similar way. During the analysis of the 
user defined grid boundary conditions, the topological structure is also used to detect 
errors in user input. For example, if a user specifies the mapping of two connecting 
regions onto two grid surfaces that are of the same type (1, J or K) but different values 
this is not allowed (Axiom 5) (Figure 6.10). Another common error that is easily 
checked using the topology, occurs when the user specifies the mapping of a vertex, 
which is already situated on a mapped region, but the point the vertex is mapped onto is 
out of the grid plane. 
6.4.1.4 Strategies for Filling in the Gaps 
Applying the above rules and strategies, minimises user interaction and will typically 
specify 80-90% of the vertex values. The strategy used in creating the initial grid was 
designed around a concept of repetitive testing, constructive notification of any errors, 
with suggestions for correction and subsequent modification of data by the uscr. Ibis is 
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a justifiable technique, as it is commonly found in practice to take typically about two 
minutes to run the grid generator to create the initial grid and with the aid of construc- 
tive diagnostic information identify any errors or omissions in the mapping input. 
In the case of unspecified data two approaches are feasible. The first strategy is to rely 
on the user to provide any missing data. However, one of the main objectives of this 
work is to reduce user interaction to a minimum. The alternative is to use the topology 
of the solid model and the axioms described previously and attempt to rill in any gaps. 
As the initial grid generator is a fast, real time process, it was decided from the outset 
to only implement techniques that will always give correct mappings and leave any 
ambiguities to be resolved by the user. No algorithms have been included which 
attempt a best guess. Expanding this restriction could form a profitable area of future 
research. An example of a typical ambiguity found is illustrated in Figure 6.18. Where 
the vertex in the centre of the plane is to be positioned is open to wide interpretation. 
In order to fill in gaps a strategy was developed to identify adjoining edges which map 
onto the same grid line and then interpolate between two known grid points along the 
edge. How this strategy is implemented is best described by example. Consider the 
solid model in Figure 6.21. The mid-vertex is not fully specified. 
Consider all of the vertices in the solid in turn and identify a start vertex VO (Figure 
6.21) that is fully mapped to a grid point (all grid co-ordinates specified and integer). 
The topological information specifics the edges connected to this vertex and a sweep 
through these edges is undertaken. An edge El is selected if it is mapped onto a grid 
line, otherwise it is discarded (feasible due to Axiom 10). This type of edge is generally 
specified at the intersection of two different grid surfaces (Axiom 7). As all edges are 
mapped to straight lines in the logical space (Axiom 11), it is a straightforward proce- 
dure determining the potential grid line an edge is mapped onto, by comparing the grid 
locations of the start VO and end V, vertices of the edge. The ability to perform this 
simple operation is a major reason why the straight line edge mapping methodology 
was adopted. If this edge is mapped on to a grid line then this grid line is stored as a 
datum. The Process now moves onto the end vertex V, and a search of all the edges 
attached to this vertex is undertaken to find a connecting edge which is also mapped 
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onto the datum grid line. This progression from vertex to edge is continued until no fur- 
ther edges are found or until an end vertex Vn (V2 in this example) is identified which 
maps onto a grid point. When no more edges are left then the algorithm goes back to 
the starting vertex VO and continues searching the rest of the adjoining edges. Assum- 
ing that an end vertex V,, is identified then the algorithm has now identified a route 
from a start vertex VO to an end vertex Vn that is mapped onto a grid line. 
To interpolate the grid locations of the intermediate vertex locations, the arc length of 
each edge d, is required. This is achieved by dividing the domain of the NURBS curve 
P(u) (Equation 5.9, Section 5.6.5) into n uniform intervals along the curve (10 in 
practice is sufficient). At each interval the physical co-ordinates on the edge is calcu- 
latedP, using where 
Ei =i=0,1, ..., 
Summing the Euclidean distance between these points gives the arc length of the edge 
j: 
n 
dj = 
'I 
i (6.2) -n 91 
7be total distance between the two vertices along the edges in physical space is: 
n 
d, 
0taI 
dj (6.3) 
j-I 
For each intermediate vertex the arc fraction along the edge is given by: 
dj 
fraci =i=1 (6.4) dlotal 
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However the object of this exercise is to map these geometry vertices into logical 
space. As both the start and end vertices are mapped to grid points in logical space (40 
and4n respectively), then a vector is constructed in logical space which connects the 
two nodes: 
"ý ;n ýedge " -; 0 (6.5) 
The linear interpolation scheme is based on mapping the arc length of the edge and the 
length of this vector to work out the logical coordinates of the intermediate grid nodes. 
Therefore using Equation 6.4 to determine the fraction of the vertex position along the 
edge, the co-ordinates of the intermediate vertices are 
ýl = ;o +fra Ci; 
edge' 
'=1, 
..., n-1 
(6.6) 
or more easily programmed as: 
;, = (I -fraciAo +fraci;., i=1, ..., n-1 (6.7) 
7be process repeatedly sweeps through all the vertices until an iteration occurs where 
no more information is mapped onto the vertices. 
6.4.1.5 Completion Criteria 
Ile final step in mapping the vertices is a simple check that all three logical co-ordi- 
nates mapped onto each vertex are determined. If not then the user is advised of the 
missing information required. 
6.4.2 Creating the Edge Point Distributions 
Axiom 10 introduces the idea of two type of edges used in creating the initial grid: 
Those that map onto grid lines and those that are straight lines which lie in either the I 
or J or K planes but not on a grid line. These second type of edges are not mapped onto 
the grid exactly and will be covered in the next section. This section is concerned with 
those edges that are only mapped onto a grid line. 
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Each edge is considered in turn (Figure 6.22). The start (VO) and end (VI) vertices are 
already mapped onto the logical space. Using the logical grid points of the start to and 
end 41 vertices the type of grid line can be determined and the direction is indicated by 
the vector joining these points in computational space. 
ýedge ý- ýI- ;0 (6.8) 
In a similar process to the previous section, interpolation is now carried out but it is the 
physical co-ordinates of each grid point on the vector which is mapped. The first stage 
is to determine the fraction along the grid vector a grid point is positioned 
fpoint ý-- 
koint 
- ; 01 (6.9) I;, -; ol 
As the edge this vector is mapped onto is itself mapped onto the interval [0,1] then the 
physical co-ordinates of this grid node are using Equation 5.9 
Ei ý (6.10) 
As this is only for the initial grid it is satisfactory not to create the optimum grid map- 
ping as the smoothing operation will refine the point placement. 
6.4.3 Creating the Surface Grids 
77he boundary conditions are now in place for creating the surface grid. Similar to the 
last section each region is now considered in turn and physical co-ordinates of any grid 
nodes captured by this region calculated. 
In the previous section edges that are mapped onto grid lines have been covered and 
form an easily understood boundary of a region. However the edges which are not 
mapped onto grid lines are still part of the boundary of the region and before proceed- 
ing any further this concept needs further discussion. Instead of focusing on just one 
region of the solid model, consider all the regions mapped onto that grid surface. An 
edge which is not mapped onto a grid line but is on that grid surface is by construction 
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representative of the interface between adjoining regions on that grid plane (Axiom 5). 
The outer boundary of the area containing all the connecting regions mapped onto a 
grid surface will be comprised entirely of edges mapped onto grid lines (Figure 6.23). 
Therefore any grid nodes which lie on the surface near one of these arbitrary lines can 
be placed on either region without any need to distinguish between them. 
Ilis procedure maps each region of the solid model independently of the rest of the 
solid. In the case of coincident regions then a marker is set to indicate that the grid node 
belongs to both regions. 
The initial stage is to identify the grid surface onto which the region is mapped. Ibis 
has already been discussed in Section 6.4.1.3. For ease of illustration and without loss 
of generality consider the region in Figure 6.24 and assume it is mapped onto the grid 
plane ý ý-- ýconsr 
The next process is to identify a bounding rectangle on the grid plane which encom- 
passes the mapped image of the region (Figure 6.25). As all the boundaries of the 
regions are mapped on to straight lines then the maximum value of any point on a 
boundary can only occur at the end vertices of the edges. Searching through all the vcr- 
tices attached to this region determines 4.1., 4max I 11min I 11max , The bounding values 
are defmed to the nearest integer. To allow for numerical round-off, when a vertex is 
mapped very close to an integer grid line in logical space then an error tolerance zone, 
centred on the nearest grid line is created. If the vertex falls within this zone then the 
the line is also included in the determination of the extent of the bounding box. 
At this stage the grid generator has a finite bounded rectangular area within the grid 
surface in which lie all the nodes that need mapping. The next step is to consider each 
individual 4= integer grid line (Figure 6.25). As the region is already on the 
ý= then only the il co-ordinate can vary and each grid node a on this line is 
denoted by its logical co-ordinates (kont, Ila, ýconsd. As the regions are not restricted 
to simply-connected surfaces and the grid mapping preserves the topology of the solid 
model, then any internal boundaries in the region will also be present in the mapped 
region. Iberefore the first task is to determine if a grid point belongs inside the region. 
For complex surfaces and boundaries this is a formidable task, however as the region is 
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mapped onto one grid surface (Axiom 4) that is flat and the boundaries are straight 
lines then the operation is greatly simplified. The topology of the solid model 
(Section 3.8.5) contains loops of edges which are swept in an ordered direction for all 
the boundaries of the region. Consider the angle swept out by a line from a locus on the 
boundary edges to the node under investigation. The cumulative angle defined by the 
edge as the locus circulates around all the boundaries will be 0 degrees if the node is 
outside the region (Figure 6.26), otherwise a total of 360 degrees indicates that the 
node is placed inside (Figure 6.27). 
In order to construct the physical co-ordinates of the grid node, a two stage mapping 
process is adopted (Figure 6.28). Firstly, the grid node Tl,,, ýc". 'J) 
is mapped 
from logical space to (Ua, va) in the NURBS surface parameter space. Secondly, 
NURBS space is mapped into physical space (xa, Ya, Za) - 
When mapping the grid node (konsr 11a, Cconst) to NURBS parameter space, the only 
fixed references available are the edges and vertices of the solid model. Therefore a 
means of interpolating the position of this grid node with references to these geometric 
entities is required. Consider the 4c,, nl 
line; this intersects with the boundary of the 
regions in at least two places (Figure 6.29). It is a straight forward exercise to deter- 
mine the intersections points of theses lines and determine within which pair of points 
(4jlP 11sP Cconsd I (4end, 'lend' Cconsd that the grid node is located in logical space. 
Employing the same technique used in the creation of the edge point distributions 
(Section 6.4.2) the logical co-ordinates of the intersection points are detcr- 
mined (x,,, y,,, z, t), (Xend, Yena, Z,. d). (Figure 6.30). At this stage employing linear 
interpolation between these two physical co-ordinates would give a physical location 
for the node, but if the underlying surface has any strong curvature the node would be 
positioned out of the surface (Figure 6.31). Instead by performing an interpolation 
based on the NURBS parametric co-ordinates then the surface curvature is taken into 
account. 
In order to achieve this it is necessary to develop a technique for dctcmining the para- 
metric co-ordinates of a point (u, v) given physical co-ordinates Ifinal * This can be 
achieved by a number of methods. A bisection or "divide and conquer" technique is 
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suitable but slow. As the underlying surface is based on a NURBS representation then a 
modified Newton-Raphson scheme is feasible as the partial differentials with respect to 
u and v can be calculated (Section 5.6.7). Given an initial starting point (u,,, v,, ), deter- 
mine its physical location xO and the partial differential vectors of the surfaces at this dx dx 
point. -=, -. and then resolve the vector components in this direction to give the incre- Du Dv 
ment to be applied to the value of (u.,, v,, ). For example for u: 
dx 
(Irinal -n DU 
Un+1 -+ Un 
au 
Therefore (u 
SP v,, 
) and (Uend, Vend) are determined for the segment of the grid line 
containing the node whose position requires determining (Figure 6.32). The final step 
is to work out the arc fraction along the segment of the grid line in logical space this 
co-ordinate is located and use this to determine the value of (u., v. ). This is then 
mapped onto the physical location on the NURBS surface (x., y., z, ) . 
6.4.4 Creating the Internal Grid 
The final stage in creating the initial grid is to create the internal grid nodes contained 
within the volume. At this stage all the regions, edges and vertices have been mapped 
and by construction this implies that the physical coordinates have been determined on 
the 4min I 4max - 11min I 'Imax I Cmin, Cmax surfaces. The simplest approach is to scan 
through all the 4 lines and implement linear interpolation based on the start and end of 
the vertices to fill in the nodes which have not been mapped. A more refined approach 
and implemented in this work is to determine the segments of the 4 line which lie 
between mapped nodes and to use this more accurate segment to perform the interpola- 
tion, in a similar manner to creating the surface distribution (Figure 6.33) 
6.4.5 Allowing Regions to Map onto Multiple Grid Surfaces 
The restriction imposed by Axiom 4 has allowed many of the techniques in the previ- 
ous sections to be developed. However, as has already been discussed in Section 4.7 
there are instances where the geometry presented to the grid generator does not map 
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easily onto a six-faced cuboid in logical space. Modification of the CAD geometry is a 
valid solution but time-consuming for a complex geometry. However, as these extra 
regions are only needed for mapping the initial grid and increase the complexity of the 
geometry for the smoothing operation, then it is worthwhile implementing an alterna- 
tive strategy. The adopted solution is to temporarily modify the solid model geometry 
within the grid generator. In this way regions can be sub-divided to allow the correct 
grid mapping, but all the initial grid generator see is a consistent solid model with extra 
regions, which does not force the grid generator to violate any of the axioms described 
earlier. 
These extra or "ghost" regions are based within the original solid model. In order to 
create these regions the basic building blocks of "ghost" edges and vertices will also 
need to be defined. For example consider the cylinder discussed in Section 4.7 (Figure 
4.17). To create the basic eight vertices, twelve edges and six regions involves creating 
two additional regions, which require two extra edges, which in turn require four addi- 
tional vertices (Figure 6.34). Again it should be emphasised that these are only transi- 
tory and used just for mapping the initial grid. This approach, as will be shown, does 
not involve any geometry manipulations e. g surface-surface intersections or surface 
splitting as these are best left to the CAD systems. Consider each one of these ghost 
construction entities in turn. The "ghost"preffix is used to distinguish geometrical enfi- 
ties which are used solely for creating the initial grid but which are still based on the 
existing geometrical model. The solid model in Figure 6.35 provides a simple illustra- 
tion where the use of ghost entities on the sloped region would be justified. In this 
example the interface between the I=max and J=max grid surface is required to be 
placed on the sloped region. This involves mapping two grid surfaces onto a region a 
violation of Axiom 4. The solution is to replace this one region, with two ghost regions. 
There are three svips to creating these regions using ghost entities. Ghost vertices are 
constructed first, then edges and finally regions. Consider each type of entity in tum: - 
e Ghost Vertices - I'liese vertices can be specified either on an edge or in a region. 
When specified on an edge the parametric value t is used to determine the location 
on the edge where the vertex is placed. A ghost vertex placed on an edge has the 
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effect of splitting that edge into two separate split edges, as a precursor for each split 
edge being mapped onto a different grid line (Figure 6.36). A ghost vertex can also 
be placed on a region and it is then located by the underlying (u, v) co-ordinates of 
the NURBS surface. This is useful for either allowing ghost edges to be defined 
such that the topology of the solid model is not violated or to create a higher quality 
initial grid (Figure 6.37). 
Ghost Edges - Similar to their geometric counterpart, a ghost edge demarcates the 
boundary between ghost regions. As these are only used for mapping the initial grid, 
and not designed to be retained by the smoothing operation, no complex geometric 
curve is required to represent these edges. In fact ghost edges are defined as straight 
lines in the NURBS parameter space which is then mapped onto physical space 
when a grid node's physical co-ordinates are required. This process is identical to 
the last stage of the surface grid distribution (Section 6.4.3) where the program is 
given start (u,,, v,, ) and (Uend, Vend) end co-ordinates in parametric space. Ghost 
edges are designated on specific regions, as ambiguities can occur. Consider the cyl- 
inder in Figure 6.38, ghost edges have to be specified on the two curved surfaces as 
illustrated. If the only information available for these edges were the start and end 
vertices then it would be impossible to tell which edge belonged to which region. 
Both normal and ghost vertices can be used to construct a ghost edge (Figure 6.37). 
To date these edges have proven sufficiently versatile to cope with all grid genera- 
tion problems encountered. 
Ghost Regions -Currently are constructed to the same definition as normal regions. 
These can either be specified directly by the user or created automatically by the 
grid generator if any ghost entities are already present. Ile grid generator creates 
ghost regions by identifying a starting vertex which is at the end of a ghost edge. 
Each edge connected to this vertex is considered in turn and a path is traced around 
the region until the start vertex is reached (Figure 6.39). When a vertex is reached 
with a choice of available edges, the next edge is determined by mapping the start 
and end of each edge into the NURBS parameter space and selecting the edge with 
the least included angle. After returning to the start vertex, a ghost region is created 
and the procedure continues to check other vertices in the original region until all 
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the ghost regions have been implemented. The last stage is to perform a house keep- 
ing operation in the database and connect these entities into the existing solid model 
definition. 
All these ghost entities are treated identically to their geometric counterparts when cre- 
ating the initial grid, and discarded for the smoothing operation described in the next 
major section. In practice, for complex geometries these features are easier for the user 
to specify then splitting regions in the CAD system. 
6.4.6 Final Comments on Creating the Initial Grid 
The technique described above can produce folded and skewed grids (See Chapter 7 
for examples), but this is permissible as the smoothing operation does remove these 
grid features. Regarding future development a modified TO scheme (Section 2.4.8) 
which can cope with the complex topology present should improve the quality of the 
initial grid and reduce the time spent smoothing. 
6.5 Identifying Blocked Grid Cells 
The CFD solver requires a list of cells which are contained within blockages. Admit- 
tedly, this is not directly a function of the grid generation process, but the presence of 
the grid and the solid model data makes the grid generator the natural program to create 
this information. Attempting to perform this operation in physical space for any com- 
plex geometry is extremely difficult, but in logical space it is greatly simplified. (Fig- 
ure 6.40). 
In fact the creation of the initial grid, by mapping regions onto planar grid surfaces and 
edges onto straight lines, coupled with the topology of the solid model, makes this 
exercise relatively straightforward at this point in the grid generation process. If this 
procedure was attempted after the smoothing process, with the grid nodes moving onto 
different regions then this task becomes very complex, if not impossible. 
Tle grid mapping preserves the topology of the solid model (Axiom 1), therefore all 
representations of solids in the logical space are comprised of volumes, which are 
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themselves made up of tightly packed cubes. Axiom 13 implies that no single grid cell 
has two opposing faces which are both on the boundary of regions. This axiom also has 
the cffect of at least one grid node being present inside the blockages. In addition every 
grid cell which is connected to this grid node is also by construction inside the block- 
age (Figure 6.41). If a node is inside the blockage then all 8 grid cells attached to this 
node are also inside the volume. 
Tbus the basis of this methodology is simply to determine the nodes which are inside 
the blockages and then set appropriate identity flags on the associated cells. This is a 
two stage process. First, a single seed node is identified inside a blockage. Second, 
expansion away from this seed node is carried out to determine all the nodes and hcnce 
cells inside the blockage. 
To determine the seed node the topology of the solid model is used. 71c technique is to 
find a grid node situated on the face of a region. The outward facing normal in logical 
space is then determined using the topology of the solid model and the seed node is by 
construction (Axiom 13) the point one grid spacing away in the opposite dircction 
(Figure 6.42). 
Whilst creating the initial grid a simple addition is made to the grid generator to store 
the vertices, edges and regions which grid points have been mapped onto. Using this 
array an ordered traverse of points through the grid is undertaken until a grid node is 
identified that belongs on the surface of a region of a blockage volume. 
To calculate the vector in logical space that represents the outward normal of a mapped 
region involves identifying the grid axis which is normal to the grid surface and the 
determination of the direction along this axis which points outward. 
[N. B. all discussion in this section relates to operations undertaken in logical space, but 
for a clearer understanding of the vector calculus used here, the equations are specified 
in terms of (x, y, Z) instead of (4, TI, C) ] 
As the region is mapped onto only one grid surface (Axiom 4), identification of the 
normal grid axis is easily obtained by inspecting the mapping data for the vertices 
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belonging to the region (Section 6.4.1.3). Both positive and negative axis directions are 
valid as a surface normal, and the next procedure is to determine the outward facing 
normal in logical space. 
One simple technique considered was to select two connected edges. As the edges are 
mapped to straight lines (Axiom 4) then it is a simple exercise to calculate the cross 
product (Equation 6.12) to determine a perpendicular vector n. 
aXb 
n= --fý Iql 1ý1 sin 0 
(6.12) 
where 0 is the angle between the two vectors a and b. This is guaranteed to be out- 
ward facing for a geometry model comprised solely of convex hulls. When the geome- 
try is more complex, as is found in a combustion system, and comprises not only of 
convex, but also concave boundaries (Figure 6.43) depending on which two adjacent 
edges are select then the nonnal calculated can be in either direction. 
Instead the approach adopted was to utilise the preservation of the topological structure 
by the mapping (Axiom 1) and vector calculus. As the region is mapped onto one grid 
surface (Axiom 4) there is a constant unit normal defined over the whole region. Con- 
sider a unit normal vector to the surface n. then the area of a region is defined by 
±Area = ffý, - 
Where dS is a vector which is directed along the outward facing normal and its magni- 
tude is the area of the region. n,,. The sign of Equation 6.13 is positive if n. is in the 
same direction as the outward facing normal, or negative when diametrically opposite. 
Ibus if the result of Equation 6.13 is negative then by simply reversing the direction of 
ý, the outward facing normal is defined. 
To calculate the right hand side of Equation 6.13 consider Stokes equation 
fy 
- dr = 
ff (VXVý - dS (6.14) 
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The left hand side of Equation 6.14 is a line integral around the boundary of the 
mapped region and as all the boundary are straight lines (Axiom 11) the line integral 
can be easily calculated. The right hand side has the same structure as Equation 6.13 
and the task is to determine a suitable V such that 
ýs = vxv 
Let the components of n. be (nx, nyt nz) then by inspection 
y= (nyz, nzx, n,, y) (6.16) 
satisfies the criteria. The closed line integral is a sum of the integral along each straight 
line of the boundary of the mapped region. The use of straight lines allows a direct inte- 
gration to be made and no numerical integration methods are required. 
fy- dr = 1: f Y- dr 
edges 
The seed node having been identified, the next stage is to identify all the other blocked 
nodes in the volume. A list is created, initially containing just the grid location of the 
seed pointer. The first or next node in the list is considered and the six grid nodes 
attached to this node are checked. If a grid node is already in the list or mapped onto a 
geometrical entity then it is discounted, otherwise it is added to the end of the list. As 
the grid nodes in the list are considered all the nodes inside the blockage are identified. 
This continues until the end of the list is reached. If more then one blockage exists then 
a new seed node is found for the next blockage volume and the process repeats itself. 
6.6 Improving the Quality of the Grid 
At this stage in the grid generation process an initial grid has been constructed. All the 
grid nodes have been located either on a geometrical feature (region, edge or vertex) or 
inside a volume (either blockage or fluid). The task now falls upon the smoothing opcr- 
ation to take this initial grid and improve its characteristics. It must ensure that there 
are no folds in the grid and as a primary goal aim to minimise the rate of change of grid 
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density (Section 2.3.7). Secondary objectives include minimising the degree of skew 
and increasing the degree of orthogonality present in the grid. 
6.6.1 Overview 
The smoothing operation is responsible for the removal of any folded regions of the 
initial grid (Section 6.4.6). This is achieved by solving Laplace's equation with the log- 
ical space co-ordinates as the dependant variables (Section 2.4.9). The use of this par- 
ticular PDE also ensures a solution with the smallest rate of change of grid spacing, a 
primary objective of this work (Section 2.4.7). This approach is a popular and proven 
methodology, and the research reported here extends and improves the use of this tech- 
nique with the following major enhancements. 
Problems are encountered with conventional techniques when smoothing grid points 
across the complex geometry of a combustion system. The presence of concave and 
convex regions can be serious enough to cause grid nodes to cluster and degenerate 
grids to be created. It will at a minimum hamper optimum grid node placement. Con- 
sider the case of a grid node moving along the combustor liner and encountering a 
cooling rib (Figure 6.44). The smoothing operation is analogous to attaching rubber 
bands from the grid point being adjusted to its neighbouring or influencing points. The 
smoothing operation attempts to distribute the tension along each grid line evenly. The 
optimum position for the grid node is to move up and over the cooling rib. As can be 
seen from Figure 6.44 conventional techniques have all the influencing vectors pulling 
downwards. The grid point will be adjusted towards the foot of the cooling rib and as 
the smoothing operation proceeds this will be come a region where grid nodes cluster. 
To overcome this clustering, the approach adopted in this work is to include a novel 
feature called edge connectors. They are designed to take into account any changes in 
geometry between grid nodes and are ideal to prevent grid cell clustering near small or 
sub-grid scale geometrical features. Edge connectors are constructed, at the beginning 
of the smoothing operation (Figure 6.1), whenever the grid lines joining adjacent nodes 
cross a geometrical boundary. The grid line still acts again like a rubber band but each 
edge connector is now a pulley. In this way the grid node is dragged up and over the 
obstacle How these edge connectors are constructed is discussed in Section 6.6.4. 
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The next innovation is the smoothing operation of both the surface and internal grid 
nodes simultaneously. As has been stated previously the conventional approach is to 
smooth the surface grid first. After this the internal grid is smoothed using the surface 
grid as fixed boundary conditions. In this new approach both types of grid node are 
smoothed simultaneously. The grid generator uses Laplace's equation and as such 
Thompson's control functions (P and Q's) are not available at present for control of the 
grid (Section 2.4.9). Conversion at a later stage to a grid generator based on solving 
Poisson's equation is straightforward, but has not been attempted here, since unlike 
Laplace's equation there is then no guarantee of unfolding grids. Implcmenting a Pois- 
son equation technique would be an ideal subject for future work. As both surface and 
internal nodes are smoothed by the same basic algorithm, the same influence molecule 
should be used (Figure 6.45). To facilitate the use of the same molecule on surface and 
edge points a set of halo nodes are created around all the surfaces of the volumes (Fig- 
ure 6.46). The construction of these halo nodes is discussed below (Section 6.6.3). 
Where these halo nodes are placed is critical to the grid quality near surfaces. Unlike 
Thompson's control functions which have an effect over a large area of the grid, these 
halo nodes allow fine local control of surface and edge node placement (Section 6.6.5). 
The halo nodes and the use of Laplace's equation are responsible for the smoothing of 
the grid, but the user has to determine within what constraints the grid is allowed to be 
changed. For instance does a grid line have to be always mapped onto an edge? Does a 
grid node always have to be situated on a particular vertex of the geometry? The grid 
generator is very powerful in its capabilities, but at the price of requiring more infor- 
mation from the user to understand what is required of it. Techniques have been devel- 
oped, again using the solid model to remove the majority of the questions from the user 
and this will be discussed in the next section. 
6.6.2 Controlling the Smoothing Operation 
In the first half of this chapter the initial grid was created and grid nodes were placed 
on edges, vertices and regions using the axioms specified earlier. These axioms only 
apply for the initial grid and the majority of them are not relevant for the smoothing 
operation (especially Axiom 4). The approach followed so far conforms closely with 
the practice of the majority of structured grid generators in use. However, unlike these 
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other grid generators in the smoothing operation the grid points can move from region 
to region, edge to edge and even from region to edge and vice-versa. 
It is important to remove the precept that initially mapping a region to a specified grid 
surface e. g. an I-surface implies that it will always be mapped to this surface. In fact, 
by the end of the smoothing operation the region can also be mapped onto multiple grid 
surfaces (Figure 6.47). In effect a change of perspective is required, in the following 
sections the focus is on the grid node and where it is permitted to travel and not on 
what happens to the geometry mapping. In fact the smoothing boundary conditions are 
specified on the geometry and this combination defines the permitted freedom of 
movement. 
'Me boundary conditions for the smoothing operations consists of associating every 
edge and vertex with one of two states either "captured" or "neglected". A captured 
edge or vertex is an entity that has to be retained by the grid. Whereas a neglected edge 
or vertex is not retained by the grid 
A captured vertex has to be retained by the grid therefore a single grid node is fixed to 
its physical location and is not allowed to move. However, a neglected vertex is 
ignored by the grid and never has a grid point associated with it. 
A captured edge is retained by the grid. As this is a one dimensional entity then to 
retain the topological structure a grid line is mapped onto each captured edge. In fact in 
a similar way to the discussion for regions at the start of this section, a captured edge 
can be mapped onto more than one grid line, but these have to form a continuous set of 
connected grid lines in logical space (Figure 6.47). Any grid nodes initially defined on 
a captured edge are only allowed to be moved by the smoothing algorithm (described 
later) along the edge. The behaviour of these nodes is analogous to the movement of a 
ring on a curtain rail. What happens at the end of the edge is dependant on the bound- 
ary conditions set (Figure 6.48). If there is a captured vertex at the end of the edge then 
this forms a stop and the grid node cannot go any further. If the edge is connected to a 
neglected vertex then, if there is another captured edge attached at the vertex, the node 
is allowed to move onto the new edge. In fact if there is no stopping vertex and no cap- 
tured edges then the node can fall off the end of the edge into the neighbouring regions. 
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In practice however letting nodes drop off the end of edges has not been found to be 
necessary. 
A neglected edge forms a gap in the boundary of the region and allows grid nodes to 
pass across between the adjacent regions and as such no grid nodes are located on these 
edges. 
All regions by construction are captured, that is no grid node is allowed to move off the 
region into the volume. There are no restrictions how a grid node moves on a region, 
but how and if it is allowed to move on to neighbouring regions is controlled by which 
edges are captured or neglected. In effect a constrained or neglected edge on a region is 
entirely analogous to the effect a vertex has on a captured edge. 
Ile use of these captured entities also puts another set of conditions on the initial grid 
generator. Namely, that all capture vertices have to have a grid node located on them 
and all captured edges must have a grid line mapped to them. 
Determining the status of every edge and vertex is a long-winded and boring task if left 
solely to the user. Again the topology of the solid model comes to the user's aid, as 
well as exploiting information specified for the CFD fluid boundary conditions. 
The default setting for all edges and vertices is to be neglected. From this state the fol- 
lowing tests are conducted to determine any edges which need to be captured by the 
grid: - 
The first test finds edges which represent the interface between different flow boundary 
conditions. For example between an inflow and a wall. For the sake of accuracy of the 
CFD prediction this interface has to be clearly defined and so all such edges have to be 
flagged captured. 
The next test examines the surface continuity of the regions attached to each edge (Fig- 
ure 6.49). If the edge does not represent a Cl boundary (continuous surface which has 
continuous partial differentials defined on the surface) then the edge represents a dis- 
continuity and should be captured. To test for this the edge is divided into segments and 
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the surface normal of each of the regions at each segment is calculated. If the angles 
between the normal vectors vary by more than a specified angle (5 degrees was used in 
this work) the edge represents an interface between regions which is not smooth and 
should be captured. 
There are two tests to identify captured vertices (Figure 6.50). These are reliant on the 
captured edge data and should therefore be attempted after determining the status of 
the edges. The first test simply counts the number of captured edges attached to a ver- 
tex. If there exists three or more captured edges then the vertex is itself captured (This 
is because three captured edges, imply at least two different grid lines which in turn 
implies a grid node is captured at this vertex as it has to be on all these edges). An alter- 
native test is employed when only two captured edges are connected to a vertex, in 
which case the joining vertex is defined as captured if the curve created by these two 
edges is not represented by a smooth interface at the vertex. Ilis is achieved by com- 
paring the tangent vector of each edge at the vertex and calculating the angle in a simi- 
lar manner to the test for edges. 
6.6.3 Creating the Halo Nodes 
For simple objects creating the halo nodes around the grid is straight forward. The 
complexity arises when them are internal blockages (discussed later). As well as creat- 
ing the halo nodes, these have to be connected up to form an extension of the regular 
lattice of the structured grid. Consider the creation of the halo cells for a simple 2D sec- 
tion through a solid model of a cube. In Figure 6.51 a section through the ccntre of the 
cube and a comer of the solid model are illustrated. A three stage process is used to 
construct the halo node lattice around the cube 
In the first stage halo nodes are constructed which are directly connected to any grid 
node on a region, edge or vertex on the solid model. For every grid node which is 
mapped on to the solid model. each grid direction is considered in turn. If there is no 
grid node present in that direction (due to being at the extreme edge of the grid (for 
example 1=1 surface and looking at the 1---0 surface)) then a halo node is required and a 
link is made to the grid node (Figure 6.5 1). If there is a grid node but it is not located on 
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any geometric entity then this merits further investigation. The next step is to identify 
what type of volume this point is placed in (Section 6.5). 
If the grid point is in the fluid volume then this point will be used to smooth the surface 
grid and there is no need for a halo node to be created. If the grid point is found to be 
inside a blockage volume then this grid node will not be used for smoothing and a halo 
node needs to be required. (For future reference it is this halo node and not the block- 
age node which is used in the smoothing operation). There will always be an internal 
grid node in blockages due to the two cell axiom (Axiom 13) which guarantees this 
procedure works. 
Stage two connects up the halo nodes (Figure 6.52). 'Ibis is to allow the same smooth- 
ing algorithm to be used on both the surface and internal grid points. This is undertaken 
by a searching algorithm which attempts to traverse squares in logical space. Consider 
Figure 6.52, a halo node (1) is selected and the grid direction A which links this node to 
a grid point (2) on the solid is determined. At grid point (2) each of the other grid direc- 
tions are considered in turn,. When another grid node (3) is found then an attempt to go 
in the reverse grid direction to A is undertaken. If another halo node (4) is found at the 
end of this grid line then halo node (1) and halo node (4) can be linked. 
In Stage three each grid node is checked to make sure it has a full set of influence 
points. Where omissions occur it is due to the absences of halo cells which are on the 
edges of the halo domain and by implementing a search similar to the last section these 
can be filled in (Figum 6.53). 
In general if a halo node is linked to another halo node this link is in both directions. 
The only exception is for the connections inside convex blockages (Figure 6.54). If no 
halo nodes were employed then the convex mapping of this grid would have mapped 
the node for the east influence point of a and the north influence point of b to the same 
grid point. The choice of placement of this internal point is ambiguous should it be 
placed to improve a or b. To overcome this ambiguity each grid node has its own halo 
node. 'Ibus grid point a has its own halo node c, and grid point b also has node d. The 
nodes which will be used to influence the position of point a include the grid point b as 
part of the computational molecule, and the halo node c but not d. In a similar way con- 
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sider the computational molecule for the grid point b, in this case the halo node d is 
required and not halo node c. To specify the correct halo node to be used when smooth- 
ing a grid point the solution was to break the link in both directions and instead create 
links corresponding to Figure 6.54. 
'Me final comment on the use of halo cells regards implementing periodic conditions. 
If two regions are specified as periodic then it is a simple exercise to map the halo 
nodes and links from one periodic surface on to the first set of internal grid node of the 
opposing region. Care must be taken to preserve the correct orientation in each region 
(Figure 6.55). 
6.6.4 Creating the Edge Connectors 
Edge connectors are found between grid nodes on adjacent regions of geometry. They 
serve two purposes; firstly, they act as pulleys for the rubber banding process of the 
smoothing operation. Secondly, due to the complex nature of the geometry they can be 
used as a quick check to see if a boundary of a region has been crossed 
Unlike halo nodes, edge connectors are created and destroyed during the smoothing 
process. The simplified structure of the initial grid and the fact that edges are mapped 
onto straight lines in the logical space allows the grid generator to set up these edge 
connectors. Ile requirement of Axiom 13 to have a minimum two grid cell spacing 
between opposing surfaces of a solid, greatly simplifies things as no check has to be 
made to ensure that any two adjacent grid nodes are located on the same side of a solid. 
The first operation is to create the edge connectors which are placed on neglected verti- 
ces. 'Mese connectors are found joining two constrained lines (Figure 6.48). All the 
grid nodes attached to captured edges are investigated. Consider such a node, each of 
the six grid nodes attached to this node are considered in turn. Only nodes which exist 
and are attached to a different edge are selected. 'Me next stage is to identify a list of 
connected captured edges which connects the two nodes. If such a list can be con- 
structed then an edge connector is specified at each neglected node present on the path. 
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The next stage is to determine all the edge connectors which lie on neglected edges. 
Again a sweep is undertaken through all the grid nodes. For each grid node placed on 
the geometry, a search is then performed in each grid direction to identify adjacent 
nodes which are also on the geometry. The task is then to find a route across the surface 
of the solid model which joins the two. Every neglected edge this route crosses has an 
edge connector placed on it. For example if nodes a and b belong on the same region 
then no edge connectors are present. Similarly if node b lies on a boundary edge or ver- 
tex of the region then no edge connectors are required. These are the most common 
examples found whilst searching. The most frequent example where an edge connector 
is required is when two nodes are in adjacent regions; in this case determining the posi- 
tion of the edge connect is best attempted in logical space. This is again due to the fact 
that edges are mapped onto straight lines in grid space (Figure 6.56). Other examples 
do occur but just using the topology and the mapping to logical space is sufficient for 
all possibilities. 
6.6.5 Modifying the Grid 
The algorithm for determining the new location of a grid point is identical for every 
grid node irrespective of whether the node is in a volume or on a region or an edge. 
Differences in approach occur only in calculating the influencing nodes and how to 
map the node back onto its geometry. Therefore if grid points located inside a volume 
are discussed first then topics central to all types of grid node are covered, without 
digressing to discuss special cases. 
6.6.5.1 Smoothing Grid Points inside Volumes 
The equation used to smooth the grid is Laplace's equation for the logical space varia- 
bles. This has already been discussed in Section 2.4.9. and is repeated here for clarity. 
For ease of understanding and without loss of generality consider smoothing a grid in a 
two-dimensional. The Laplace equations solved are: 
'V2ý = 0, V2q = 
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The transfonnation of these equations such that the logical co-ordinates are the inde- 
pendent variables gives: 
922Xýý-2g, 2xt., +g1, xl, = 0, (6.19) 
(and similarly for y (and z in 3D)). This is then converted to use the contravariant ten- 
sors giving: 
gllx44 + 2g12 X4TI +9 22 Xqq ": 0 (6.20) 
Ile covariant and contravariant tensor are defined by equations in Section 2.2 and the 
use of central differencing (Figure 6.45)for example 
(X_ -XW)2 
611 - 
x. 
4 
The second partial differentials are calculated using central difference formula. For 
example 
x44 = xw - 2xp + xE (6.22) 
The mixed partial differential terms are calculated by applying central differencing 
twice. Firstly to calculate x4 at the points N and S using 
X4, North = 
XNE 
2 
XNW 
I XF,. South = 
XSE 
2 
Xsw (6.23) 
and performing central differencing on these in the North South Direction to give 
Xk, North - Xk, South (6.24) Xt, n ý12 
A Gauss-Seidel technique is employed, where each grid co-ordinate update uses the 
latest information on the neighbouring influencing points. 7be new co-ordinates x" +1 
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are relaxed, using a user defined relaxation factor w (set to 0.75 in this work) resulting 
in an updated point: 
x n+l = wx n+l + (1 - W)X" (6.25) 
6.6.5.2 Calculating Effective Influencing Points 
7be basic algorithm as in Section 6.6.5.1 is employed here also to determine the new 
location of a grid point located on a region or edge. However, to allow for the rubber 
banding of grid lines over geometry the influence nodes relating to the adjacent grid 
nodes on surfaces have to be modified. 
Consider the cooling rib in Figure 6.57, the technique is to unfold the geometry so that 
the influence nodes lie on the same region. This is achieved by working out the total 
length of the line segments via the edge connectors joining the two nodes together. T'he 
vectorjoining the node to the first edge connector is then scaled to this size. 
A similar technique is also used for creating the influence points when dealing with 
nodes on edges. In fact it is even simpler as the direction of the influence point along 
the edge is set to the tangent of the edge at the edge connector. 
6.6.53 Calculating the Location of the Halo Nodes 
The position of the halo nodes is calculated at the beginning of each smoothing itcra- 
tion. How these halo node arc positioned directly effects the grid nodes attached to it 
[41]. There are three types of halo nodes to determine: - 
* Halo nodes connected to grid nodes on edges 
Consider the edge node P in Figure 6.58. How this node is finally positioned is detcr- 
mined by it's influence molecule. Ile non-ordinate nodes (NW, SW, SE, etc. ) have a 
minor effect compared to the principle nodes (N, S, EW in this case). If this was a con- 
ventional grid generator then only the grid nodes on the edges (W and E) would effect 
the node P position. The grid generator has complete freedom to position the North 
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halo node, but as it is coupled with the S node, it would be sensible to bear this in mind 
(all terms in solving Laplace's equation have N and S coupled). First of all consider 
extrapolating the vector SP to create the extrapolated point X`Mis is a neutral point as 
it cancels out the S node and means that the node P is only effected by W and E. Now 
instead of extrapolating the vector SP this vector is reflected in the edge to create the 
point R. If this was used as the north node for P then it would always drive the node P 
towards a more orthogonal grid with respect to the node S. 71is appears to be a positive 
attribute but consider where there is curvature present on the edge where a comer of 
the grid is mapped (Figure 6.59). In this case three out of four of the nodes making up 
the grid cell are located on the edges; this means that the point P will always be driven 
towards the middle node causing the grid to collapse. To get the optimum grid spacing 
on just the edge alone, position node P in Figure 6.58 at the mid-point M between W 
and E. This is a valid option but no account is taken of the internal grid nodes. So to 
improve grid spacing account must be taken of the mid-point on the edge, but orthogo- 
nality is a good grid attribute and should also be encouraged. Ile halo node should be 
place to encourage these aims. 
Consider constructing a halo node N starting from the neutral point X. The halo node 
must improve grid spacing and therefore must move the point P towards the mid-point 
M. Thus N must be positioned away from the point X in the same direction as the vec- 
tor PM. A direction having been determined a magnitude is required. Consider the vec- 
tor XR; as the node S becomes more orthogonal to the edge where P is situated then the 
points X and R become closer together and XE reduces in size. If the vector SP is large 
then PX and PE are large also and more importantly the size of XR is also large. 
lbercfore in the case when PX is large, a large distance has to be travelled from X by 
the halo node to cause the same effect as seen when PX is smaller. For these reasons 
the magnitude of the vector from the point X to N should be scaled by the length of 
XRL The magnitude of XR can be large in regions of high skcw, and this may compro- 
mise grid spacing. Tberefore another scaling factor is applied to the halo vector XN. 
Ile rationale must be to minimise grid movement when the point P is near the mid- 
point M of the grid. 
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Ilis leads to the function 
min IWPI, I 
max(IfPl, ILI) 
(6.26) 
This function has the following characteristics. Firstly it is a bounded function in the 
range [0,1]. When the point P is at the mid point between E and W then the value of the 
function is 0. The further away from this midpoint the closer the function is to 1. Ilese 
attributes allows the function to control the deviation away from the optimum grid 
location to satisfy the minimisation of the rate of change of grid spacing. For these rea- 
sons this factor is also applied to the length of the halo vector. 
Practical experience has seen grid node oscillation being caused by the positioning of 
the halo node. This effect was eliminated by specifying a further uscr-defined scaling 
factor (set between 0.5 and 1.0 depending on the geometry) which was applied to the 
magnitude of XN. 
- Halo nodes connected to grid nodes on regions 
These are very similar to the above section describing edges. The main difference is in 
the scaling function. In this case the four grid nodes which arc on the surface are paired 
e. g W and E, N and S and a value of the function is determined for each pair the mini- 
mum of the two functions is the one used in the scaling process. 
* Halo nodes connected solely to other halo nodes 
These are created to give grid points on the edges of the grid cross derivative influence 
coefficients. As such the technique to construct the location of these nodes is to deter- 
mine the grid point affecting this halo node. This is stored when creating the halo node 
initially. Using the two halo nodes attached to this grid point and the halo node under 
calculation the standard vector addition parallelogram is constructed to determine its 
location (Figure 6.60). 
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6.6.5.4 Moving Points on Regions and Edges 
After a point on a region has been moved, by the smoothing algorithm (Figure 6.6 1). It 
has to be checked to see if it is still lies on the same region. This is extremely difficult 
when considering the complex edges and curves present in a combustion system. For- 
tunately the edge connectors as well as acting as pulleys also act as a simple test to 
determine if a grid node has moved from one region to another. This is achieved by 
resolving the vector ab onto the vector ae. If the component along ae is greater than the 
length ae then the grid point is located on the other region. In practice it is located on 
the other region next to the boundary at the point where ab crosses the boundary. 
To stop grid nodes oscillating between different regions a tolerance is specified such 
that the resolved component of ab must stray further than the tolerance into the next 
region. Ile tolerance is a user-defined constant (0.0001 for the combustion system test 
case) multiplied by the length scale used to define the spheres of coincidence in 
Section 6.4.1. I. Therefore if 
ac - ab 
- 11cl > tolerance (6.27) 1EC-1 
then the grid node is positioned on the new region. 
In the case of grid points moving from one edge to another the check is identical to that 
used for regions. If the node has moved to a new edge then the grid point is just located 
at the start of the new edge 
The main disadvantages in using edge connectors are the increased memory storage 
and the house keeping tasks involved in moving, adding and removing the edge con- 
nectors. As an example consider a grid point (P) moving from one surface patch to 
another (Figure 6.62. a). Before point P is moved two edge connectors exist (1,2). As P 
crosses over the edge extra edge connectors are attached in between P and the grid 
points on the surface i. e. edge connectors 3,4,5,6 for S, EN, W (Figure 6.62. b). Using a 
rubber band analogy these edge connectors then move to minimise the distance 
between the grid nodes. This results in edge connectors collapsing on to each other in 
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the case of 1,3 and 2,4. In these cases the edge connectors are deleted and the link 
snaps off the edge (Figure 6.62. c). It is the implementation of these house keeping 
tasks on edges which are coincident between different blockage volumes, that causes 
all the extra work in the creation of the CAD system to construct identical adjacent fea- 
turcs (Section 4.8). 
6.7 Summary 
This chapter forms a central core of this research. Considerable time and effort has 
gone into achieving what is by current standards a highly advanced structured grid gen- 
erator. It fulfils its function of coping with extremely complex solid models, whilst at 
the same time attempting to reduce user interaction to a minimum and produce high 
quality grids. The techniques of edge connectors, logical rules for mapping the initial 
grid and finally smoothing both internal and surface grids together make this a grid 
generator at the leading edge of structured grid generation. 
In the next chapter the techniques and methods developed here are illustrated on a vari- 
ety of solid models for varying CFD problems. 
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FIGURE 6.1. Flowchart of the Processes to Create the Grid. 
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FIGURE 6.34. Modifying the Geometry for Mapping. 
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7.1 Introduction 
The previous chapters have outlined the foundations and theory of the present research 
and described developments in both CAD, transfer and grid generation areas. A series 
of commissioning tests were subsequently undertaken using the CFD system devel- 
oped to verify the extent of the success of the developments; these are the subject of 
this chapter. 
A simple test case is presented first to illustrate the practical application of the process 
described in the previous chapters 
To stretch the capabilities of the developed technique to its fullest potential, a solid 
model, grid generation and CFD prediction of a full combustion system, from com- 
pressor exit to turbine inlet was then carried out. The complex geometry of the com- 
bustion system thoroughly tests the viability of the components of the technique, 
including the CAD filtering operations and the transfer mechanism between the CAD 
and CFD system. In particular, the complex geometry, coupled with the choice of a sin- 
gle, structured block, grid methodology (which minimises the time spent solving the 
flow field), stretches the capabilities of the grid generator substantially as will be seen 
below. The grid generator under these difficult, but realistic conditions performed well 
and the resultant grid was subsequently used for two major predictions. These CFD 
calculations, one with isothermal operating conditions and the other with a reacting 
chemistry model, were undertaken not only to validate the whole CFD system, but spe- 
cifically to check for any possible anomalous behaviour caused by a conflict between 
the grid and the CFD solution techniques employed. 
71e main objectives of this research were concerned with the processes of geometry 
creation, transferring data between CAD and CFD systems, and grid generation. The 
above three tests of the CFD system have therefore been included here as they clearly 
demonstrate the power and versatility of the new techniques which have been devel- 
oped in this research. As these tests were conducted to confirm the viability of the 
whole system, only the general characteristics of the predicted flow fields were invcsti- 
gated to ensure that the performance of the system was satisfactory. 
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Ile chapter concludes by including examples of other grids, which demonstrate the 
versatility of the grid generator for problems other than full combustion system predic- 
tions. These models and grids are of realistic and complex geometries and have been 
created by research students at Loughborough University, who have little or no previ- 
ous expertise in grid generation, using the techniques developed in this work. Evidence 
of their successful use of the grid generator is included here because it demonstrates 
not only its versatility, but also the minimal level of expertise required to create accept- 
able grids for complex geometries, a primary goal of this research I 
7.2 Annulus/Core Flow Problem 
Ibis test case describes the fluid flow from an annulus through a plate containing two 
different diameter holes (or ports) into a cross flow. This problem was used to validate 
the whole CFD system and although the geometry is simple, there is still enough detail 
to illustrate the processes described in the previous chaptcrs via a specific example 
which still possesses some fluid mechanical similarities to combustor flows. 
7.2.1 Preparation of the Solid Model 
The geometry is illustrated in Figure 7.1, the fluid boundary conditions are a 40.0 m/s 
inlet velocity for the annulus flow and 12.0 m/s for the core flow. A small exit bleed 
flow of 5.0 m/s was specified at the exit of the annulus. The exit of the core flow was 
left floating (i. e. determined by the pressure correction scheme, Section 2.3.4). These 
conditions were chosen to simulate a combustor annulus with two rows of holes, so 
that any issues with such geometric features could be resolved in isolation. 
The first step in the process is the identification of an initial solid model of the gcome- 
try. This was subjected to a filtering process within the CAD system, to create a form 
suitable for a CFD prediction (Section 4.2). This step included the removal of the cxtc- 
rior surfaces of the geometry (Figure 7.2), the creation of the marked solution region 
(Figure 7.3) and the blockage volume (Figure 7.4). This particular filtcrcd geometry 
was created before ghost features (Section 6.4.5) had been included in the grid genera- 
tor. As the cylindrical ports on the structured grid had to map onto a cube in logical 
space, four extra edges inside the rim of each of the holes in the blockage volume were 
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created in the CAD solid model. As described earlier the need for this task (the creation 
of four new edges per hole) has now been removed, and only four ghost edges per hole 
need to be created inside the grid generator, a far simpler and quicker task. 
The geometry was transferred from the CAD system to the CFD system, Ibis was cas- 
ily accomplished with a single click of the mouse (Chapter 5). 
7.2.2 Specification of the Fluid Boundary Conditions 
To aid the creation of the grid, the flow boundary conditions were specified next. This 
was accomplished using a GUI [61] visualisation tool (Figure 7.5). Multiple regions 
were identified which were associated with the same fluid boundary condition. Data, 
including the mass flow and direction of flow through this feature, was then specified. 
As no grid had been created at this point, no flow field variables exist and this fluid 
boundary condition data was stored for future use. Cyclic symmetry was specified on 
the side regions at the edges of the annulus and core flows. In order to reduce the 
amount of interaction by the user, aH unspecified regions were identified as walls. 
7.2.3 Grid Generation 
Ile initial grid was then created by the grid generator. The grid dimensions chosen 
were 200 by 30 by 41 totalling 24600 grid nodes. The specification of the grid data was 
undertaken by identifying and mapping regions of the solid model (Section 6.4.1). This 
was a straightforward exercise, and the initial grid was created in under two minutes on 
a Sun Ultra 30 workstation (most of the time spent reading and writing riles). The 
boundary grid is illustrated in Figure 7.6. The band of compressed grid cells on the 
boundary indicate where the internal blockage intersects with the boundary of the grid. 
The grid on the top surface of the blockage volume (Figure 7.7) illustrates the simple 
but effective grid node placement described in Section 6.4.3. The nodes placed on the 
boundary are spaced according to the are length along the edges (Section 6.4.2). Grid 
lines placed on the internal blockages which do not intercept internal boundaries were 
mapped to straight lines (Section 6.4.3). Lines which had 
' 
nodes which intercept inter- 
nal boundaries were still mapped to straight lines but were interpolated between the 
interception points on the boundary. After the surface grid points had been mapped the 
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internal grid was created. In Figure 7.8 the internal grid is illustrated inside the port. 
The highlighted grid node is a fold in the grid and although appearing to be inside the 
blockage volume, it is actually a part of the fluid volume. Obviously, it is not at its opti- 
mum location, but the later smoothing operation will unfold this region of the grid. All 
the surface and edge grid mapping having been achieved, the last function of the initial 
grid generator was the mapping of the internal grid nodes (Figure 7.9. Section 6.4.4). 
Ile calculation of the initial grid permitted the identification of cells located within 
blockage volumes (Figure 7.9, Section 6.5). Ile creation of halo nodes (Section 6.6.3) 
and edge connectors (Section 6.6.4) was undertaken automatically. 
Both the surface and internal grids were smoothed simultaneously. The resultant 
boundary grid shows little or no change. This was to be expected in this geometry as 
any deformation of the boundary grid would be due to the presence of the port features, 
which are a significant number of grid nodes away from the boundary. The surface grid 
on the blockage is displayed in Figure 7.10 and the grid nodes in the fluid volume are 
now correctly positioned (Figure 7.11). Overall the distribution of grid nodes is very 
good. The areas of grid with the most distortion are directly adjacent to the port orifice. 
The presence of skewed cells can be clearly seen in Figure 7.11. These skewed cells are 
a direct consequence of fitting a structured grid around a smooth circle. On this circular 
boundary, four comers of the grid are located (a grid corner is where the grid lines 
mapped to the edge change direction (e. g from I to aK line)). This is a good example 
of the most difficult type of boundary for a structured grid to map satisfactorily. Con- 
sider the geometry that was mapped: the grid node placement in the region of these 
comers is very good, in that the grid cells adjacent to each comer point are distinct with 
no collapsed cells or edges present. The comer grid cells within the fluid volume have 
two grid edges which meet at an included angle of 180 degrees, which is unavoidable 
due to the use of hexahedral based cells. In fact, as will be discussed later, no problems 
were actually encountered in producing a solution using this grid and the results show 
that there appears to be little or no effect due to the degree of skew present near these 
comers. This is probably because the cell faces with the largest degree of skew occur 
on the solid surface and not in the internal flow field. 
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The skewed cells are a direct effect of using Laplace's equation. Other consequences 
can be easily seen with grid lines being attracted to concave boundaries which are near 
to the grid line and run parallel. The less parallel the boundary is to a grid line the less 
attraction the grid line feels. Again this was another factor affecting these comer cells 
which are on the blockage volume. The grid generator also exhibits the very strong 
characteristic of smoothing out local distortions within a short distance. This is illus- 
trated by the grid having little distortion within two grid cells of the port on the surface 
of the blockage (Figure 7.10) Ile same characteristic is observed when examining the 
first grid surface away from the blockage into the annulus region (Figure 7.12 and Fig- 
ure 7.13). The bulge in the grid surface is due to the increased grid density within the 
port expanding the grid nodes out into the annulus region: in this way a grid with the 
smallest rate of change of grid spacing was achieved. As was discussed in 
Section 2.4.7 this is a desirable characteristic of the Laplace equation. The use of a 
Poisson equation with control functions defined in some autonomous manncr. (e. g. 
adapting the grid to control functions derived from the flow field), offers the potential 
for improving this region and requires further investigation. 
7.2.4 Application of the Fluid Boundary Conditions 
After the grid was created, the fluid boundary conditions were calculated for the pre- 
diction. The grid generator had already associated each grid node either with the vol- 
ume encompassing it, or the geometrical entity it was placed on. A search through the 
grid identified nodes and cell faces associated with a flow entity. These identified 
nodes aflow the area of the grid representing a flow to be calculated. This area was then 
used in conjunction with the user specified flow data to calculate the variables required 
by the CFD solver, including velocity components, density, temperature. 
7.2.5 Solving the Flow Field and Results 
The prediction was calculated over-night on a Sun Ultra 30 workstation utilising the 
solver described in Section 2.3 and the results were transferred to an output visualisa- 
tion program. As in all predictions described in this chapter, the CFD calculation was 
performed on the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equation using a K-Epsilon turbu- 
Icnce model for closure. 
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A simple check of the physical characteristics was undertaken by examining the total 
pressure field on the symmetry plane (Figure 7.14). The results correctly predicted a 
constant total pressure in the annulus outside the boundary layer region. Various varia- 
bles were interrogated and no anomalies were found. Figure 7.15 displays the velocity 
magnitude with a limited number of streak-lines present to indicate the flow field. The 
flow field is physically consistent, with the greatest velocities being seen at the rear of 
each port. This agrees with computational work under-takcn by Spencer [1351, with a 
slightly different but representative geometry. To check for any cffcct due to the pres- 
ence of the skewed corner cells, contour plots were examined at the grid surface 
directly above the blockage volume (Figure 7.16). Admittedly, the large area of these 
comer cells does distort the grid on the surface of the blockage but even within one 
grid spacing off this surface, the variable field and the grid show little distortion. In 
addition comparisons of experiments and computational predictions, undertaken by 
Spencer, using a grid with similar skewed cells, did not highlight any major concerns. 
The flow field resulting from this prediction was physically consistent and as no major 
anomalies were detected the test was judged a success. 
7.2.6 Summary 
In summary, this test case successful validated the full CFD system, the grid created 
was acceptable, as the predicted flows were physical consistent and no problems were 
encountered in the CFD calculation. This test case having been successfully concluded, 
two commissioning tests using the more complex geometry of a full combustion sys- 
tcm. were undertaken. 
73 Isothermal CFD Prediction of a Combustion System 
This isothermal prediction of a full combustion system and the subsequent reading 
prediction represent the culmination of this research. Applying a single block struc- 
tured grid to this complex geometry presented a major challenge to the grid generator, 
but one which was typical of the real requirement. 
For reference, Figure 1.4 presents a labelled diagram of the features of the combustion 
system that was analysed. 
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73.1 Preparation of the Solid Model 
The preparation and filtering of the solid model have already been described in Chapter 
3 and need no further discussion (Figure 7.17). Transfer of the solid model to the CFD 
system was automatically achieved with no problems or alterations required. This suc- 
cessfully demonstrated that a major objective of this research had been satisfied. 
namely "To identify hi-fidelity andfast transfer mechanisms between CAD and CFD 
systems".. (Section 1.9). 
7.3.2 Specification of the Fluid Boundary Conditions 
As in the previous test case the flow boundary conditions were the next to be specified. 
A fixed flat velocity profile was specified at the entrance to the combustion system 
(Figure 7.17), although in reality the compressor upstream will not present a flat profile 
to the combustion system. In practice any measured profile could be used with no con- 
sequence to the grid generation or CFD processes. 7be exit of the combustion system 
was defined as a floating outflow. Small amounts of air were bled off the rcar inner and 
outer annuli (required to cool the nozzle guide vanes and turbine downstream). These 
were implemented as fixed mass flow sinks on specified regions of the geometry. No 
boundary conditions were required for the chuted port flows as these orificcs were 
included in the calculation. This is a significant improvement over predictions which 
only model the flow in the flainctube and hence use a fixed flat velocity profile for 
these ports. 
Two possible ways of specifying flow boundary conditions for cooling rings were 
available. The first technique is to specify a Rxed mass sink into the blockage volume 
on the annulus side of the flametube and an identical mass source on the flametube side 
of the cooling ring (insert in Figure 7.17). The mass flow was be calculated from a scp- 
arate empirical coffelation-based analysis program, which derives the mass flow splits 
for all of the features of the combustion system. 
Ile alternative approach is to allow the solver to predict the flow of air through the 
cooling ring. This was achieved by un-blocking grid cells to allow holes in the block- 
age volumes to represent the cooling rings. The number of cells unblocked was chosen 
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to approximate the effective area (again calculated using the same empirical coffcla- 
tion-based analysis program) of the holes in the cooling rings 
The first approach would produce a smooth exit profile from each cooling ring into the 
flametube. However, no effects due to the local variation in the flow field on the annu- 
lus side of the cooling ring would be felt inside the combustor. The unblocking of grid 
cells allows the solver to take into account circumferential variation. The second 
method was therefore employed to model the cooling rings, as a more realistic predic- 
tion would be created. 
The next set of flow boundary conditions were specified on the combustor head. Inner 
and outer cooling films are present on the head, designed to cool the first sections of 
the combustion liner, (known as starter films see Figure 7.18). These cooling films are 
created by slightly modified cooling rings. The cooling air for these features is fed 
from the fluid at a higher pressure inside the cowl. The air leaves the cowl and passes 
through a convoluted series of channels in the combustor head before emerging into the 
cooling ring (An example of this combustor head flow will be seen later in Section 7.5, 
below). The intricacy, complexity and small length-scales present in these passages is 
not easy to model when undertaking a prediction of the whole combustor system. An 
additional complication is also encountered as the air from the cowl of the combustor is 
also used to feed effusion cooling rings in the combustor head. The CFD prediction 
cannot model these features in detail. Instead the correlation derived analysis program 
discussed previously was used to predict the mass flow splits for the starter films and 
the effusion rings on the combustor head. The outer of the two effusion rings intro- 
duces air into the combustor in a cone, whilst the inner ring produces a swirling flow. 
The last set of fluid boundary conditions described the fuel injector characteristics. TIc 
geometry of the fuel injector consists of three annular sets of swirling vanes within 
complex flow passages (an example can be seen below in Section 7.5). Air entering the 
fuel injector is made to swirl as it passes through the injector, into which liquid fuel is 
also introduced. 7be intended effect of these different swirling flows is to break up and 
atomise the fuel as quickly as possible, in order to improve the emissions charactcris- 
tics of the combustion system. The swirling flow also expands when cntcring the 
flametube causing the fuel spray to form a cone which can then be trapped in a rccircu- 
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lation in the primary zone. This cone and recirculation zone has been purposely cngi- 
neered to slow the flow down and provide a sheltered region where the flame can be 
stabilised inside the combustion system. 
The annular ducts downstream of the inner and outer swirlers of the fuel injector have 
been represented in the solid model. The vane passages inside each swirler were too 
small to be resolved. Instead the passage was filled in by blockages which had a mass 
sink and source specified in the upstream and downstream parts, in a similar fashion to 
the effusion rings (Figure 7.18). The air passages of the middle swirler were considered 
too narrow to be modelled and the flow was modelled at the end of the air passage, 
instead of from just downstream of the swirler blades. The swirl and cone angles for 
these features were determined from the geometry and empirical correlations. This is a 
radical improvement in fuel injector modelling compared to current practice. To put 
this in perspective, current belief is that the correct specification of fuel injector bound- 
ary conditions is the most significant boundary condition to affect the predicted tcm- 
perature traverse at the inlet to the turbines. Previous to this work, a flat plate with a 
series of concentric annuli would have been used to specify the flow boundary condi- 
tions for the fuel injector. These conditions would have been interpolated from a more 
sophisticated 2D model of the fuel injector situated in a plenum. This new CFD system 
and in particular the ability to create a grid for this complex geometry, removes the 
need for interpolation and for the first time allows the interaction of the primary zone 
and the fuel injector to be studied. 
Finally for each flow feature with a mass flow present the turbulence kinetic energy k 
and the dissipation rate C are defined by 
k= 
3(0.01)2v2,0.09pk 2 
(7.1) 
2 9T 
Where 0.01 is the user specified turbulence intensity and v is the magnitude of the 
velocity. p is the fluid density and 9T a user specified inlet level of turbulent viscosity. 
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73.3 Grid Generation 
The scale and complexity of the complete combustor solid model illustrated in Figure 
7.19, makes the task of fitting a structured grid an extremely challenging test of the 
grid generator. A grid of 769860 points, comprised of 130 (axial) by 126 (radial) by 47 
(circumferential) nodes was created. This size was determined by the ability to resolve 
features such as the fuel injector, whilst keeping a realistic total number of grid points. 
The initial grid was created by first mapping the vertices of the solid model into com- 
putational space (Section 6.4.1). To minimise the quantity of data required for this 
operation, all the regions were mapped onto grid surfaces first. This was accomplished 
'in the input generator GUL Figure 7.19 is a screen capture of the GUI, which uses col- 
our coding to indicate the type of grid surface mapped to regions of the grid. 
The solid model, although created and filtered for this exercise, also contained regions 
of the grid which had to be mapped onto more than one grid surface. An example is the 
curved region inside the half chuted hole on the circumferential boundary of the solid 
model (see insert on Figure 7.19). This is one region in the solid model, but the map- 
ping of the grid onto the geometry required three different grid surfaces to be placed on 
it. Ghost edges (Section 6.4.5) were employed to create the three temporary regions 
required for the initial grid. This was a five minute exercise, as opposed to entering the 
CAD system, creating the "missing" edges, and transferring the information back, 
which would have taken at least an hour's work by someone already familiar with the 
CAD model. 
The majority of the information for vertices was therefore already specified by the 
region mapping exercise. However, unlike in the previous example, not all the vertices 
could be fully mapped by the grid generator using this data alone. Consider the conccn- 
tric rings on the combustor head (Figure 7.20). These circles are positioned to identify 
the boundary between different fluid boundary conditions (the Wusion rings discussed 
in the last section and the solid wall). As such, these edges have to be retained by the 
grid and therefore grid lines need to be mapped onto them. Up until this point the only 
information known about these features is that they lie on a grid surface (an I-surface in 
this case). To fully map them onto a grid line another constant grid co-ordinate needed 
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to be specified. This is an example of where additional information was requested by 
the grid generator using the axioms defined in the last chapter (Section 6.4.1.2) to 
determine the underlying problem. The extra information was given to the grid gencra- 
tor by mapping the edges of the effusion rings onto grid lines. 
After the regions and edges had been mapped, the grid generator was able to fill in the 
rest of the missing vertex information without the need for further user interaction. The 
algebraic grid was created in approximately five minutes on a Sun Ultra 30 (Figure 
7.21). Ile initial grid placed on the effusion annuli on the combustor head illustrates 
another example of folding created by the surface point distribution algorithm. As 
before, there is no cause for concern, as the smoothing operation will correct these 
regions. The initial grid so created is perfectly satisfactory, but as has already been sug- 
gested a more advanced interpolation algorithm would reduce the amount of smooth- 
ing required downstream. The internal grid on the centre plane of the combustion 
system displays a significant degree of folding and provided a good test for the 
smoothing operation downstream (Figure 7.22). 
The next stage was the identification of grid cells within the blockages volumes (Fig- 
ure 7.23). This file was automatically created by the grid generator. Apart from the cclI 
faces which mark the interface between blocked and fluid grid cells, the solver totally 
disregards these cell volumes. As these cells are never used in the calculation then 
there is no requirement for the grid to be of high quality in these volumes, apart for 
purely aesthetic purposes. For this reason alone the grid cells in blockages are 
smoothed the same as any other cell, but no special boundary treatment (e. g. halo cells) 
is specified. Figure 7.23 also shows the gaps in the flametube blockages used to simu- 
late the cooling rings. 
The final process preparatory to smoothing the grid, was the creation of the halo nodes, 
which was also accomplished automatically within the grid generator. 
Before any grid movement could be undertaken the boundary conditions for the 
smoothing had to be prepared. This is an automatic procedure, but any conditions set 
by the grid generator can be overridden by the user (as will be demonstrated later). 
Edges and vertices of the solid model which were required to be retained or neglected 
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during the smoothing operation must be identified. The algorithm, described in 
Section 6.6.2, first identified and flagged all edges which represent the interface. 
between different fluid boundary conditions (Figure 7.24). The second stage used the 
geometry information present in the solid and retained any edges where a discontinuity 
in the surface curvature was detected (Figure 7.24 and Figure 7.25). At this stage in the 
grid generation process the ghost edges were themselves neglected, their job having 
been successfully accomplished by placing the initial grid on the solid model. 
'The above procedure performed well and the basic set of defaults specified were per- 
fectly satisfactorily for the calculation. However, for this test case the exact rcpresenta- 
tion of the outer and inner annulus walls was not regarded as being a major concern. In 
this case the default operations were overridden and most of the edges were classified 
as neglected on these walls (Figure 7.25). In this way the grid generator was permitted 
a large degree of freedom when creating the grid in these annuli to move the grid ccRs 
within virtually the whole inner and outer annuli of the combustion system. 
7he edge connectors were now created by the grid generator using the solid model and 
the boundary conditions specified above 
The smoothing operation was undertaken over a period of two days on a Sun Ultra 30 
workstation. The final smoothed grid on the head and fuel injector is illustrated in Fig- 
ure 7.26. This is a very good surface grid, when taking into consideration the complex 
geometry of the solid model and the restriction of a single structured grid. The fuel 
injector and the effusion rings are clearly defined. The grids in the effusion rings have 
been unfolded by the smoothing operation and the grid displays a small rate of change 
of grid spacing, after taking into account the effects of the geometry. The problem asso- 
ciatcd with mapped circles and the corresponding corner points, as discussed in the 
port flow problem in Section 7.2, is also present on the combustor head. The size of 
these cells can be reduced by the inclusion of more grid lines, but the nature of the 
geometry prevents their total elimination. 
The previous test case has already demonstrated how quickly the grid generator 
smooths the grid away from surfaces and this is also seen in this prediction. Consider 
the grid surfaces on the combustor head and the grid surface one grid spacing down- 
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stream (Figure 7.27). The skewed cells are significantly reduced within one grid spac- 
ing. This is due to the strong smoothing characteristics of the Laplace equation which 
quickly reduces the level of skew present inside the grid with increasing distance from 
any fixed surface. In fact, simultaneous smoothing of the surface and internal grids and 
the positioning of the halo cells (Section 6.6.5.2), allows the smoothing operation to 
move the surface grids to partially emulate the configuration of the nearest internal 
grid. As this internal grid has corresponding decreased levels of skewed cells present, 
then the surface grid will also be improved. Admittedly, on surface grids where gco- 
metric features are present which are hard to map (e. g. circles) then this effect is over- 
shadowed. 
The dominant features of the flow field in combustion systems are found mainly in the 
internal volume of the flametube and near wall effects are small (Section 1.3). 71e 
smoothing characteristic discussed in the previous paragraph is ideally suited to this 
type of prediction. Consider the skewed cells on the combustor head. It will be shown 
that the effect of the fuel injector on the flow field, with its large cone of swirling fluid, 
places these skewed surface cells on the boundary of a region of die flow which has lit- 
tle effect on the gross characteristics of the combustion system. For all of these reasons, 
the presence of skewed cells on the surface grids of the geometry, whilst not ideal, was 
regarded as acceptable and did not put the quality of the prediction in jeopardy. 
The internal grid on the combustor centre plane is presented in Figure 7.28 and Figure 
7.29. Tle first and most important observation that is made from these figures is that 
all the folded grids have been smoothed out (compare Figure 7.22). This demonstrates 
that the smoothing operation has achieved one of its primary objectives. Again, consid. 
cring the geometry the grid generator was presented with, this is a very good grid. The 
diffuser has been well resolved with the grid cells parallel to the boundary. The volume 
above the diffuser, as has been previously mentioned, was of little interest. The grid 
density in this region was therefore reduced by specifying and mapping specific grid 
lines on to the surfaces of the solid model, and this allowed additional grid cells to be 
used in areas of the grid of higher importance. 
The grid in the outer and inner annuli is very well resolved to allow the flow conditions 
to be well predicted in the feed to the chuted holes. In addition, the grid nodes in these 
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annuli are distributed with little change in the grid density. Me ability of being able to 
move the surface grid nodes over regions on the outer boundary accounts for this distri- 
bution. Admittedly some fine tuning and fixing of certain grid lines to edges of the 
geometry could further improve the quality, but the grid presented is satisfactory. 71c 
ends of the inner and outer annuli have very little effect on the flow field in the 
flametube (the major region of interest) and as such the skew grids present at the end of 
the inner annuli are also permissible. 
An enlarged section of the centre line grid is presented in Figure 7.29. Consider the 
region of the grid containing the diffuser exit, combustor cowl and fuel injector. In this 
region the air from the diffuser directly impinges on the cowl of the combustor where it 
is split into three flows: one feeds the flametube via the combustor head; the other two 
feed the inner and outer annuli. As will be shown later the area below the diffuser con- 
taining skewed cells is not part of the main flow distribution of air from the diffuser 
and because of this, these skewed cells are acceptable. For future reference, the grid 
could be improved in this area by at least two different methods of mapping the grid. 
Firstly, a number of horizontal grid lines could be moved from the diffuser to the 
region below (marked by a magenta line) and the mapping repeated. This would 
remove grid cells from the diffuser and may then affect the prediction of the flow in 
this region. Alternatively, more grid lines could be mapped to the edge denoted by the 
magenta line. This would increase the total number of grid nodes in the solution, but it 
should be possible to use these extra grid nodes inside the flamctube, so the additional 
lines could perform a useful function there. 
The main objective of this prediction is to derive the flow field in the flamctube. 'Me 
flametube is fed through the chuted holes in the annuli and by features on the head of 
the combustor. The flow boundary conditions for the head have already been discussed 
in Section 7.3.2. All the features on the head of the combustion system are specified 
and ffixed independently from the flow in the cowl. Therefore apart from providing a 
bluff body for the fluid from the diffuser to impinge on, the cowl has no direct cffect on 
the flow in the flametube. For this reason the skew cells and lack of resolution inside 
the cowl was an acceptable compromise. 
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Ile problem of mapping a structured grid onto a circular arc is again encountered on 
the cowl of the combustor. This, coupled with the grid interaction with the fuel injector 
makes the creation of an adequate grid difficult to say the least. Ile grid presented here 
was the best compromise between adding extra grid lines and increasing the size of the 
grid and lack of resolution of the fluid interaction in this point. 
The grid at the base of the fuel injector is also distorted, this is a direct result of the 
geometry, with the chamfered end of the fuel injector being placed half way inside the 
cowl of the combustor. No simple mapping strategy was discovered to alleviate the 
skewed cells in this region. Fortuitously, this region is at the entrance to the cowl and 
therefore not of great importance. If investigations in this region of the combustor are 
required, then alternative approaches (e. g employing an unstructured methodology) 
may have to be considered. Other injector geometries are less extreme however, and 
may cause less distortion of the grid. 
Figure 7.29 also details the grid representation of the fuel injector. Practical experience 
has shown that the fuel injector is the single most significant piece of geometry to 
effect the accuracy of any combustion CFD prediction. The grid captures the main fea- 
tures of the fuel injector exceptionally well, especially when the geometry and the lim- 
ited number of nodes available are taken into account. Resolving the internal features 
of the fuel injector allowed the CFD solver to calculate mom of the internal flow in the 
fuel injector then has previously been attempted. In doing so theoretical assumptions 
regarding how the flow behaves inside the injector can be removed, and the predicted 
flow field used in its place. 
To complete the description of all the aspects of the smoothing operation an example is 
given of how grid points have been moved in and across regions of the solid model. 
Figure 7.30 displays the initial grid on the inner combustion liner. Each row of chuted 
holes sits on two regions. There is no reason for the boundary edges between each of 
these pairs of regions to be retained by the grid and they arc therefore flagged as 
neglected. Figure 731 shows the finished result of the smoothing operation. The grid 
has been unfolded and smoothed. During this process grid nodes have moved on the 
region surfaces and across the neglected edges. Applying the smoothing algorithm on 
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such a complex geometry validated the concept and realisation of the use of the edge 
connectors (Section 6.6.5) as well as significantly improving the grid. 
In summary, a single structured grid has been created for the complex geometry of a 
complete external/internal combustion system. As expected this exercise stretched the 
capabilities of the grid generator. The final grid is however very good, especially when 
taking into account the difficult geometry and the limitations of employing a single 
structured mesh. Furthermore, the localised areas of distortion in the grid are all in 
regions of little or no importance to the CID prediction of the flow in the flametubc. 
7.3.4 Solving the Prediction and Results 
The isothermal boundary conditions were applied in a similar manncr to those dis- 
cussed for the last test case and the solution converged. This was an overnight run on a 
Sun Ultra 60. The rate of convergence was very good for the size of the grid. The final 
step was to analysis the results from this prediction. 
Contours of velocity magnitude are shown in Figure 7.32. This has been further 
enhanced with the use of streak lines. Air enters from the compressor and its velocity is 
reduced as it travels through the diffuser. The deliberately high concentration of grid 
cells in the diffuser allowed the prediction to capture the very important effect of the 
boundary layer next to the diffuser walls successfully. 
The flow from the diffuser impinges onto the cowl of the flametube. Here the velocity 
is further reduced and a three way split of the fluid occurs. One portion of the fluid 
travels up and over the head of the combustor into the outer annulus. Here it travels 
down the length of the combustor, with the majority of its mass being transferred into 
the flame tube either via the chuted holes or the cooling rings. The large region above 
the diffuser is a fairly stagnant zone of the flow field and justifies the decrease in grid 
resolution applied within this region. Another portion of the diffuser flow travels down 
the inner annulus and is used in a similar manner to the fluid in the outer annuli. Figure 
7.33 also illustrates that the portion of the flow from the diffuser that travels down the 
inner annulus does not disperse as it hits the cowl but travels preferentially down the 
inner flametube wall. In fact in the region directly below the diffuser a large recircula- 
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tion is formed. This recirculation although affecting the flow in the lower half of the 
combustion system, is of itself not of great importance. This is fortuitous as it has 
already been stated that, in this region the grid contains some highly skewed cells, but 
the main flow bypasses this region. The grid in this region could be improved but any 
potential numerical effect due to these cells is minimised. 
The remaining air from the diffuser is trapped by the cowl and is used in the flametube. 
In this prediction there is no direct numerical interaction between the air that has been 
removed from the cowl region, to represent the fuel injector features and the air flow 
from the fuel injector into the flametube. This is due to the method of specifying the 
fluid boundary conditions. As such the flow field inside the cowl whilst not resolving 
all the fine scale interactions, is of little importance to the combustor and the grid is 
therefore acceptable in this case. This issue would need revisiting if a larger calculation 
including the injector details were attempted. 
The air from the cowl enters the flametube via the fuel injector and effusion rings on 
the combustor head. The inner swirler produces a highly swirling flow as can be seen 
by the two yellow contours in Figure 7.33. The outer swirler of the fuel injector also 
produces a highly swirling flow which is accelerated down a converging annulus until 
it enters the flametube. The effect of all these swirling flows entering the flametube is 
to create a large cone of fluid centred on the fuel injector. 77his cone is the most signirl- 
cant flow feature in the flame tube and effectively masks the region of fluid captured 
behind it. In this region are found the distorted grid cells placed on the combustor head, 
and it is for this reason that these skew cells are acceptable at this location. 
Ibis cone of air emitted from the fuel injector travels down the flanictube and cncoun- 
ters the first set of chuted holes As described in Section 1.2 this is the primary zone of 
the combustion chamber and the jets from these holes create a recirculation zone. The 
design intent for the size and placement of these chutcd holes was to create jets of air 
which meet directly in the middle of the flametube forming a barrier to create the rccir- 
culation. As can be seen in Figure 7.33, the jets do partly impinge but slide ovcr one 
another in the lower half of the combustion chamber. Ile difrcrence between theory 
and prediction was studied by Griffiths [57], who undertook experimental measure- 
mcnts on a similar, but not identical configuration. The flow field mcasurcments for 
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this first set of chuted holes also shows the same fluid interaction, giving an experi- 
mental justification to the prediction in this zone. 
The measured velocity profiles through the chuted holes reported by Griffiths can be 
seen in Figure 7.34. Both the experimental and predicted plots show that the flow 
through a chuted hole is biased towards the rear. This results in reducing the effective 
area of the hole and this effect has also been seen in the previous test case. A radial 
cross section of the radial velocity field inside the flametube positioned directly below 
the first row of chuted holes (Figure 7.35) shows quite good agreement with the char- 
acteristics that Griffiths measured. 
In summary, an isothermal prediction of a full combustion system has been success- 
fully undertaken. The approach developed in this thesis has again been validated. The 
creation of the grid for the complex geometry stretched the grid generator capabilities 
to its limit, but was achieved. Localised regions of grid distortion were present, but this 
was due to the complex geometry and by careful consideration of the grid mapping 
strategy, these skewed regions were placed in regions of little importance to the user or 
the flow. 
7.4 Reacting Calculation of the Combustion System 
The final test employed the grid and boundary conditions used in the previous isothcr- 
mal prediction and applied a reacting model to the burning flow. The filtcring, transfer 
and grid generation steps have all been covered in the previous section. The only mod- 
ification required was to the fluid boundary conditions, namely to specify the place- 
ment of fuel and to activate the combustion model. The fuel was specified as a source 
on the middle swirler Figure 7.17 
Contours of the velocity magnitude for this reacting flow are displayed in Figure 7.36. 
The shape of the contours have not changed significantly from the isothermal predic- 
tion and previous flametube only predictions. Compared to the isothermal case, the 
burning of the fuel in the primary zone reduces the density and expands the air trapped 
in the flametube, resulting in an increase in velocity towards the turbine (Figure 7.36). 
The jets from the chuted holes in the primary zone are still present but have been 
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deflected slightly downstream. The degree of deflection observed is smaller than 
expected. Admittedly, previous experiences [391 were only of the flametube and the 
chuted holes on the flametube were represented by flat velocity prordes and so differ- 
ences are feasible. Further investigation of this area is warranted outside of this work, 
but in general, the velocity flow field illustrated here is well behaved and satisfactory. 
Figure 7.37 displays the contours of temperature in the combustion system. The cone 
of air and fuel from the fuel injector is clearly visible, as is the well defined burning 
primary zone. The cold air from the chuted primary holes can be seen to form a barrier 
across the flametube. The areas of high temperature downstream of these jets is caused 
by hot gas moving around these jets, and reforming behind the jet. The effect of the 
cold air from the cooling rings can be seen acting as a film barrier and protecting the 
flametube walls as it is designed to. As the air travels down the flame tube, the temper- 
ature of the gas is further reduced by jets of air from the second set of chuted holes (not 
visible in the figure as they are out of the plane) and its profile has been tailored to be 
acceptable to the nozzle guide vanes and the following turbine stages situated at the 
exit of the combustor. 
Figure 7.38 displays predicted and experimentally measured exit temperature traverses 
of this combustion system [501ý This figure has been included solely for qualitative 
purposes. As is usual practice, the experimental data has been normalised by the tcm- 
perature rise gained by the release of chemical energy in the combustion chamber and 
the contour scale has been reset to be centred about this value. The predicted profile is 
specified in terms of temperature (K). Comparing these two traverses shows regions of 
cooler air at both the upper and lower radial boundaries with the hottest sections in the 
middle. Both figures show a saddle point in the middle of the exit traverse, but the 
location is somewhat different. The predicted regions of cooler air on the inner radial 
boundary extends too far into the centre of the traverse and needs to be investigated 
further. In general, from previous experience, modifications to the thermodynamic 
model and the assumptions made when defining the fuel injector have both been shown 
to be capable of improving the predicted traverse. 
In summary, this test case has successfully been used as a proof of concept of the whole 
system. No problems were seen with the reacting chemistry model when applied to this 
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grid. The exit traverse prediction does requires improvement, but this is not the main 
focus of the current research and for a first attempt a good prediction has been 
achieved. 
The successful demonstration of the three tests has demonstrated the power, versatility 
and potential of the present approach, for handling real, complex, engineering prob- 
lems. The next section gives further examples of its capabilities, when applied to fields 
outside combustion systems. 
7.5 Demonstrating the Versatility of the Grid Generator 
Although this research has concentrated on aspects of CFD relating to undertaking pre- 
dictions on combustion, the versatility and power of the solid-model-drivcn grid gencr- 
ator can also be applied to a wider class of problems requiring structured grids in 
complex geometries. This ability is demonstrated in this section, by a selection of grids 
created by other people for a variety of projects. These grids have been created, using 
the methodology developed and reported in this thesis, by fellow research students who 
would not describe themselves as grid generation experts. The resulting complex grids 
clearly demonstrate that one of the goals for the grid generator stated in chapter I has 
been achieved, namely to reduce the level of expertise required to create structured 
grids. 
Tlie first example was created to compare CFD predictions with experimental meas- 
urements of the external flow in a perspex model of a combustion system (Figure 
7.39). Ibis is a different combustion system to that described in the last section and it 
has been included as the solid model has a similar level of geometrical complexity as 
the last two test cases, but in this case it was created by a research student and not a 
grid generation expert. 
Tle second example was constructed for the calculation of the flow field inside the 
nacelle cavity of a large civil gas turbine engine. In Figure 7.40 the outer nacelle casing 
has been made transparent to allow the significant amount of internal equipment inside 
the nacelle to be viewed. The amount of pipe work and instrument packages prcscnt 
made the filtering operation a significant exercise in determining the important asp" 
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of the geometry requiring retention. This resulted in the filtered solid model in Figure 
7.41 and the associated grids displayed in Figure 7.41 and Figure 7.42. The axial cross- 
section shows the complexity of the mapping of this grid onto the solid model. The 
complexity of the CAD model and the grid generation process made this task a realistic 
engineering problem, which was solved by the student with little outside help. 
Figure 7.43 illustrates a solid model of a fuel injector and its resultant grid. In this 
model the swirler passages and vanes have been included. This is achievable as the rest 
of the combustion system is omitted, and the grid was used to study various turbulence 
models to compare with experimental data in the swirling flows downstream of the 
injector. 
The penultimate example is of the internal flow passages found in the head of the com- 
bustion system (the so-called heat-shield, Figure 7.44). The complexity of the channels 
within the solid model is clearly visible. The challenge of fitting a structured grid to a 
geometry which is as complex as the whole combustion system, but on a significantly 
different length scale, tested the CFD system in a new environment. The successfully 
created resultant grid is being used for coupled heat transfer and stress predictions of 
the combustor heatshield. 
The final example is of a geometry used in a prototype fuel cell [I I] (Figure 7.45). The 
research student has extended the grid generator to create an explicit multi-block grid 
generator. This was accomplished by the creation of different solid models for each 
grid and the fixed positioning of all block interface grid nodes (no smoothing on these 
nodes). Admittedly a crude technique at the moment, this extension has shown the 
potential for this system to be developed into a full multi-block grid generator. 
7.6 Summary 
The techniques developed and described in this thesis have passed their first proof of 
i: oncept tests. Further trials and predictions are required to gain both confidence and 
experience, but the work to date has illustrated the ease of use of the grid generator and 
its versatility. The ability to create complex solid models, reliably, and autonomously 
transfer them to the CFD system; generate a grid based on the geometry; create the 
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boundary conditions for the flow field and solve the prediction, has been verified on a 
range of realistic engineering problems. 
Ile grid generator performed well on the complex geometry of the combustion system. 
The smoothed grid, when taking into account the complex geometry onto which it had 
to be mapped was very good and found to be suitable for both isothermal and rcacting 
CFD predictions to be undertaken. Detailed examinations uncovered some areas of the 
grid containing skewed cells. The majority of these skewed cells were in regions whcre 
them was either little activity in the flow field or little effect on the overall objectives of 
the predictions. However, attempts to remove these cells by using a Poisson equation 
based smoothing technique should be undertaken. 
Investigation into the nature of the grid smoothing algorithm based on Laplace's cqua- 
tion determined that the internal regions of the grid displayed high degrees of orthogo- 
nality and the rate of change of grid spacing was small. In addition any effect due to 
skewed grid cells on the solid model surfaces, were dispersed within a short grid spac- 
ing. As the behaviour of the combustion system flow field places the majority of flow 
features in the internal grid and not near surfaces, the Laplace equation is ideally suited 
to this task. 
In addition the effective use of edge connectors has been successfully demonstrated on 
the solid model of the combustion system. Smoothing techniques have been demon- 
stratcd with grid nodes moving over and across regions and edges. Future work could 
also include the ability to adapt the grid to the solution, for which the coupled surface 
and internal grid smoothing will be a very advantageous feature. 
One conclusion from the predictions of the combustion test cases is that these complex 
geometries are close to representing the limit of the capabilities for using a single 
blocked structured methodology and further options need to be investigated. An cxten- 
sion to a multi-block grid methodology is straightforward (already demonstrated in the 
later examples) and this grid generator has been designed with this capability in mind. 
The implementation of a Poisson grid will also help improve and build upon the firm 
foundations planted here. 
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The solver performed admirably on these predictions and no problems were cncoun- 
tered in the convergence history of any calculations. 
The analysis of the isothermal and reacting combustor flow field predictions showed 
that they were representative of previous calculations and no anomalous behaviour was 
detected. The ability to simulate the internal passages within the fuel injector has made 
possible an improved understanding of the interactions of the fuel injector and the 
combustion chamber, which was previously not feasible in a full combustion system 
prediction. 
The use of a single block structured methodology has been shown to be able to perform 
a prediction on the complex geometry of the combustion system. One benefit of the 
regular lattice of grid cells, is the contribution to the impressively demonstrated 
elapsed time for converging a reacting solution (Two days as opposed to typically at 
least a week for an unstructured grid of similar resolution [ 1041). 
Finally, the ability of users with little grid generation experience, to create grids for 
complex and realistic geometries demonstrates a marked reduction in the typical level 
of expertise required. 
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8.1 Conclusions 
71be overall objective of this work was to identify and demonstrate a CFD methodology 
for the prediction of a complete combustion system. Ibis research was motivated by 
the need to reduce both time-scales and the financial outlay required to develop and 
support aero-gas turbine combustion systems. Considering the process as a whole, 
numerical analysis techniques and in particular CFD were identified as offering the 
greatest return on the limited research funds available. This main objective has been 
met, with the CAD/CFD interface and grid generator developed during the course of 
this work, due to come on line in a commercial environment within Rolls-Royce during 
2000 as a result of the performance demonstrated in this work. 
Analysis of combustion system design techniques identified that conventional develop- 
ment by experimentation was and would continue to be too expensive. This has driven 
the research and development of analysis systems. These techniques were found to 
have reached a sufficient stage of maturity, and the challenge was now to transfer their 
usage from the realms of the specialist onto the desktop of the engineer. 
Research into the types of analysis undertaken, identified CFD as the analysis tool that 
offered the greatest potential for improving all of the analysis capabilities. Central to 
the efficient implementation of a CID analysis tool, is the choice of grid methodology 
employed. After review, a structured approach was selected. Ile inherent speed of 
converging solutions on the regular lattice of grid nodes and minimum storage required 
for predictions were central to this selection. In addition, the considerable amount of 
experience garnered in undertaking structured CFD predictions, presents a lower risk 
compared to implementing new methodologies in a commercial environment. Ile task 
of grid generation for complex geometries was recognised as the major bottleneck in 
the employment of a structured grid and formed a main focus of this work. 
At the end of Chapter I two sets of objectives were specified against which this work 
was to be judged. Firstly, a series of general objectives have been defined by Cosnor 
[24]. These were an independent set of criteria, against which the development of this 
research could be assessed in improving the state of current technology. The second set 
of objectives were more detailed and specific to this research. Both of these sets of 
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objectives are stated below, along with the descriptions of progress made to achieve 
these goals. 
The general objectives defined by Cosnor for efficient geometry creation and grid gen- 
eration stated: 
1. The nominal geometry (ie., before any modifications based on analysis goals) is 
generated in the CAD system. Either the CAD system or a separate procedure is 
used to identify the defects, omissions etc., in a timely manner, so they are cor- 
rected before the geometyy is usedfor any subsequent process. 
This work has been specified from the onset with the stipulation that all geometry crea- 
tion was to be undertaken with the CAD system. Ile development and subsequent test- 
ing of the whole analysis system (CAD and CFD) has demonstrated that a viable and 
versatile system has been created, without having to resort to geometry manipulation 
within the CFD system. This is only possible because the need for a geometry repair 
operation has been eliminated. Traditionally, this difficult and onerous task has resulted 
in the need for mini-CAD systems contained within the CFD system. The removal of 
this non-value added task is due totally to the decision to allow the geometry only to be 
specified in a solid model data representation. Solid models consistently ensure that 
only valid geometrical entities are created by the designer. The decision to adopt a solid 
model geometry data representation is the single most critical success factor in this 
research, as will be further illustrated later on. 
2. The geometry is modified within the CAD environment as appropriatefor the sub- 
sequent analyses. 
New geometry modification and manipulation techniques have to be adopted to mini- 
mise the amount of user interaction. These major advances are achieved by a redefini- 
tion of traditional design practices coupled with the implementation of parametric 
CAD techniques. Current practice uses finished manufacturing solid models (when 
available) which are then modified for the purpose of analysis. The new design strategy 
emphasises the requirement to consider all aspects of analysis, design and manufacture 
from conception. This is embedded in the underlying design intent of the model. Ibis 
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design intent then becomes the key factor in reducing replication and the need for 
extraneous modification. 
Parametric methodologies were found essential to the practical implementation of this 
strategy. The ability to simply alter geometry by the changing of a dimension allows 
the efficient creation of multi-functional models. A practical implementation of this 
methodology in the creation of a parametric solid of the whole combustion system, led 
to the conclusion that this approach is viable. The creation of this parametric solid 
model did require a significant initial investment in time but subsequent modifications 
were relatively quick and reliable. It was found that the choice of parameters and 
organisation of the solid model significantly aided the filtering process required to 
modify the geometry into a form suitable for a CFD prediction. Finally, the easy altera- 
tion of parameters would give the designer the capability to rapidly undertake the anal- 
ysis of varying geometric variables in the solid models, thus allowing a wider variety 
of designs to be investigated within the same time-scale. 
Even with the use of parametric methodologies, modifications specifically related to 
CFD prediction will have to be made. CFD is unique among all the processes consid- 
cred as it is concerned with the fluid in the system as opposed to the metal geometry. 
The creation of the blockage volumes and solution region for the combustion system, 
demonstrated that the developed technique of using solid models coupled with CAD 
geometry manipulation was achievable for complex geometry. 
The creation of the structured grid on the full combustion system highlighted the need 
for geometry modifications, solely required by the grid generation step, to be under- 
taken within the CAD system. Modification of the geometry within the CAD system 
was required to allow the retention of sub-grid-scale features such as effusion cooling 
patches. The initial grid mapping operation within the grid generator also required 
modifications to the solid model. This was to allow more than one grid surface to be 
mapped to a region. The extra work entailed in performing these non-value added tasks 
on complex geometries within the CAD system was unacceptable. As a direct result the 
novel technique of ghost edges was developed within the grid generator. This success- 
fully removed potentially complex CAD operations and replaced them with a simple 
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and easy to use procedure, whilst at the same time greatly reducing the overall time 
required. 
3. The analytical tools for surface modelling and grid generation operate on the 
CAD surface models, or on a data format that is immediately derived without 
compromise from the CAD models. (77me for geometry acquisition 2 minutes -a 
file transfer only). 
The essential key to the successful implementation of any CFD system, which relies on 
an external CAD system for its geometry creation, is the robust and reliable transfer of 
geometric data. For the grid generation processes within the CFD system to make opti- 
mum use of the solid model created in a CAD system then access to both the topology 
and geometry components of the model definition are required. 
Direct coupling of the CAD and CFD system was discounted as the requirement to 
have both software packages running concurrently on the same computer would limit 
the possible size of CID prediction. Instead to maximise the possible size of CFD pre- 
diction undertaken, an accurate copy of the solid model had to be extracted and trans- 
feffcd into the CFD system. 
Investigations of neutral file formats concluded that the IGES and STEP file standards 
offered the best potential for transfer of data. However, upon a closer inspection both 
formats were found unacceptable. IGES was dismissed, as not all implementations 
transfer the essential topological information of the solid model. STEP was technically 
satisfactory, but suffered from immaturity and a lack of CAD vendor interest, making 
any further development in this work too high a risk. This decision has been borne out, 
as during the course of the project STEP has still not attracted a critical mass of support 
from CAD vendors. 
The transfer technique adopted was to use the provided proprietary sets of CAD 
accessing subroutines for each system. These proved easy to use, reliable and retained 
the solid model representation of the geometry. The data was extracted using the same 
routines and format as the CAD system itself, and hence a degree of tailoring of the 
data into a more efficient form for the grid generator was possible. 
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Ibe use of NURBS, the de facto industry standard for generic curve and surface defini- 
tions, was found to represent the original geometric entities of the CAD solid model. 
This was easily implemented using the proprietary subroutines of the CAD system to 
translate the geometry of any solid model into NURBS entities, removing this complex 
task from the responsibility of the CFD system. 
To conclude, practical experience with the full combustion system prediction has dem- 
onstrated accurate, trouble free, transfers of the solid model in less than a minute, ful- 
filling the requirement stated above. 
4. Semi-automated tools are usedfor surface grid generation and domain decompo. 
sition. These took "suggest" default surface and block face grids, subject to 
approval by the engineer. 
The key factor to reducing user interaction to the minimum was the adoption of a two- 
stage grid generation strategy. 
In stage one an initial grid was created, where priority was placed on speed of creation 
and little concern was placed on grid quality, to the extent that even folding was 
allowed to be present in the grid. User interaction was minimised by the development 
of a series of logical rules and axioms that mapped the geometry model into computa- 
tional space. Central to the development of these techniques was the topology data con- 
tained within the solid model; this allowed connectivity between geometrically entities 
to be exploited. An arc-based linear interpolation was found to create adequate initial 
grids in real time for complex geometries. 
In stage two the quality of the grid was improved. A smoothing algorithm based on 
Laplace's equation was found to create acceptable grids on solid models, after taking 
into account the level of complexity of geometry present. The Laplace equation created 
grids which demonstrated the characteristic of the smallest rate of change of grid spac- 
ing. Ilis is ideally suited to combustion predictions, where the main features of the 
flow field occur in the centre of the grid, the same location where the Laplace equation 
has the greatest effecL 
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Ilis automatic iterative algorithm, whilst it did require significant amount of process- 
ing time, removed the need for the repetitive "look and see" iterations charactcrised by 
grid generators employing algebraic techniques alone. Algorithms to autonomously 
determine the smoothing boundary conditions were successfully developed and vali- 
dated using complex geometries. 
Skewed cells have been shown to be present on the surface grids of complex geometry. 
These are extremely difficult to eliminate, but the inclusion of a Poisson equation 
based solver offers the potential for improving these distortions. Their presence on the 
surfaces is not a serious hazard to the CFD solver, and the second stage quickly re- 
establishes smoothness. 
The innovative technique of coupled surface and internal grid smoothing permitted the 
improvement of the overall grid allowing the effect of the internal grid to affect what in 
previous grid generators were effectively fixed surface grids. An effective control of 
surface point distribution was incorporated based on the automatic generation and 
specification of a halo of extra nodes attached to the outside of all grid nodes situated 
on the surface of the solid model. Again the specification of a solid model data repre- 
sentation allowed the autonomous specification of theses features. Investigation into 
strategies for halo node placement resulted in a technique which encouraged factors 
which improved surface grid point placement with respect to a smooth distribution of 
points and the orthogonality of the grid cells situated next to the surfaces. 
Ile use of edge connectors has enabled the grid generator to efficiently move grid 
nodes on and across regions of the geometry and also is a successfully demonstrated 
mechanism for redistributing points over discontinuities in the surface geometry. 
This research has been undertaken successfully without it having been found necessary 
to resort to domain decomposition, but as the number of cells in predictions increases, 
investigations into the implementation of this strategy may be required. 
5. Overall parameters of the volume grid blocks -number of points, stretchingfunc. 
tions etc.: - are set by a semi-automatedprocess. 
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This work has demonstrated that a complex geometry can be effectively represented by 
a single block geometry. It has also shown that regions of the grid may be created con- 
taining skewed cells. These distortions are caused by the mapping of the structured grid 
onto the complex geometry. For the full combustion system prediction demonstrated 
here, these distortions were found to be acceptable, as they fell within regions of the 
fluid which either did not affect the flow field or were of little interest. However, for 
calculations which focus on other regions of the combustor e. g the head and cowl, the 
choice of grid methodology may need revisiting. One potential solution is the applica- 
tion of a multi-block technique, in which case the current grid generator is ideally 
suited to form the kernel of the new system. 
Stretching functions have currently not yet been implemented. Satisfactory grid control 
near and on the surface of the grid was achieved by the use of halo cells. and the cou- 
pled internal and surface grid smoothing algorithm. The extension to employing 
stretching functions can be implemented by the using Poisson's equation instead of 
Laplace's. The use of the same algorithm to smooth both internal and surface grid 
nodes, will greatly simplify the task of implementing the stretching functions. These 
will initially be used to provide a solution adaptive capability, when the ability for the 
surface grid to flow around the geometry will prove extremely valuable. 
The user is still responsible for defining the total number of grid points used within a 
specific prediction. However, the logical rules employed within the grid generator and 
the use of a solid model does permit the user to specify incomplete grid information, 
and still create a grid. This reduces the amount of interactions and expertise required of 
the user. 
To conclude this section on general objectives, the preceding paragraphs have shown 
that the majority of objectives specified by Cosnor have been satisfied. Omissions have 
been due to the perceived lack of a need for a particular aspect of grid generation at this 
stage in the development of the CFD system. The research conducted here although 
aimed and specifically focused on combustion system CFD prediction, has a direct rel- 
evance to the majority of analysis tasks where a grid is required. 
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The general objectives having been met, consideration is made of the detailed objec- 
tives of this research, which were also stated in chapter one. 
1. To investigate methods of reducing the time spent in the input generation process 
for a structured grid methodology. 
The use of solid models and the advanced grid generation techniques which have been 
developed in this work, including the adoption of a two stage grid generation strategy, 
have reduced the amount of time spent by the user in the input generator. Considered in 
isolation, the removal of the geometry repair operation alone is a substantial saving. 
More importantly, the level of expertise has been reduced, resulting in less time spent 
training. 
2. To specify and create a Definitive Electronic Model DEM in a commercial CAD 
system for use in CFD prediction of a gas turbine combustion system. 
The solid model of the combustion system created in this exercise is part of a DEM, 
which can be used for analysis and manufacture. All of the major components of the 
combustion system are present and only further refinement of the geometry may be 
required for other analysis tasks to be undertaken. Manufacturing operations (such as 
tooling design) can also be undertaken using this model, again after refinemcnt and 
annotation. As stated earlier, the parametric methodology employed and new design 
rules are the key to the success of this multi-functional model. 
3. To improve aspeets of struetured grid generation to take into aeeount features 
provided by the DEM 
Ilis subject has been already covered earlier in the conclusion, again the key success 
factor was the use of the solid model. 
4. As proof of concept to take the DEM and to perform a CFD calculation of the 
whole combustion system 
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The successful calculation of a CFD prediction using this DEM of the fun combustion 
system, from inception to predicting the flow and chemistry fields has been accom- 
plished. The CFD system performed well and the resulting predictions were represent- 
ative of the perceived characteristics seen in previous predictions. Ile completion of 
this test case represents the first major commissioning tests needed to introduce this 
system into a commercial environment 
In summary, this research has demonstrated that a solid model of a full gas turbine 
combustion system can be created; transferred; a grid constructed; input conditions 
applied; and both an isothermal and combustion solution run with satisfactory results. 
Structured grid methodologies have been shown to be appropriate for these complex 
viscous calculations. Various tools have been demonstrated to reduce the workload and 
level of expertise required by the user. The use of an initial algebraic grid coupled with 
an elliptic PDE smoothing algorithm has been shown to reduce user workload in both 
terms of quality and quantity of information required. A new method of grid control on 
and near surfaces has been demonstrated and a structure set up to allow adaptation of 
the grid to flow features. 
Ibis work has been the subject of three papers at international conferences [401, [411, 
[42]. Peer review by both the international grid generation and aerospace communities 
at these conferences has been extremely encouraging and favourable. 
8.2 Further work 
The techniques of closely coupling grid generation and CAD systems continues to be 
developed. Further research will need to be undertaken into how far the close coupling 
of grid generator and CAD system can be taken. One direction is the inclusion of intcr. 
nal grid generators within CAD systems. Memory limitations should be soon mini- 
mised and this approach would make the interface for the user totally seamless. Work 
in this area has already been commenced e. g the commercial grid generator ICEM is 
going to offer links to Pro/Engineer and CATIA [67) but the field does still offer the 
potential for future research. 
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The use of parametric solid models to define the geometry used in the CFD system, 
should allow research into automation of optimization studies on varying specific 
parameters of the solid model based on the feedback from the resultant CFD prcdic- 
tion. This will become a vital design tool in the foreseeable future 
The use of blockage volumes within this work could be adapted to investigate the heat 
transfer and coupled stress analysis in the metal using the CFD predictions, similar to 
that undertaken in chimera grids by Kao and Liu [801. 
The need to further advance the practical implementation of the DEM and its applica- 
tions in the field of design and manufacture, will continue to grow as the industry 
moves towards total electronic definition of parts and processes. 
Although the current transfer method between the CAD and CFD system is quite satis- 
factory, the inclusion and investigation of a STEP translator is a worthy course of study 
because it is technically more comprehensive and will have more robust to changes in 
of the CAD enviromment. In addition, extending the dictionary of permitted geometry 
entities beyond just allowing NURBS may increase the performance of the grid gencr- 
ator. 
Future work involving the grid generator could include researching ways to remove the 
need to mark the blockages on the solution region of the geometry and also removing 
the need for two cells between opposing faces of a blockage. Also worth consideration, 
is the implementation of a TFI scheme to improve the characteristics of the initial grid 
and thereby reduce the time spent smoothing the grid. 
The research with the greatest potential for improving the grid generator, must be the 
implementation a Poisson equation based smoothing algorithm. In this way stretching 
and control functions could be investigated, resulting in superior grids. The Poisson 
solver would also be a feasible technique to allow grid adaption to the flow field. Ile 
current grid generator is already designed to make the programming implementation 
straightforward. The interest lies in the choice of control functions. Finally, the extcn- 
sion of the single block grid generator to a multi-block grid should help reduce grid 
distortion and reduce the need for blockage volumes. 
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